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A	comprehensive	review	of		1	

“Cloud	microphysical	background	for	the	Israeli-4	cloud	seeding	experiment”		2	

by	Freud,	E.,	H.	Koussevitsky,		T.	Goren	and	D.	Rosenfeld,		3	

(published	in	2015	by	Atmospheric	Research)	4	

with	a	recap	of		the	Hebrew	University	of	Jerusalem’s	cloud	seeding	experiments		5	

as	seen	by	a	long-time	observer	6	

A.	L.	Rangno1	7	

Opening	remarks	8	

“What	is	scientific	knowledge?	When	is	it	reliable?”,	ask	Kenneth	Foster	and	Peter	Huber	(1997),	in	9	
“Judging	Science:		Scientific	Knowledge	and	the	Federal	Courts”,	MIT	Press.		“Scientific	knowledge”	10	
might	be	considered	anything	published	in	a	peer-reviewed	journal.		Having	passed	the	peer	review	11	
“filter”	gives,	or	should	give,	that	which	appears	in	a	peer-reviewed	journal	particular	reliability	on	which	12	
our	scientific	knowledge	grows.			13	

Much	of	this	review	addresses	the	second	question	raised	by	Foster	and	Huber,	the	reliability	of	14	
published	science.		Implicitly,	this	review	also	addresses	the	quality	of	the	peer-review	“filter”	in	the	15	
cloud	seeding	domain:		“Has	it	improved	since	the	1960s	through	1980s	when	hundreds	of	pages	of	16	
faulty	cloud	seeding	claims	concerning	experiments	in	Colorado	and	Israel	were	published,	ones	that	17	
misled	our	best	scientists?”		In	this	review	of	a	recently	published	paper,	we	must	answer,	“No.”	18	

In	this	review2,	we	examine	the	reporting	of	current	and	past	research	by	researchers	at	one	of	the	19	
world’s	great	universities,	the	Hebrew	University	of	Jerusalem	(HUJ).	The	researchers	at	the	HUJ	in	the	20	
article	to	be	examined	are	reporting	in	a	domain	of	science	particularly	susceptible	to	controversy,	cloud	21	
seeding	(e.g.,	Changnon	and	Lambright	1990);	a	field	of	study	afflicted	by	a	quasi-religious	“confirmation	22	
biases”,	and	polarization	that	have	corrupted	it	repeatedly.	23	

Moreover,	can	the	contents	in	articles	published	in	peer-reviewed	journals	always	be	trusted	in	the	24	
polarized	domain	of	cloud	seeding	with	so	much	at	stake	for	experimenters	who	report	on	their	own	25	
work	(jobs,	prestige,	confirmation	of	a	priori	beliefs,	etc)?		And,	it	is	experimental	work	that	is	unlikely	to	26	
have	attempts	at	independent	replication,	our	best	safeguard	against	faulty	claims,	due	to	the	high	cost	27	
of	field	experiments.		There	may	be	no	more	vulnerable	field	to	corruptive	influences	than	cloud	seeding	28	
due	to	these	factors.	29	
																																																													
1	Retiree,	Cloud	and	Aerosol	Research	Group,	Atmos.	Sci.	Dept.,	University	of	Washington,	Seattle,	1976-2006.	
2	I	dedicate	this	review	to	Jerzy	Neyman,	whom	I	greatly	admired	for	his	careful	and	voluminous	criticisms	of	
papers	in	the	cloud	seeding	arena;	to	K.	Ruben	Gabriel,	who	was	able	to	“stay	above	the	fray”	as	a	careful	and	
objective	statistician	for	the	Israeli	experiments,	and	lastly	to	Karl	Rosner,	Mekoroth’s	Chief	Meteorologist	for	
Israeli	1	and	2,	for	his	ability	to	remain	objective	within	the	“halls	of	seeding.”	
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Conversely,	pressure	arises	when	you	can’t	find	more	rain	on	your	cloud	seeding	experiment’s	seeded	30	
days;	you	may	be	deemed	a	failure	by	others	who	KNOW	that	seeding	worked.			You	may	lose	funding	31	
and	your	job	since	you	found	no	response.		This	is	because	the	value	of	a	carefully	conducted	cloud	32	
seeding	experiment	with	no	viable	proof	of	a	seeding	effect	is	undervalued.		These	factors	converge	to	33	
produce	repeated	false	“happy”	results	in	cloud	seeding	publications.	34	

The	idea	of	making	it	rain	or	snow	on	command,	as	it	were,	has	corrupted	many	a	good	scientist	since	35	
the	earliest	modern	days	of	this	field	when	Schaeffer	dropped	dry	ice	in	a	layer	of	Altocumulus	clouds	in	36	
1946)3.				The	controversy	largely	results	from	reports	of	cloud	seeding	successes	(precipitation	37	
increases)	by	the	original	experimenters	whose	findings	are	subsequently	overturned	by	independent	38	
scientists	“upon	closer	inspection”	in	re-analyses.		This	cycle	of	reverses	has	gone	on	since	Brier	and	39	
Enger	(1952)	right	through	the	era	of	randomized	experiments	(e.g.,	Levin	et	al.	2010)!			Randomization	40	
apparently	did	not	remove	experimenter	bias.			The	Israeli	experiments	have	been	subject	to	this	rise	41	
and	fall	cycle.			42	

In	Freud	et	al.	(2015)—hereafter,	F2015,	this	rise	and	fall	cycle	in	the	Israeli	experiments	conducted	by	43	
the	HUJ-CSG	is	not	explained	as	candidly	as	it	should	have	been	for	their	Atmospheric	Research	(	AR)	44	
readers	and	funders,	thus	prompting	this	review.		This	review	scrutinizes	all	aspects	of	the	F2015	paper	45	
which	apparently	led	to	additional	cloud	seeding	in	Israel.			Because		F2015	was	also	part	of	a	proposal	46	
to	the	Israel	National	Water	Authority	(INWA),	it	is	also	reviewed	with	more	rigor	for	that	reason.		47	
Proposals	are	written	by	“Party	A”	to	extract	monies	from	“Party	B”;		it’s	a	sales	pitch.		When	this	is	48	
done,	one	might	find	that	Party	A	has	painted	a	rosier	scene	for	possible	accomplishments	(his	49	
“product”)	than	is	viable	for	Party	B.		In	droughty	times,	it’s	always	the	cloud	seeding	salesman	that	50	
wins.		And	it’s	a	win	situation	for	funders	who	want	to	show	constituents	that	they	are	doing	something	51	
about	a	drought.	52	

The	review	of	F2015	is	organized	by	topics.			It	also	contains	a	“corrective	history”	of	cloud	seeding	in	53	
Israel	since	Israeli	1.			The	history	is	based	on	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful	to	potential	future	reviewers	54	
of		manuscripts	in	cloud	seeding	that	might	emanate	from	the	HUJ’s	“cloud	seeding	group”	(hereafter,	55	
“HUJ-CSG”;		referring	to	those	HUJ	authors	over	the	decades	that	have	authored	or	co-authored	papers	56	
on	cloud	seeding).		This	history	may	also	be	of	interest	to	young	graduate	students	within	the	HUJ	57	
science	department	who	may	not	be	informed	about	it.		58	

Much	of	this	critique	of	F2015	is	due	to	the	authors’	incomplete	and	misleading	descriptions	of	prior	59	
cloud	seeding	results	reported	by	the	HUJ	in	the	abstract	and	“Introduction”	segments.		The	former	60	
chief	editor	of	Science	magazine	says	it	all:	61	

“The	difficulty	is	that	positive	claims	are	sometimes	made	against	a	background	of				62	

unrevealed	negative	results.”			63	

																																																													
3	The	great	Nobel	Laureate,	Irving	Langmuir,	comes	to	mind,	who	once	bitten	by	AgI,	believed	that	any	rainfall	
event	could	be	explained	by	cloud	seeding	had	there	been	any,	no	matter	how	large	or	far	away	from	the	release	
the	event	was.	
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-----------------	Donald	Kennedy,	2004	Science	editorial:		“The	Old	File	Drawer	Problem.”																																																																																																																																																																																																																													64	

The	word	“independent”	is	highlighted	in	this	review	due	to	the	remarkable	number	of	times	that	65	
outside,	independent	researchers,	when	examining	the	findings	published	by	the	HUJ-CSG	in	peer-66	
reviewed	journals,	beginning	with	Rangno	(1988-hereafter	R88),	could	not	substantiate	or	reversed	67	
them.			This	may	give	the	HUJ-CSG	the	unenviable	reputation	as	a	frequent	producer	of	published,	but	68	
“unreliable,	irreproducible”	results.		The	primary	reason	is	that	the	HUJ-CSG	publishes	ambiguous	results	69	
but	describes	them	as	though	they	were	“in	concrete”,	hiding	the	ambiguities	in	their	findings	that	70	
others	bring	out	later.		What	should	be	troubling	is	that	there	are	likely	more	ambiguities	in	HUJ-CSG	71	
publications	hidden	in	what	appear	to	be	solid	findings	that	have	not	yet	been	examined	by	72	
independent	researchers.	73	

HUJ	are	you	listening?			74	

“One-sided	citing”	is	often	practiced	by	the	HUJ-CSG,	and	is	seen	again	in	F2015.		Those	instances	are	75	
called	out	in	this	review.			“One-sided	citing”	has	recently	been	condemned	in	the	American	76	
Meteorological	Society	book,	Eloquent	Science,	by	David	Schultz	(2015).		Here’s	what	Schultz	had	to	say	77	
about	one-sided	citing:	78	

“One-sided	reviews	of	the	literature	that	ignore	alternative	points	of	view,	however,	can	be	easily	79	
recognized	by	the	audience,	leading	to	a	discrediting	of	your	work	as	being	biased	and	potentially	80	
offending	the	neglected	authors	(who	might	also	be	your	reviewers!).”		(Yep,	me!)	81	

Moreover,	there	is	material	damage	to	your	fellow	scientists	when	they	are	not	cited	when	they	should	82	
be,	as	by	the	HUJ-CSG	in	this	and	other	cloud	seeding	articles.		The	impact	in	one’s	field;	promotions,	83	
awards,	impact	and	status,	is	usually	determined	by	an	impact	metric,	such	as	the	number	of	citations	of	84	
your	work.			85	

Too,	there	is	implicit	damage	to	the	reputation	of	the	home	department	and	institution	from	which	one-86	
sided	citing	emanates.			87	

HUJ,	are	you	listening?			After	all,	“the	Hebrew	University	of	Jerusalem	is	Israel's	premier	academic	and	88	
research	institution,”	as	the	HUJ	states	on	its	web	page.		Thus,	it	should	be	held	to	a	high	standard	of	89	
research	reporting.			The	HUJ	should	be	appropriately	troubled	to	read	what	it	finds	here.	90	

It	is	strongly	recommended	that	the	HUJ-CSG	authors	read	Schultz’	book,	and	also	that	a	course	in	91	
scientific	writing	and	ethics	be	taught	at	the	HUJ.		(Perhaps	many	research	institutions	involved	in	cloud	92	
seeding	research	would	benefit	from	such	courses.)	93	

One-sided	citing	in	F2015	also	demonstrates	a	poor	AR	peer	review	process	prior	to	publication,	perhaps	94	
by	seeding	partisans	(“one-sided	reviewing”?)		The	obvious	poor	peer	review	of	this	article	in	the	95	
manuscript	stage	is	a	further	reason	why	I	have	troubled	to	spend	time	doing	a	“comprehensive”	,	“no-96	
stone-unturned”	review.	97	

	98	
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-----------------------Organization	of	the	Review------------------	99	

1)		Overall	assessment	of	this	paper	and	its	claims	about	cloud	seeding	potential	in	northern	Israel.	100	

2)	Who	should	be	assessing	seeding	potential	in	Israel?		Ans.		Not	the	HUJ-CSG,	as	told	by	their	history.	101	

3)		The	shifting	cloud	microstructure	reports	over	the	decades	from	the	HUJ-CSG:	how	did	it	go	so	102	
	 wrong	in	the	first	place?		(Ans.		“We	don’t	know	yet.”)	103	

4)		The	wrongful	scientific	consensus	on	Israeli	cloud	seeding:		how	did	it	go	so	wrong?	104	

															Ans.		Inadequate	peer-reviews,		insufficient	skepticism	and	too	much	trust	on	the	part	of	105	
scientists	reviewing	manuscripts	on	cloud	seeding.				106	

5)		A	mandated	list	of	publically-available	data	from	the	F2015	field	program	described	in	this	paper,	107	
	 and	why	(see	above	remarks).	108	

6)		“Filling	in	the	blanks”:		Correcting	F2015’s	incomplete	descriptions	of	Israeli	1,	2,	and	3,	and	109	
operational	seeding		(in	separate,	titled	“modules.”)			110	

7)	If	you	want	to	go	further:		the	remainder	of	the	original	article,	absent	the	abstract	and	Introduction	111	
sections	follows	in	black	type	with	“inline”	reviewer’s	comments	following	highlighted	statements.		112	

8)	After	the	References	follows	reviewer’s	disclaimers,	baggage,	conflicts	of	interest,	a	prior	convictions	113	
about	cloud	seeding,	and	his	background	that	qualifies	him	for	this	review,	etc.,	items	that	should	114	
always	be	mentioned.	115	

Line	numbers	have	been	added	so	that	rebuttals	or	support	for	this	review	can	be	easily	accomplished.	116	

I	don’t	apologize	for	the	length	of	this	review.		After	all,	reviews	are	intended	to	prevent	faulty	science	117	
from	reaching	the	pages	of	journals,	and	help	authors	in	explain	their	work.			It	didn’t	happen	under	AR	118	
prior	to	the	publication	of	F2015.	119	

The	excessive	length?			The	HUJ-CSG	has	“earned	it”;	it	can’t	be	trusted	in	the	seeding	domain	under	its	120	
current	leadership	IMO.		If	this	sounds	overly	provocative,	or	even	outrageous,	read	on:				121	

“It	didn’t	come	out	of	a	vacuum4.”			122	

This	review	is	virtually	identical	to	the	one	I	would	have	done	for	AR	for	F2015	and	the	HUJ-CSG’s	123	
accompanying	proposal	for	Israeli-4	to	the	INWA	if	I	had	been	asked.		In	polarized	research	124	
environments,	reviews	of	manuscripts	by	must	be	especially	intense,	every	sentence	checked	for	125	
accuracy,	every	claim	suspect	until	clearly	proven;		the	discovery	of	omissions	of	critical	data	called	out	126	
																																																													
4	The	above	provocative	conclusion	comes	from	someone	who	has	followed	the	HUJ-CSG	reports	over	the	past	35	
years	or	so;	is	it	me	or	them?	
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and	discussed	as	in	this	review.		F2015	encapsulates	all	that	is	right	and	wrong	with	the	HUJ-CSG	cloud	127	
seeding	literature.	128	

The	decision	from	here	on	the	manuscript	version	of	this	article	would	have	been:				129	

“Accept,	but	ONLY	upon	the	authors	fulfilling	the	required	major	revisions,	posting	mandated	data	130	
online,	and	implementing	corrections	to	their	partial	descriptions	of	prior	work.”	131	

As	a	proposal	to	initiate	the	Israeli-4	randomized	experiment?		132	

“Reject.”			133	

There	is	insufficient	evidence	to	guarantee	a	successful	outcome.		I	review	F2015	as	a	proposal	that	I	134	
myself	would	be	asked	to	pay	for	(as	an	Israeli	citizen	will	be	doing).	135	

This	“review”	will	contain	compliments	and	condemnations.			Expect	to	get	mad	at	someone,	maybe	me.		136	
The	language	is	sometimes	blunt,	and	the	question	of	misconduct	is	raised5.			137	

2.		Overall	assessment	of	F2015	138	

	139	
This	article,	due	to	its	“Jeckyl-Hyde”	properties,	presents	a	unique	review	challenge;	some	of	the	best	140	
conscientious	scientific	writing	by	the	HUJ-CSG	is	in	this	very	article;	the	kind	of	writing	marked	by	141	
caveats	and	qualifications	made	in	a	circumspect	manner.				142	

On	the	positive	side,	too,	it	was	pleasant	and	unexpected	to	read	in	F2015	that	the	HUJ-CSG	has	finally	143	
agreed	with	long	standing	work,	first	published	by	R88,	that	the	Israeli	clouds	are	overall	unsuitable	for	144	
seeding	with	silver	iodide	due	to	their	propensity	to	form	precipitation/ice	readily.		This	finding	was	re-145	
iterated	in	Rangno	and	Hobbs	(1995-herafter	RH95).			Due	to	an	oversight,	or	small-mindedness,	146	
however,	F2015	do	not	cite	the	original	altruistic	work.		147	

In	contrast	to	the	positive	writing	mentioned,	there	are	elements	of	writing	in	this	paper	that	cast	a	dark	148	
shadow	on	the	authors,	their	home	institutions,	and	ultimately,	the	journal	that	their	article	appeared	149	
in,	AR.			Partial,	and	therefore,	misleading	descriptions	of	the	prior	Israeli	experiments	are	found	in	150	
several	places,	along	with	omissions	of	important	references	to	work	that	was	critical	of	HUJ-CSG	151	
findings,	thus	representing	a	stunningly	“gorgeous”	exhibition	of	“one-sided	citing”	in	F2015,	as	is	often	152	
practiced	by	the	HUJ-CSG.	153	

Nonetheless,	the	HUJ-CSG’s	idea	that	inland	clouds	reforming	over	the	Golan	Heights/Mt.	Hermon	154	
region	might	have	seeding	potential	has	merit	and	is	worthy	of	further	investigations	and	corroboration	155	
and	expansion	of	the	results	in	this	paper	by	independent	groups	before	any	seeding	takes	place.				156	

Viable	seeding	potential	in	the	Golan	region,	however,		is	not	demonstrated	in	this	paper,	as	will	be	157	

																																																													
5	The	reviewer	is	not	and	has	never	been	a	faculty	member	at	a	university	and	therefore	can	raise	such	an	issue	
with	impunity	unlike	those	with	faculty	status	due	to	the	“live	and	let	live”	de	facto	rules	of	the	“faculty	club.”	
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shown	in	subsequent	commentaries.	158	

Factors	to	consider	in	the	extreme	northern	Israel	seeding	scenario:		Cloud	tops	in	northern	Israel	are	159	
usually	significantly	colder	than	those	in	the	central	and	southern	regions	of	Israel	(Gagin	and	Neumann	160	
1974,	hereafter	GN74;	RH95).	161	

GN74	reported	modal	radar	tops	on	rain	days	in	the	north	target	of	Israeli	2	near	-19°C,	whereas	in	the	162	
south	target	of	Israeli	2,	they	were	-16°C.		GN74	(written	in	1972)	in	preliminary	analyses,	used	those	163	
temperature	differences	to	explain	why	seeding	was	seemingly	effective	in	the	north	target	(more	164	
activation	of	AgI),	but	not	in	the	south	target	due	to	less	activation	of	AgI6.	165	

Today,	however,	due	to	R88,	Levin	1992,	1994,	and	Levin	et	al	1996,	hereafter	L929496,	and	in	F2015,	166	
we	know	that	both	cloud	top	temperatures	given	in	GN74	would	be	associated	with	high	ice	particle	167	
concentrations	as	turrets	mature;	they	would	be	highly	unsuitable	for	seeding,	a	situation	this	reviewer	168	
feels	would	extend	into	the	Golan	on	many,	if	not	most,	storm	days.	169	

3)		Who	should	evaluate	cloud	seeding	potential	in	the	Golan?		Not	the	HUJ-CSG	170	

Perhaps	the	most	surprising	and	troubling	aspect	of	F2015		is	that	the	assessment	of	seeding	potential	in	171	
the	Golan	is	being	undertaken	by	HUJ-CSG;	“troubling”	due	to	that	organization’s	prior	reporting	history	172	
in	that	domain,	i.e.,	its	inability	to	detect	(or	hid)	the	nature	of	Israel’s	clouds	for	decades	with	so	many	173	
tools	at	its	disposal,	and	the	inherent	conflict	of	interest	such	a	new	study	represents.			174	

Philosopher	George	Santayana	said	it:	"Those	who	cannot	remember	the	past	are	condemned	to	repeat	175	
it."	176	

Moreover,	if	the	present	“background”	paper	by	F2015	is	the	primary	reason	why	a	new	randomized	177	
cloud	seeding	experiment,	Israeli-4,		was	undertaken,	then	yes,	the	failed	past	of	the	HUJ-CSG’s	seeding	178	
experiments	(Israeli	1,	2	and	3)	will	be	repeated	providing	that	Israeli-4	is	evaluated	by	independent,	179	
non-HUJ	statisticians	and	scientists	divested	of	cloud	seeding	interests!			180	

The	evaluation	of	the	clouds	in	this	article	in	AR	is	not	complete	enough	to	provide	confidence	that	181	
seeding	is	going	to	increase	rain	by	an	economically	worthwhile	amount	in	the	Golan.			A	new	182	
randomized	experiment,	or	operational	seeding,	both	appear	to	this	reviewer	to	be	unwise	or	at	least,	183	
premature	undertakings	in	spite	of	Israel’s	urgent	water	needs.		Cloud	seeding	“salesmen”	are	drawn	to	184	
drought	like	bees	to	a	jar	of	spilled	honey.		Funders,	too,	are	anxious	to	open	their	tills	to	show	their	185	
constituents	that	they	are	doing	something	about	drought.		It’s	a	win-win	situation	for	both.		Thankfully,	186	
the	INWA	in	a	burst	of	courage,	went	“randomized”	and	not	into	direct	operational	seeding	based	on	187	
the	HUJ-CSG	claims.	188	

The	sad	history	of	the	HUJ-CSG	reporting	in	the	cloud	seeding	domain	is	reprised	for	the	reader	or	189	
reviewer	who	is/was	likely	unaware	of	it	so	that	the	faults	in	F2015	can	be	seen	in	the	context	of		190	
“damage	control.”			These	faults	also	represent	“baggage”	carried	by	the	HUJ-CSG	and	their	efforts	to	191	

																																																													
6	This	was	the	last	mention	of	a	numerical	result	of	seeding	in	the	south	target	of	Israeli	2.	
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recoup	the	HUJ-CSG’s	damaged	credibility	when	they	re-write	and	minimize	key	elements	of	that	192	
seeding	history	in	F2015.			193	

What	“baggage”,	you	ask?			194	

What	if	the	HUJ-CSG	knew	for	decades	that	the	seeding	operations	started	by	the	INWA	after	Israeli	2	in	195	
1975	and		costing	millions	over	the	following	30	plus	years	were	actually	targeting	inappropriate,	highly	196	
efficiently	precipitating	clouds	rolling	in	off	the	Med	with	little	or	no	seeding	effect	likely?		197	

	What	alternative	would	that	group	have	other	than	posting	one	unreliable	finding	after	another	that	198	
seeding	had	worked	anyway	on	such	clouds?	199	

Is	it	really	possible	for	the	HUJ-CSG	to	acknowledge	error	and	cover	up	of	that	cloud	knowledge	as	likely	200	
happened	and	apologize	to	the	INWA	and	to	the	people	of	Israel?				Absent	that	apology,	the	HUJ-CSG	201	
group	should	be	terminated	IMO.	202	

The	appearance	of	F2015	showed	that	the	HUJ-CSG	has	yet	one	more	chance	(after	Israeli	1,2,	3,	and	in	203	
their	evaluations	of	operational	seeding)	to	skew	findings	to	impress	an	apparently	still	naïve	INWA	and	204	
their	countrymen	about		seeding	potential	in	the	Golan.			205	

This	is	the	perfect	example	of	the	“fox	guarding	the	hen	house,”	analogous	to	the	Phelps-Dodge	Mining	206	
Corporation	being	solely	responsible	for	the	environmental	impact	statement	of	its	next	mine.		That	207	
Phelps-Dodge	assessment	could	be	right;	but	it	would	never	be	trusted	as	such	without	outside,		208	
independent	confirmation.		209	

Why	doesn’t	the	INWA	recognize	this	inherent,	and,	obvious	to	all	familiar	with	the	history	of	seeding	in	210	
Israel,	HUJ-CSG	conflict	of	interest?	211	

Why	weren’t	outside,		independent	groups,	such	as	the	University	of	Wyoming,	Stratton	Park	212	
Engineering	Company,	NCAR,	Droplet	Measurement	Technologies,	Tel	Aviv	University,	etc.,	brought	in	213	
by	the	INWA	to	make	this	assessment?		The	people	of	Israel	and	their	media	should	be	asking	this	214	
question.			The	HUJ-CSG	forfeited	its	right	to	do	such	an	assessment	decades	ago	due	to	their	215	
incompetence	in	assessing	their	clouds.	216	

Lastly,	because	of	our	experiences	with	the	HUJ-CSG	and	the	unreliability	factor	in	their	cloud	seeding	217	
publications,	I	URGE	that		INWA		have	outside,	independent	groups	experienced	in	airborne	work	collect	218	
data	and	report	on	the	seeding	potential	of	Israeli	clouds	in	conjunction	with	critical	supporting	ground	219	
measurements	of	the	nature	of	ice	crystals	and	precipitation	at	Mt.	Hermon	as	a	next	step	before	220	
experimentation	begins.	(OK,	I’m	late	to	the	party,	but	that’s	what	I	would	have	recommended	to	the	221	
INWA).	222	

	223	

4.		The	shifting	sands	of	the	HUJ-CSG	cloud	microstructure	reports	over	the	224	

decades	and	their	shifting	implications	on	cloud	seeding	225	
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	226	
The	essential	question	that	should	be	asked	by	all	of	us	is,	“Why	did	it	take	so	long	for	HUJ-CSG	to	227	
discover	the	true	nature	of	their	highly	efficiently	precipitating	clouds,	given	all	the	tools	they’ve	had	228	
available	to	them	since	the	later	1970s?	The	tools	at	their	disposal	included	multiple	radars,	including	a	229	
vertically-pointed	3-cm	one	(Gagin	1980),	aircraft,	IMS	rawinsondes,	and	the	skill	of	the	IMS	forecasters	230	
who	were	well	aware	of	the	efficiency	(shallowness)	of	Israeli	clouds	when	they	begin	to	precipitate7.		231	
And	this	information	was	there	in	plain	sight	for	all	of	us	(e.g.,	GN74,	Fig	13.4,	GN76,	Figs.	2	and	3,	232	
Druyan	and	Sant	1978).	233	

The	inability	of	the	HUJ-CSG	to	detect	the	nature	of	their	clouds	can	be	either	seen	as	an	example	of	234	
astounding	incompetence	or	one	of	investigable	misconduct	if	those	within	the	HUJ-CSG	knew	that	their	235	
clouds	were	not	as	they	described	them	in	journals	so	many	times;	but,	rather,	hid	that	knowledge	from	236	
their	peers	and	the	INWA	to	keep	their	jobs,	their	seeding	programs,	and	misbegotten	prestige	intact.				237	
	238	
Donald	Kennedy	(2003),	in	another	Science	editorial	on	research	fraud:			239	
	240	
“In	the	real	instances	of	research	misconduct	we	know	about	in	biology	and	physics,	the	motive	241	
appears	to	have	been	career	enhancement,	pure	and	simple.	It	is,	after	all,	a	competitive	world,	and	242	
the	incentive	to	gain	reputation	can	be	powerful.	But	other	motives	may	appear	in	those	social	243	
sciences	that	bear	upon	major	policy	issues.”		(Always	was	and	always	will	be—reviewer’s	comment)	244	
	245	

You	decide.	246	

The	reason	why	the	Israeli	government	is	now	attempting	to	once	again	see	if	the	clouds	of	Israel	can	be	247	
made	to	produce	economically	useful	amounts	of	water	via	seeding	is	because	none	of	the	prior	Israeli	248	
experiments	produced	credible	rainfall	increases	due	to	seeding.		And	that	due	to	the	unsuitable	clouds	249	
for	seeding.	250	

5)	The	false	scientific	consensus	on	cloud	seeding	created	by	the	HUJ-251	

	 CSG	252	
	253	
	That	the	HUJ-CSG	could	not	discover	the	true	nature	of	their	clouds	until	recently,	and	did	not	report	254	
results	of	experiments	in	a	timely	manner8,	also	produced	an	erroneous	“consensus”	view	in	the	science	255	
community	that	cloud	seeding	had	been	“proven”in	Israel	(e,g,	Tukey	et	al.	1978,	Mason	1980,	1982,	256	
Kerr	1982,	American	Meteorological	Society	1984,	Dennis	1989,	World	Meteorological	Organization	257	
1992,	Young	1993).				258	
	259	

So	what?			260	

																																																													
7	The	several	IMS	forecasters	I	spoke	with	when	I	worked	within	the	Israel	Meteorological	Service	(IMS)	in	1986	were	well	
aware	of	the	“efficiency”	that	Israeli	clouds	exhibited.		One	stated,	“We	get	good	rains	out	of	clouds	with	tops	at	-10°C.”		

	
8	It	had	to	be	done	by	an	outsider.	
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A	wrongful	consensus	damages	all	of	science!			This	false	“consensus”	was	published	in	numerous	261	
textbooks,	and	in	countless	popular	articles	along	the	lines	of,	“Israelis	make	it	rain	in	the	desert.”	Who	262	
will	retroactively	correct	those	statements?	263	

 264	

6.		Mandated	publically-available	data	requirements	from	the	F2015	265	

cloud	sampling	program	266	
	267	

Due	to	the	past	history	of	much-published,	but	faulty,	cloud	seeding	research	by	the	HUJ-CSG,		this	268	
reviewer	would	have	mandated	prior	to	publication	of	F2015	and	before	any	cloud	seeding	269	
experimentation	took	place,	that	the	HUJ-CSG	provide	the	following	critical	data	online	so	that	the	wider	270	
community	of	experts	could	have	evaluated	the	findings	in	F2015.		These	should	be	provided	at	this	271	
time:	272	

1)	A	table	of	flight	data	with	dates	and	times	of	flights,	linked	to	synoptic	maps	and	satellite	imagery	for	273	
those	flight	days,	and	the	ability	to	access	flight	videos	from	this	program.			274	

2)		A	table	detailing	some	of	the	microstructural	measurements,	following	Hobbs	and	Rangno	(1985),	275	
Table	1:		276	

	 a)	maximum	ice	particle	concentrations	found	in	each	sampling	zone	on	each	day	over	widths	of			277	
	 	 of	300	m	and	1-km,		278	

	 b)	cloud	top	temperatures	and	heights	of	sampled	clouds	279	

	 c)		cloud	base	temperatures	and	heights	of	sampled	clouds	280	

	 d)		flight	level	temperature	at	which	sample	was	obtained,	281	

	 e)	height	of	the	sample	below	cloud	top,		282	

	 f)	widths9	near	cloud	top	of	the	clouds	that	were	sampled,		283	

	 g)	average	and	maximum	liquid	water	content	in	each	“study”	cloud,		284	

	 h)	sizes	of	droplets	<13	µm	diameter	and	>23	µm	diameter	within	the	H-M	temperature	zone	of			285	
	 	 -2.5°	to	-8°	C		clouds,	286	

	 i)	Large	size	tail	of	the	FSSP	droplet	spectrum	(“threshold	diameter”,	after	Hobbs	and	Rangno		287	
	 	 1985)	288	

	 j)	average	and	maximum	droplet	concentrations	in	study	clouds,	289	

	 k)	estimate	of	stage	that	the	cloud	was	in	when	sampled			290	

	 l)		results	of	any	ground	work	in	the	Golan/Mt.	Hermon	291	

	 m)	back	trajectories	for	flight	sampling	times	over	the	Mediterranean	Sea,	and	over	the	Golan	292	
																																																													
9	Width	(and	implicitly,	cloud	top	lifetime)	has	a	direct	bearing	on	the	production	of	precipitation	(e.g.,	
Schemenaur	and	Isaac	1984;	Rangno	and	Hobbs	1991.	
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	293	

The	mandated	data	elements	for	outside	researchers	to	examine	may	seem	like	an	undue	burden	to	the	294	
HUJ-CSG	since	some	of	these	require	care	to	obtain.		But	these	requirements	have	to	be	put	in	the	295	
perspective	of	how	much	the	prior	erroneous	and	incomplete	reports	by	the	HUJ-CSG	cost	not	only	the	296	
people	of	Israel	in	ineffective	cloud	seeding	but	also	by	neighboring	Arab	countries	that	undertook	297	
similar	ineffective	seeding	operations,	and	finally,	by	the	cost	of	the	failed	attempted	replication	of	the	298	
ersatz	Israeli	results	in	Italy	(List	et	al.	1999).	299	

7.		a)		The	Israeli	1	experiment	as	described	by	F2015	and	the	counter	300	

evidence	to	that	description;	“filling	in	the	blanks”	301	

F2015	Abstract:		“These	clouds	were	seeded….producing	statistically-significant	positive	302	
effects…”	303	

This	partial	description	of	results	for	the	first	two	experiments	in	the	authors’	abstract	should	have	been	304	
removed	by	the	prior	reviewers.		Right	from	the	start	the	HUJ-CSG	authors	began	misleading	less-305	
informed	AR	readers,	some	of	whom	will	likely	not	go	beyond	the	abstract.	306	

There	are	MANY	reasons	why	the	Israeli	1	rain	increase	results	are	suspect,	all	known	by	the	authors	of	307	
F2015.		They	deflected	the	full	story	about	those	reasons	to,	“positive	effects.”		We	reprise	those	308	
reasons	why	no	one	any	longer	believes	that	Israeli	1	nor	Israeli	2,	have	credibility	as	successes	in	rain	309	
production	for	AR	readers	who	might	have	taken	the	faulty	abstract	prima	facie:	310	

Prior	to	the	appearance	of	F2015	in	AR,		INDEPENDENT		assessments	(this	cannot	be	overstressed)	of		311	
the	statistical	results	of	seeding	in	Israel		found	them	questionable	at	best		(RH95,	Silverman	200110,	312	
Levin	et	al	2010,	2011,	the	latter	in	reply	to	Ben-Zvi	et	al	2011).			Those	independent	assessments	are	313	
strongly	supported	by	clouds	that	we	now	know	are	unsuitable	for	seeding	due	to	the	copious	natural	314	
formation	of	ice	at	modest	supercoolings.		Indeed,	the	Israeli	clouds	have	never	been	suitable	for	315	
seeding	in	spite	of	the	numerous	published	reports	by	the	HUJ-CSG	to	the	contrary.	316	

Conversely,	it	was	those	erroneous	ultra	“ripe-for-seeding”	cloud	descriptions	by	the	HUJ-CSG	in	the	317	
1970s	and	1980s	that	gave	the	statistical	results	of	the	Israeli	1	and	2	experiments	credibility;	that	318	
seeding	really	had	increased	rain	(e.g.	Kerr	1982,	Mason	1982,	Dennis	1989).			319	

Thus,	the	F2015	authors	cannot	reasonably	believe	that	actual	rainfall	increases	occurred	in	Israeli	1	and	320	
2	although	they	inform	the	AR	reader	of	“positive	effects”	in	the	abstract.		Seeding	clouds	whose	high	321	
natural	efficiency	to	form	ice	is	as	high	as	that	anywhere	in	the	world,	cannot	lead	to	statistically-322	
significant	results	in	a	“static-style”	cloud	seeding	experiments,	as	the	Israeli	experiments	were.			323	

																																																													
10Whom	also	goes	uncited	(strangely)	since	one	of	the	authors	of	F2015	(DR)	commented	on	his	BAMS	cloud	
seeding	review.		Small-mindedness	here	as	well?		Or	is	it	the	desire	by	the	authors	to	hide	alternative	views	from	
their	funders	and	journal	readers?		
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Gagin	(1986):			324	
	325	
“While	it	is	important	to	record	the	effects	of	seeding	on	rainfall	at	the	ground,	the	statistical	326	
evaluation	of	this	parameter	alone	cannot	constitute	an	acceptable	result	of	a	successful	327	
seeding	effect.”			Q.	E.	D.				End	of	story.			328	

Turning	our	attention	specifically	to	Israeli	1	and	why	the	indications	of	rain	increases	are	no	longer	329	
credible:	330	

1)	The	clouds	of	Israel	have	been	found	largely	unsuitable	for	seeding	as	the	HUJ-CSG	themselves	finally	331	
have	discovered	and	now	report	in	F2015,	in	agreement	with	several	other	studies,	initially	by	R88.		If	332	
there	are	no	suitable	clouds	for	seeding,	then	statistical	results	cannot	be	due	to	seeding	effects,	but	333	
rather	must	be	due	to	“lucky”	random	draws,	or	other	mischief	such	as	omitting	data,	post-facto	cherry-334	
picking	controls,	etc.	335	

It	is	worthwhile	to	reprise	another	GN74	statement	concerning	statistical	results	without	a	cloud	336	
foundation,	a	well-known	principle	within	the	weather	modification	community:		337	

“…no statistical evaluation will be of real value unless these results are substantiated by detailed 338	
physical considerations.”    339	

It’s	the	clouds	that	drive	the	credibility	of	the	statistical	results,	not	the	other	way	around.			340	

2)	Evidence	for	a	Type	I	statistical	error	in	Israeli	1	was	reported	by	the	Chief	Meteorologist	of	that	341	
experiment,	Mr.	Karl	Rosner,		who	pointed	out	to	Wurtele	(1971)	that	the	region	that	exhibited	the	342	
highest	statistical	significance	on	Center	seeded	days,		the	“buffer	zone”	(BZ)	between	the	two	targets,	343	
could	barely	have	been	seeded	(“5-10%”	of	the	time).		The	HUJ	seeding	unit	did	not	give	this	“red	flag”	344	
enough	attention;	that	is,	they	did	not	attempt	to	reconcile	the	wind	analysis	by	Shimbursky	(in	GN74)	345	
with	their	own	Chief	Forecaster	Rosner’s	evaluation.			In	contrast	to	their	Chief	Meteorologist’s	view,	346	
they	considered	the	BZ	inadvertently	seeded	(GN74).		347	

Let	us	also	quote	Neumann	et	al.	(1967)	on	the	BZ	issue:	348	

“An	acceptable	and	unbiased	way	of	omitting	most	unsuitable	days	was	to	restrict	the	analysis	to	the	349	
327	rainy	days,	defined	as	days	with	some	precipitation	in	the	buffer	zone	by	the	Mediterranean,	a	350	
location	where	rainfall	is	unlikely	ever	to	have	been	affected	by	seeding	in	either	experimental	area.”	351	
	352	
3)	The	BZ	seeding	issue	was	examined	independently	and	in	more	detail	by	Rangno	and	Hobbs	(1995-353	
hereafter	RH95).		In	RH95	was	concluded,	based	on	their	wind	analysis	when	rain	was	falling	in	Israel	354	
(when	seeding	would	have	been	expected	to	be	taking	place)	that	it	would	take	a	very	bad	pilot	to	have	355	
inadvertently	seeded	the	BZ	when	instructed	not	to	do	so.		This	conclusion	due	to	the	very	narrow	low-356	
level	wind	envelope	concurrent	with	rain	in	Israel.				357	

The	Shimbursky	wind	analysis	in	GN74,	on	the	other	hand,		had	only	a	once-a-day	IMS	rawin	launches,	358	
which	may	or	may	not	have	been	associated	with	clouds	and	rain,	and	thus,	could	not	address	the	359	
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direction	of	winds	solely	coincident	with	rain	falling	in	Israel	at	the	time	of	the	launch	as	did	RH95.	360	

4)	Additional	evidence	for	a	Type	1	error	in	Israeli	1	was	presented	in	RH95	due	to	more	rain	on	seeded	361	
days	in	the	immediate	coastal	zone	of	Israel	over	which	the	seeding	aircraft	virtually	flew,	a	conclusion	362	
that	was	reached	earlier	by	Neumann	et	al	1967,	also	due	to	logistical	considerations.		Quoting	363	
Neumann	et	al	(1967):	364	

“After	some	2	1/2	seasons	of	operational	seeding	experience,	it	was	noticed	that	flying	was	effectively	365	
limited	in	such	a	way	as	to	affect	only	the	interior	parts	of	the	two	areas.”	366	
	367	
Gabriel	(1967:		368	
	It	was	claimed	that	the	seeding	plane	generally	did	not	fly	outside	visual	contact	with	the	369	
coastline	so	that	there	could	have	been	no	seeding	effect	near	the	coast;	hence	a	10	km	370	
wide	coastal	strip	must	have	been	unaffected.	371	
	372	

Gabriel	and	Baras	(1970)	373	

The	second	modification	was	suggested	in	1963	in	view	of	the	actual	flight	patterns	of	the	seeding	374	
plane.	It	seemed	that	seeding	could	only	effectively	reach	the	interior	parts	of	the	two	areas	and	375	
that	analysis	should	therefore	be	restricted	to	these	sub-areas.	376	
 377	
Rosenfeld	(1997)	in	a	series	of	grand	speculations	concerning	Israeli	1,	offered	an	alternative	to	RH95	378	
and	those	by	the	experimenters:		he	argued	that	some	of	the	airborne-released	AgI	dispersed	downward	379	
from	the	initial	releases	in	the	southwesterly	or	westerly	flow,	was	eventually	into	in	a	thin	offshore	380	
flowing	layer	near	the	ground.		That	portion	of	the	plume,	Rosenfeld	conjectured,		then	went		offshore,	381	
was	ingested	by	seedable	clouds	(which	we	know	do	not	exist;	never	did)	at	the	right	distance	upwind	382	
for	the	AgI	to	rise	up	into	the	those	offshore	clouds,	nucleate	at	appropriate	levels	(usually	above	3.5	km	383	
ASL),		grow	into	precipitation-sized	particles	that	fell	out	just	in	time	on	the	Israeli	coast,	thus	384	
“explaining”	the	indications	of	a	bias	in	storms	(more	rain	on	Center	seeded	days	on	the	Israeli	coast).		385	

	Whew.		Irving	Langmuir	comes	to	mind….			386	

On	Rosenfeld’s	behalf,	there	is	an	occasional	offshore	flowing	shallow	layer	during	less	vigorous	synoptic	387	
rain	situations,	and	one	largely	confined	to	early	morning	hours.		But,	Rosenfeld	provided	no	statistics	388	
on	how	often	that	shallow	offshore	flow	occurred	while	seeding	was	taking	place	in	Israeli	1.	389	

5)	Too	little	seeding	(an	average	of	but	4	h	per	day	and	only	about	a	kilogram	of	AgI,	Gabriel	1967)	was	390	
carried	out	and	dispersed	in	Israeli	1.			RH95	demonstrated	that	the	area	claimed	to	have	had	increased	391	
rainfall	(under	the	seeding	line,	sidewind,	downwind,	in	the	target)	was	not	commensurate	with	the	392	
amount	of	seeding	material	released	in	Israeli	1,	a	conclusdion	reinforced	by	unsuitable-for-seeding	393	
clouds	(R88,	F2015).	394	

	6)	The	line	seeding	carried	out	by	a	single	aircraft	flying	75	km	up	and	down	the	Israeli	coastline	was	395	
deemed	ineffective	by	RH95	in	having	seeded	enough	clouds	to	have	produced	an	effect;	more	396	
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rigorously	corroborated	in	later	modeling	studies	by	Levin	et	al.	1997.11				397	

	398	

7.			b)		The	Israeli	2	experiment	as	described	in	F2015	and	the	counter	399	

evidence	to	that	description;	filling	in	more	blanks	400	

In	Israeli	2,	the	HUJ-CSG,	realizing	the	poor	seeding	strategy	it	had	used	in	Israeli	1,	added	a	second	401	
aircraft,	and	42	ground	generators	in	Israeli	2	(NRC-NAS,	Panel	on	Weather	Modification,	1975).		In	402	
Israeli	1	there	had	been	but	a	single	aircraft,	and	four	ground	generators	located	in	the	far	NE	of	Israel	403	
(GN74).	404	

The	authors	omit	for	the	AR	reader,	the	fact	that	the	north	“positive”	effect	in	Israeli	2	was	found	to	be		405	
the	product	of	an	astoundingly	one-sided	random	draw12	for	heavy	storms	throughout	Israel	(Gabriel	406	
and	Rosenfeld	199013),	and	also	one	that	affected	Lebanon,	and	Jordan	(RH95).			The	extraordinary	407	
random	draw	saw	the	home	of	HUJ-CSG	in	the	south	target	experience	the	most	rain	of	all	the	stations	408	
available	to	RH95	on	north	target	seeded	days!		409	

Ignoring	the	report	of	extreme	rain	in	the	south	target	on	its	control	days,	those	when	the	north	target	410	
is	being	seeded,		Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein	(1992)	proposed	that	dust-haze,		when	combined	with	AgI,	411	
had	caused	overseeding	of	clouds	in	the	south	target;	that	is,	rain	had	actually	been	decreased	while	the	412	
north	target,	having	fewer	“dust-haze”	days,	experienced	rain	increases	due	to	seeding.		This	413	
assessment	gained	wide	traction	for	a	time	(e.g.,	Simpson	1990,	Presidential	Address	to	the	Amer.	414	
Meteor.	Soc.,	Young	1993),	but	like	so	much	HUJ-CSG	work,	it	was	unreliable.			415	

Let	us	quote	Gabriel	and	Rosenfeld	(1990)	on	the	rain	in	the	south	target:	416	

“Otherwise,	one	would	need	to	explain	why	there	was	so	much	more	rain	in	the	south	when	417	
the	north	was	being	seeded;	as	of	now,	no	explanation	is	available,	especially	as	the	418	
prevailing	wind	direction	is	from	the	southwest14.”	419	
			420	

																																																													
11Not	cited	by	the	HUJ-CSU	in	this	paper.	We	expect	studies	that	offer	counter	views	to	F2015	findings	not	to	be	
cited	by	them	at	this	point.		Perhaps	they	are	taught	that	at	the	HUJ?		HUJ,	are	you	listening?	
12	The	reviewer	believes	that	it	is	critical	that	the	INWA	or	other	organization	certify	that	the	list	of	random	
decisions	provided	prior	to	each	season	for	Israeli	2	by	statistician	Ehud	Shimbursky	are,	in	fact,	the	ones	that	were	
used	in	Israeli	2.		This	reviewer	is	doubtful,	to	add	yet	another	layer	of	darkness	to	this	analysis.		It’s	just	too	
tempting	for	those	in	the	cloud	seeding	realm	to	say	that,	“Yes,	we	seeded	that	heavy	rainstorm.”	
13The	authors	omit	the	indication	of	the	remarkable	biased	random	draw	of	Israeli	2	experiment	in	which	the	rain	
in	the	south	target	was	“statistically	significant”	in	terms	of	standard	error	from	average	amounts	on	rain	days	
(Gabriel	and	Rosenfeld	1990).	
14	Also	from	Gabriel	and	Rosenfeld	(1990):		“The easiest explanation is to ascribe everything to chance, and 
accept H00 (the null hypothesis) . But the majority of the analyses run counter to this simplistic summary. Most 
of the evidence favors a positive effect of seeding in the north, and there is more evidence for a negative effect 
in the south than for a zero effect.”  This interpretation no longer holds water. 
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Ergo,	rain	in	the	south	was	not	“decreased”	by	seeding,	but	rather,	in	no	way	could	seeding	overcome	421	
the	astounding	random	draw	for	north	seeded	days15.		And,	as	we	expect,	the	finding	of	extreme	rain	in	422	
the	south	target	on	north	seeded	days	is	not	mentioned	by	Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein.		How	could	they?	423	
	424	
The	rain	throughout	Israel	on	north	target	seeded	days	once	again	points	to	efficiently	precipitating	425	
clouds	that	are	doing	just	fine	without	seeding	with	AgI.	426	
 427	
Levin	et	al	2010	examined	Israeli	2	in	more	detail	than	did	RH95.		They	attributed	the	apparent	seeding-428	
induced	extra	rainfall	in	the	interior	of	the	north	target	as	due	to	a	bias	in	strong	synoptic	systems	on	429	
north	target	seeded	days,	one	that	created	a	misperception	of	seeding	(see	also,	Levin	et	al	2011,	reply	430	
to	Ben-Zvi		et	al.	2011).			431	

Ironically,	the	Levin	et	al.	(2010)	findings	are	strengthened	in	F2015	when	they	observed	that	the	432	
intrusion	of	large	aerosols	inland	from	the	Mediterranean	on	windy	days	in	the	north	increased	rain	433	
efficiency	of	inland	clouds.	434	

The	Israeli	2	experiment	had	several	design	options	(GN74),	the	first	of	which	was	the	“crossover”	435	
evaluation,	the	same	evaluation	mode	as	was	used	in	Israeli	1.		The	true	tragedy	of	Israeli	2,	however,	436	
was	in	the	omission	of	numerical	results	of	random	seeding	in	the	crossover	scheme,	and	in	the	south	437	
target	by	the	HUJ-CSG	after	1974.		It	was	an	omission	that	kept	the	scientific	community	in	the	dark	438	
about	how	the	full	Israeli	2	had	actually	turned	out.				439	

While	it	is	true,	as	GN81	pointed	out,	that	the	larger	area	of	seeding	done	in	the	south	in	Israeli	2	440	
reduced	the	correlation	with	the	north,	thus	making	seeding	effects	harder	to	detect	in	Israeli	2	441	
compared	with	the	Center/North	crossover	comparisons	in	Israeli	1.		Nevertheless,	a	crossover	analysis	442	
based	on	the	prior	Center	target	gauges	could	have	been	presented	with	whatever	caveats	the	authors	443	
wished	to	add.		The	prior	Center	target	gauges	were	in	zones	S1	and	S3	of	Gabriel		and		Rosenfeld	444	
(1990).		However,	it	is	clear	from	the	SAR’s	of	those	regions	in	Gabriel	and	Rosenfeld	(1990)	that	the	445	
crossover	result	of		Israeli	2	was	not	going	to	replicate	Israeli	1.		At	this	point,	if	GN81	had	done	what	446	
they	should	have,	they	would	have	displayed	that	null	result,	and	provided	some	thoughts	on	why	it	had	447	
happened.	448	

It	took	15	years	after	Israeli	2	ended,	and	at	that,		spurred	by	a	letter	writing	campaign	begun	in	the	449	
winter	of	1986	by	the	Israeli	experiments’	own	Chief	Meteorologist,	Mr.	Karl	Rosner,	to	“out”	both	the	450	
crossover	results	(-2%)	and	the	negative	SAR	(-15	to	-20%)	for	the	south	target.		And	this	was	ONLY	after	451	
the	lead	HUJ-CSG	experimenter	passed	in	1987.				452	

We	have	to	assume	that	without	Mr.	Rosner’s	public	call	for	the	exposition	of	the	crossover	and	south	453	
target	results,	they	would	still	be	hidden	from	view	within	the	HUJ-CSG.		Why	weren’t	authors,	Gabriel	454	

																																																													
15	The	random	draw	for	Israeli	2	was	much	different	than	for	Israeli	1.		In	Israeli	1	(1961-1965	daily	randomization	
period),	there	were	few	consecutive	draws	of	the	same	sign	(13%)	of	the	total	of	draws	(Gabriel	1967,	Table	II).		In	
Israeli	2,	consecutive	draws	of	the	SAME	sign	predominated	(58%).		The	list	of	random	days	for	Israeli	2	was	
provided	to	Peter	Hobbs	in	1983	by	A.	Gagin.		Further	investigation	will	likely	find	that	this	is	the	root	cause	of	the	
lopsided	draw	in	Israeli	2.	
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and	Rosenfeld,	or	others	at	the	HUJ,	troubled	by	this	omission	over	the	years	after	Israeli	2	ended	in	455	
197516?		(Ans.		We	don’t	know	why.)		Donald	Kennedy	does:	456	

“The	difficulty	is	that	positive	claims	are	sometimes	made	against	a	background	of				457	

unrevealed	negative	results.”			458	

Furthermore,	the	early	reports	of	a	“confirmation”	of	the	results	of	Israeli	1	due	to	the	partial	reporting	459	
of	an	Israeli	2	“success,”	limited	to	the	north	target	in	a		target-control	evaluation,	spurred	the	decision	460	
by	the	INWA	to	begin	an	“operational	seeding”	program	in	1975	(GN76),	one	that	produced	no	viable	461	
results	for	more	than	30	years	when	evaluated	by	independent	scientists.17		And,	perhaps,	those	Israeli	2	462	
partial	results	also	convince	the	INWA	to	begin	Israeli	3	in	the	south	target	of	Israeli	2.			463	

Did	the	INWA	know	about	the	south	target	results	of	Israeli	2	before	they	began	Israeli	3?		We	don’t	464	
know	what	inspired	Israeli	3.		INWA,	F2015:		please	tell	us.	465	

Where,	too,	was	the	outside	cloud	seeding	community,	one	that	failed	to	raise	post-publication	466	
questions	about	the	results	of	random	seeding	in	the	south	target	of	Israeli	2	following	GN81?	(	I	count	467	
myself	in	this	oversight…and	blame.)			Statistician	Jerzy	Neyman,	who	closely	monitored	cloud	seeding	468	
publications	and	had	a	reputation	for	commenting	on	them,	would	surely	have	caught	the	Israeli	2	469	
omissions	had	he	not	passed	in	1980.			There	is	a	lot	of	blame	to	go	around.	470	

Not	reporting	the	south	target	results	of	Israeli	2,	one	that	superficially	suggested	decreases	in	rain	on	471	
seeded	days	also	suppressed	the	inevitable	questions	that	would	have	arisen:		“How	could	there	be	a	472	
suggestion	of	decreased	rain	on	seeded	days	with	such	ultra	“ripe-for-seeding”	clouds	(with	warmer	473	
tops	than	in	the	north)	as	had	been	described	by	the	HUJ-CSG	over	so	many	years?			474	

Without	doubt,	the	wheels	would	have	come	off	the	HUJ-CSG’s	seeding	train	with	full	reporting	of	Israeli	475	
2	in	a	timely	manner.		And	the	report	in	Science	that	there	had	only	been	“one	success	in	35	years”	in	476	
cloud	seeding	(Kerr	1982)	would	never	have	occurred.	477	

We	reprise	the	speculation	of	Gabriel	and	Rosenfeld	(1990)	near	the	end	of	their	statistical	analyses,	one	478	
that	was	to	be	confirmed	20	years	later	by	Levin	et	al.	in	2010:	479	

“The most plausible explanation (for the statistical results of Israeli 2) is one of random variation, 480	
with the north-seeded days being more rainy inland, especially towards the northern and southern 481	
edges of the experimental region.” 482	
	483	

7		c)		The	reported,	primary	effect	of	seeding	in	Israeli	2:	duration:		where	it	484	

																																																													
16	From	the	Weather	Modification	Association’s	Code	of	Ethics:		“Falsification:	changing	or	not	reporting	appropriate	
data	or	results	(i.e.	the	purposeful	omission	of	conflicting	data	or	information	with	the	intent	to	falsify	results;	deceptive	
selective	reporting).	Isn’t	that	the	purpose	of	“one-sided”	citing	as	well?			Of	note:		The	American	Meteorological	Society	
does	not	have	a	Code	of	Ethics,	but	rather	“suggestions”	or	“guidelines”	for	professional	conduct.	
17	See	the	discussion	of	operational	seeding	below	for	details.	
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stands	today	(it’s	not	credible).	485	

Virtually	the	entire	supposed	seeding	effect	claimed	in	the	Israeli	2	experiment	was	due	to	a	greater	486	
duration	of	rain,	not	greater	intensity		(GN81,	Gagin	and	Gabriel	1987,	hereafter,	“GG87”).		Seeding	with	487	
AgI,	they	reported,		caused	cold-topped	(-15°C	to	-21°C),		non-precipitating	clouds	to	precipitate	exactly	488	
like	natural	clouds,	thus	extending	the	duration	of	rain	on	seeded	days	(north	target	evaluation	only).					489	
The	increase	in	that	one	temperature	range	was	a	whopping	46%,	all	of	it	due	solely	to	extended	490	
duration	caused	by	seeding!	491	

That	duration	finding	no	longer	makes	sense	in	the	face	of	highly	efficiently	precipitating	Israeli	clouds.			492	
It	never	really	did	upon	close,		independent	inspection.	493	

	 	494	
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7	d)	The	Israeli	3	experiment:		its	delayed	reporting,	and	its	significance		495	

The	first	interim	report	about	the	progress	of	Israeli	3	randomized	experiment	from	the	HUJ-CSG	was	in	496	
1992	(Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein),	17	years	after	it	began18.		Decreases	in	rain	were	suggested	in	that	497	
experiment	year	after	year.		The	final	result,	reported	by	Rosenfeld	(1998)	at	conference,	was	that	after	498	
19	winter	seasons	and	nearly	1000	random	decisions	there	was	an	indication	of	a	decrease	in	rain	of	8%	499	
on	seeded	days	(non-statistically	significant).	500	

In	F2015,	the	authors,	following	in	the	footsteps	of	GN76,	cannot	divulge	for	the	AR	reader	the	501	
indication	of	decreased	rain	on	seeded	days	in	Israeli	3.		Instead	they	cloak	that	result,	as	did	GN76	for	502	
the	Israeli	2	south	target,	with	the	correct	but	carefully	chosen	word,	“inconclusive”.		“Inconclusive”	503	
could	refer	to	increases	or	decreases	in	rain	that	are	merely	not	statistically-significant;	reporting	504	
indications	of	decreases,	even	if	not	statistically	significant,		would	have	raised	more	interest.				505	

The	8%	suggested	reduction	in	rainfall	on	seeded	days	after	19	winters	and	nearly	1000	random	506	
decisions	were	important	on	two	accounts:	that	1000	random	decisions	after	19	winter	seasons	could	507	
lead	to	a	result	so	far	from	a	null	one	after	so	many	random	draws,		assuming	there	really	was	no	508	
seeding	effect	as	Rosenfeld	(1998)	asserted.		IF	Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein	(1992)	are	right	about	“dust-509	
haze”	combined	with	AgI,	then	the	HUJ-CSG	in	the	conduct	of	Israeli	2	and	3,	combined,		have	decreased	510	
rain	for	25	years	in	the	central	and	southern	parts	of	Israel.	511	

Israeli	3	also	demonstrated	that	the	clouds	of	Israel	are	unsuitable	for	glaciogenic	cloud	seeding.		There	512	
is	nothing	substantially	different	between	the	clouds	that	affect	the	central	and	southern	regions	of	513	
Israel	from	those	that	affect	the	north	in	terms	of	microstructural	behavior	except	that	the	clouds	in	514	
northern	Israel	are	overall	generally	colder	from	top	to	bottom.		In	both	regions	they	glaciate	effectively.	515	

And,	who	would	undertake	a	randomized	seeding	experiment	for	19	years	knowing	you	might	have	a	516	
natural	draw	so	far	from	zero	that	can’t	even	be	overcome	by	an	actual	10%	seeding-induced	increase	in	517	
rain19?			(One	wonders	about	the	quality	of	the	random	draw	again…)	518	

7	e)		Operational	seeding:		the	descriptions	in	F2015	and	the	counter	evidence	519	
to	those	descriptions;	filling	in	still	more	blanks	520	
	521	

F2015:		“Subsequently	operational	seeding	in	the	north	of	Israel	was	carried	out	between	1975	and	522	
2013.”	523	

The	above	quote	by	the	HUJ-CSG	authors’,	writing	in	2015	in	AR,	shows	that	they	cannot	bring	524	
themselves	to	report	that	the	“operational	seeding”	program	in	the	north	of	Israel,	as	it	was	originally	525	

																																																													
18	Sound	familiar?	We repeat the WMA Code point for your consideration:  falsification: changing or not reporting 
appropriate data or results (i.e. the purposeful omission of conflicting data or information with the intent to falsify 
results; deceptive selective reporting). 
19	We	can	only	imagine	how	these	results	would	have	been	spun	around	if	this	had	been	a	suggestion	of	an	8%	
increase	in	rain.		How	many	statistical	tests	would	be	tried?		Would	the	authors	really	just	say,	“inconclusive”?			
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formulated,	was	terminated	in	2007	(Sharon	et	al	200820).				We	quote	Sharon	et	al.	2008	for	the	AR	526	
reader:	527	

 528	
“3b. A revision and elaboration of possible future seeding activities 529	
In view of Kessler et al.’s initial finding in Section 2a and the ensuing controversy, a joint forum of the 530	
National Water Authority and other professionals involved, met early in 2007. After 50 years of 531	
uninterrupted seeding activities, the forum decided to discontinue the program at the end of that rainy 532	
season (April 2007) and instead, consider the initiation of a new updated experiment, Israeli IV.” 533	
 534	
Why	was	the	original	program	terminated	by	the	INWA	and	its	panel21?			535	

Answer:		The	independent	panel	of	experts	(Kessler	et	al	2002,	Kessler	et	al.	2006,	distilled	by	Sharon	et	536	
al	2008)	could	find	no	additional	runoff	due	to	seeding	into	the	target,	Lake	Kinneret	(aka,	Sea	of	Galilee)	537	
over	the	30	plus	years	of	seeding.		They	also	found	that	the	small	increases	(6%)	reported	by	Nirel	and	538	
Rosenfeld	(1994);	Rosenfeld	and	Nirel	(1996)	could	not	be	substantiated	when	more	data	from	later	539	
years	were	used.			This	null	finding	for	the	operational	program	by	Kessler	et	al.	was	later	corroborated	540	
by	independent	scientists	at	Tel	Aviv	University	(Levin	et	al.	2010,	2011,	the	latter	in	reply	to	the	541	
comments	of	Ben-Zvi	et	al	2011).			542	

At	this	point,	one	wonders	who	the	reviewers	of	an	article	in	the	respected	journal,	AR,	were?			543	

How	could	they	let	such	partial	statements	and	an	article	absent	vital	references	appear?		One	must	also	544	
assume	that	the	reviewers	for	AR	were	woefully	ignorant	of	the	history	of	the	Israeli	experiments	to	545	
have	allowed	the	F2015	distortions	reach	the	print	stage	of	a	major	journal.		Truthfulness	and	a	full	546	
exposition	of	events	is	not	part	of	the	HUJ-CSG’s	understanding	of	how	to	compose	a	manuscript	for	a	547	
scientific	journal.			Their	manuscripts	and	publications,	in	essence,	need	to	not	just	be	reviewed,	but	548	
“policed”	for	accuracy.	549	

F2015:		“Additional	statistical	analyses	showed	that	the	orographic	precipitation	responded	most	550	
sensitively	to	the	seeding	experiments	(Givati	and	Rosenfeld	2005).”		551	

F2015	claimed	in	the	above	publication,	that	air	pollution	had	decreased	precipitation	exactly	by	the	552	
amount	that	seeding	was	increasing	it	in	the	interior	of	Israel	(thus	explaining	the	lack	of	operational	553	
seeding	effects	reported	by	the	independent	panel).		The	finding	by	Givati	and	Rosenfeld	(2005)		554	
could	not	be	substantiated	independently	by	either	(Alpert	et	al	2008,	Halfon	et	al	2009a22,	b)	nor	by	555	
																																																													
20	Sharon	et	al	(2008),	and	the	reports	that	it	was	distilled	from	(Kessler	et	al.	2002,	2006),	are	nowhere	to	be	seen	
in	the	HUJ-SU	authors’	paper.		Should	we	be	surprised	at	this	point?		I	don’t	think	so.		This	is	not	science	as	we	
know	it.		HUJ,	are	you	listening?	
21	While	the	original	INWA	program	was	terminated,	some	additional	experimental-operational	seeding	did	carry	
on,	beginning	with	the	2007-08	rain	season;	it	was	terminated	again	in	2013	(according	to	F2015).		The	reviewer	
does	not	yet	know	the	details	to	the	“supplemental”	seeding	following	the	termination	in	2007.	

22	Alpert	et	al	2008	and	Halfon	et	al	2009,	and	the	exchange	between	Givati	and	Rosenfeld,	also	go	uncited,	
strengthening	a	pattern	of	deception	by	the	HUJ-SU;	such	actions	by	the	authors	that	can	no	longer	be	attributed	
to	oversights,	but	are	meant	to	keep	the	AR	readers	in	the	dark	about	the	quality	of	the	HUJ-CSG	research.	
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Levin	et	al.	2010.			The	pollution	claim	by	Givati	and	Rosenfeld	(2005)	was	found	to	be	ambiguous	at	556	
best.	557	
			558	
	It	is	useful	to	quote	Thom	(1957)	on	how	Givati	and	Rosenfeld	came	up	with	their	“pollution”	findings	559	
(as	was	demonstrated	by	Alpert	et	al	2008	and	Halfon	et	al	2009):																																																																																																												560	
	561	
"If	one	takes	the	liberty	of	choosing	among	minimum	distance	controls,	he	can	often	find	any	562	
result	for	seeding	that	suits	his	purpose,	either	positive	or	negative."	563	
																																																																																																																																																																																									564	
That	the	results	of	operational	seeding	as	reported	by	the	HUJ-CSG	could	not	be	validated	by	565	
independent	researchers	on	four	occasions	(Kessler	et	al	2002,	Kessler	et	al.	2006,	Halfon	et	al	2009,	and	566	
Levin	et	al.	2010,	2011	(reply	to	Ben-Zvi	et	al)	is	one	of	the	most	important	aspects	of	the	seeding	history	567	
in	Israel.					568	

For	those	who	know	this	story,	we	again	see	one-sided	citing	in	this	discussion;	the	HUJ-CSG	in	F2015	569	
cannot	bring	themselves	to	cite	those	publications,	damaging	those	independent	workers,	themselves,	570	
and	whether	they	realize	it	or	not,	their	own	home	institutions.			571	

HUJ,	are	you	listening?		Isn’t	it	best	if	you	policed	the	HUJ-CSG	publications	instead	of	someone	like	me	572	
doing	it	after	they’re	out	in	print?	573	

8.		A	critique	of	the	cloud	sampling	and	its	effects	on	the	cloud	574	

microstructural	properties	reported:	how	unbiased	are	they?	575	

This	discussion	will	make	it	clear	why	F2015	must	make	videos	from	their	research	flights	publically	576	
available;	these	are	crucial	to	understanding	what	they	did	and	how	they	did	it.	577	

Median	concentrations	in	“hard”,	newly	risen	turrets	over	the	Mediterranean,	as	the	authors	show	in	578	
Figure	16	from	their	Mediterranean	cloud	targets,	produces	a	bias	toward	low	ice	particle	579	
concentrations	and	higher	liquid	water	contents	compared	to	values	that	would	be	found	as	those	same	580	
clouds	as	they	matured	minutes	later.			The	authors	know	this.		The	authors	are	to	be	commended	for	581	
adding	the	description	of	the	stage	that	the	Mediterranean	clouds	were	in	when	they	were	sampled.			582	
This	really	helps	the	experienced	reader	weight	those	“medians”	in	the	Figure	16.	583	

But	did	the	authors’	sample	“hard”	but	meteorologically	inconsequential,	slender,	“chimney”	Cu	as	well	584	
in	Figure	16?		These	are	ones	we	know	produce	little	ice/precip	compared	to	their	wider	brethren	even	585	
if	they	are	at	the	SAME	cloud	top	temperature	(e.g.,	Schemenauer	and	Isaac	1984,	Rangno	and	Hobbs	586	
1991).		Cloud	top	width,	in	particular,	is	an	extremely	important	metric	and	should	be	listed	in	an	online	587	
supplement	by	F2015.				588	

Some	background	on	the	width	issue:		the	apparent	error	of	penetrating	isolated,	likely	“chimney”	589	
Cumulus	with	“smooth,	hard	tops”	Cumulus	clouds	instead	of	the	wider	complexes	that	produce	590	
appreciable	rain	in	Israel	was	one	that	was	made	in	the	original	cloud	reports	coming	out	of	the	HUJ-CSG	591	
in	the	1970s	and	1980s	(e.g.,	GN74,	GN76,	Gagin	1975,	1981).			592	
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Due	to	that	sampling	strategy,	it	misled	those	HUJ-CSG	scientists	on	the	ice	content	in	their	clouds,	and	593	
ultimately	their	journal	audiences.		In	contrast	to	those	early	cloud	samples,	GG87	reported	that	the	594	
average	duration	of	a	shower	in	Israel	was	23	minutes.		With	just	a	10	ms-1	wind	carrying	that	shower	595	
along,	that	rain	would	have	fallen	from	a	cloud	system	at	least	about	13	km	long;	at	least	26	km	long	if	it	596	
was	carried	along	in	a	20	ms-1	wind!			597	

So,	what	DID	F2015	sample	that	was	relevant	to	Israeli	shower	clouds?		We	don’t	know.		But	its	critical	598	
that	we	do	know.	599	

Another	source	of	bias	toward	low	ice	concentrations	can	result	if	the	authors,	in	fact,		did	sample	600	
wider,	high	ice-producing	complexes,	but	only	penetrated	the	very	newest,	“hard”	turrets	in	them	601	
(typically	on	the	upwind	side)	in	which	the	explosion	of	ice	had	not	yet	occurred.	602	

Lastly,	another	critical	metric	for	understanding	the	quality	of	the	HUJ-CSG	authors’	measurements	in	603	
Fig.	16	is	the	height	of	sampling	below	cloud	top.		Sampling	too	close	to	cloud	top,	say,	tens	of	meters	604	
instead	of	a	few	hundred	meters,	also	leads	to	a	low	detection	of	precipitation-sized	particles	(and	also	605	
why	Re	satellite	derivations	can	mislead	in	newly	risen	turrets,	and	in	ice-spewing,	supercooled	water-606	
topped	layer	clouds	common	in	orographic	settings.		This	again	reinforces	the	need	for	videos	of	the	607	
F2015	study.	608	

9.		The	HUJ-CSG’s	continuing	trouble	with	ice	609	

The	HUJ-CSG	has	carried	out	several	airborne	sampling	programs	with	modern	droplet	and	hydrometeor	610	
probes	over	the	past	25	years,	beginning	in	the	middle	1990s	(Rosenfeld	and	Lensky	1998).		Further	611	
airborne	studies	were	conducted	by	Lahav	and	Rosenfeld	(2000),	Rosenfeld	et	al.	2001),	and	by	F2015.			612	
Maximum	ice	particle	concentrations	and	the	degree	of	ice	multiplication	were	not	divulged	by	the	HUJ-613	
CSG	in	any	of	these	publications!			614	

In	F2015,	we	finally	have	ice	particle	concentrations!			However,	what	we	get	are	unsatisfactory-for-615	
seeding-potential,	“median”	concentrations	obtained		in	“hard”	turrets	for	those	clouds	in	the	616	
Mediterranean.			This	prevents	us	from	understanding	the	“ice	life	cycle”	of	Israeli	clouds.	617	

Ice	particle	concentrations,	and	their	origin,		has	been	one	of	the	continuing	mysteries	of	cloud	618	
microstructure	(e.g.,	Mossop	1970,	1985);		in	particular,		a	primary	enigma	is	how	secondary	ice	forms	in	619	
clouds	with	top		temperatures	warmer	than	about	-15°C,	as	occurs	prolifically	in	Israel.				AR	readers	are	620	
likely	aware	of	the	2017	Amer.	Meteor.	Soc.	Monograph		(Field	et	al.23)	that	focused	on	the	origin	of	621	
secondary	ice	and	the	puzzle	it	still	represents.	622	

Israel	is	in	a	region	of	confluence	of	various	aerosols	that	affect	clouds.		Reports	of	the	degree	of	ice	623	
multiplication	from	Israel	would	have	surely	helped	fill	in	some	microstructural	blanks	in	our	knowledge.		624	
What	a	shame	the	HUJ-CSG	can’t	address	this	question	in	their	cloud	sampling	programs!	625	

Too,	where	are	the	droplet	spectra	and	graupel	concentrations	in	the	Hallett	and	Mossop	secondary	ice-626	
																																																													
23	“Cast	of	thousands!”	(except	me..)	
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producing	temperature	zone	of	-2.5°	to	-8°C?		Nowhere	to	be	found.				More	missing	pieces	to	the	627	
knowledge	required	to	understand	the	clouds	of	Israel.				Why	does	it	feel	like	I	am	reading	a	paper	628	
written	in	1968?		The	authors	could	have	done	better	with	the	“black	glove”	technique,	or	a	foil	sampler	629	
(Koenig	1963).	630	

From	the	reviewer’s	experiences	in	1986,	ice	multiplication	in	the	clouds	of	Israel	is	rampant.		But,	631	
remarkably,	only	L929496,	has	addressed	this	issue	in	Israel	been	addressed	over	the	past	43	years	since	632	
Gagin	(1975).	The	study	of	ice	multiplication,	a	staple	of	airborne	cloud	microstructural	studies	over	the	633	
past	60	years	(e.g.,	Mossop	et	al	1972).		T	he	HUJ-CSG	seems	to	have	trouble	since	the	early	1980s	of	634	
honoring	this	standard.	635	

This	discussion	above	begs	the	question	about	why	F2015	didn’t	target	mature	and	dissipating	portions	636	
of	Mediterranean	clouds	after	high	ice	particle	concentrations	had	formed?		Its	inexplicable.		The	637	
statement	by	F2015	that	mature,	heavily	precipitating	clouds	were	avoided	due	to	aircraft	safety	638	
considerations	is	not	credible	to	us	researchers	in	airborne	studies.		Heavy	icing,	graupel,	hail	are	found	639	
in	the	younger	turrets,	not	in	the	maturing	ones	where	icing	is	subdued	due	to	the	formation	of	high	ice	640	
particle	concentrations	that	consume	the	liquid	water.				641	

Neither	can	the	HUJ-CSG’s	median	ice	concentrations	be	compared	to	the	concentrations	of	ice	in	Israeli	642	
clouds	reported	by	L929496	who	was	somehow	able	to	sample	the	high	ice-containing	regions	of	Israeli	643	
clouds	that	F2015	found	so	dangerous.			644	

Specific	examples	of	HUJ-CSG	reporting	from	airborne	work	over	the	years	since	Gagin	1975:	645	

Rosenfeld	and	Lensky	(1998)	flying	on	shower	days	in	pursuit	of	a	comparison	between	satellite	and	646	
aircraft	measurements	of	Re,	wrote	that	they		did	not	carry	a	2-DC	probe	for	hydrometeors	on	their	647	
aircraft	on	the	two	flights	with	showers	(!).			648	

Lahav	and	Rosenfeld	(2000),	in	a	ten	flight	sampling	program	having	a	2-DC	probe,	nevertheless	649	
refrained	from	reporting	ice	or	other	hydrometeor	concentrations,	while	titling	their	paper,	650	
“Microphysical	Characterizations	of	the	Israeli	Clouds	from	Aircraft	and	Satellites.”				But	that’s	not	what	651	
they	did,	or,	at	least	reported.		They	only	reported	partial	results.		Sound	familiar?		652	

Rosenfeld	et	al.	2001	had	a	2-DC	on	their	research	aircraft,	but	once	again,	refrained	from	reporting		653	
concentrations	of	hydrometeors	in	the	clouds	they	sampled.		What	they	did	report	was	that	there	was	a	654	
“large	number”,	or	that	they	were”	increasing”	or	“decreasing.”		What’s	going	on	here?		How	does	such	655	
reporting	like	this	make	it	into	a	prestigious	journal	like	PNAS?	656	

This	reviewer’s	guess,	from	his	1986	Israeli	field	project,	is	that	the	HUJ-CSG	has	found	in	those	several	657	
airborne	projects	mentioned	above	that	they	have	an	“embarrassment	of	ice	particle	riches”	and	wants	658	
to	keep	those	concentrations	and	the	degree	of	ice	multiplication	away	from	AR	readers	and	funders	659	
who	might	consider	cloud	seeding.			Ice	multiplication	in	clouds	has	always	been	considered	an	660	
impediment	to	successful	“static”	glaciogenic	cloud	seeding	(e.g.,	GN74,	Dennis	1980).		661	

Is	there	another	motive	by	the	HUJ-CSG	for	keeping	maximum	concentrations	from	us?		Yes,	another	662	
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critical	omission	of	results	by	the	HUJ-CSG.				To	repeat:	663	

“The	difficulty	is	that	positive	claims	are	sometimes	made	against	a	background	of				664	

	 unrevealed	negative	results.”			665	

This	is	why,	again,	that		independent	groups	are	critical	in	evaluating	seeding	potential	in	Israel!	666	

INWA,	are	you	listening?	667	

Gagin	(1975),	in	support	of	ripe	for	cloud	seeding	clouds,	claimed	that	ice	particle	concentrations	do	668	
NOT	increase	with	time.		This	finding	could	have	been	evaluated,	too,	at	many	points	in	the	HUJ-CSG	669	
airborne	studies.	670	

Even	more	relevant	is	that	those	very	same	ice-filled	clouds	over	the	Mediterranean	Sea	are	going	to	be	671	
swept	downwind	and	into	the	Golan	within	~30-40	min	during	rainy	spells,	making	it	doubly	important	672	
to	have	reported	those	maximum	concentrations	and	followed	their	evolution	downstream	in	route	to	673	
the	Golan.		674	

In	sum,	yes,	you	CAN	mislead	with	an	aircraft,	even	one	with	a	full	complement	of	21st	century	cloud	675	
microstructure	instruments	via	omission	and	sampling	biases.		676	

The	points	raised	in	the	foregoing	section	concerning	the	airborne	sampling	carried	out	by	F2015	677	
emphasizes	all	too	well	why	in-flight	videos	must	be	made	publically	available	as	they	are	at	the	678	
University	of	Washington	and	also	for	a	number	of	other	projects	at	NCAR.	679	

To	summarize	the	dark	history	of	the	HUJ-CSG:			over	a	period	of	several	decades:	it	misled	their	own	680	
people	and	the	world	repeatedly	about	their	clouds,	withheld	statistical	results	for	Israeli	2	for	15	years,	681	
results	that	would	have	raised	so	many	questions,	delayed	for	17	years	the	reporting	of	results	from	the	682	
Israeli	3	randomized	experiment	that,	too,	would	have	raised	numerous	questions.			And	under	its	new	683	
leadership,	that	following	the	passing	of	Professor	Gagin	still	can’t	seem	to	publish	reliable	results	about	684	
their	cloud	seeding	work,	either.		Neither	can	they	fully	report	on	their	clouds	such	basic	information	as	685	
the	degree	of	ice	multiplication	that	Israeli	clouds	exhibit.		686	

Furthermore,	and	this	may	the	most	telling	of	all,	every	paper	the	HUJ-CSG	has	published	and	that	has	687	
been	examined	by	outside,	independent	investigators,	has	been	found	to	be	unreliable.		Will	more	688	
unreliable	HUJ-CSG	claims	be	turned	up	in	their	literature?		It	seems	inevitable.			689	

One	can	predict	confidently	that	in	the	future	the	HUJ-CSG	will,	without	major	changes	to	its	leadership,		690	
and	without	a	more	skeptical	INWA	concerning	the	claims	coming	out	of	that	group,	“repeat	history.”	691	

--------End	of	“Commentary”	on	the	F2015	Abstract	and	Introduction---	692	

	693	

Following	the	Abstract	and	Introduction	segments,	F2015	improves	demonstrably;	it	is	written	694	
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extremely	well	in	places,	representing	the	best	in	what	we	think	of	as	scientific	writing.		However,	there	695	
are	still	a	few	lapses	and	reviewer-required	“clarifications”	that	will	be	addressed	as	they	appear.		The	696	
type	in	black	is	that	from	the	original	article.	697	

The	objective	of	this	paper	is	to	present	the	available	knowledge	on		the	cloud		properties	698	
in	 northern	Israel,		which	supported	the	decision	to	 commence	with	the	Israel-4	699	
experiment,	as	briefly	 described	above.	 Section	 2	describes	the	typical	synoptic	conditions	700	
during	the	rainy		days		and		the	dynamics	of	the		clouds	as	 they		 interact	with	the	sea		and		the	701	
topography.	Section		 3	 describes	 the		methodology	of	 the	physical	experiment,		the		 cloud		702	
physics	aircraft	 instrumentation,		flight		patterns	and		methodology	of	data	analysis.	The	703	
methodology	of	supporting	satellite	microphysical	retrievals	is	also	 given		in	this	section.	The	704	
results	of	the	measurements	with	respect	to	aerosols	and	 the	way	 they	determine	the	705	
microstructure	at	cloud	 base	 are	given		in	Section		4.1.	The	subsequent	vertical	evolution	of	cloud	706	
microstructure	with	height	above		 cloud		base		and		 initiation	of	rain	 are	described	in	Section	707	
4.2.	The	mixed-phase	processes	and	 availability	of	super-cooled	cloud	water	are	presented	708	
in	Section	4.3.	Finally,	a	summary	of	the	 results	and	 a	discussion	of	 the	 suitability	of	 the	709	
clouds	over		 the	Golan		Heights	to	glaciogenic	seeding	are	 given		in	Section	5.	710	
	711	
2.	Synoptic,	dynamic	and	macro-physical	considerations	712	

	713	
2.1.	Meteorological	conditions	714	
	715	

The		synoptic	systems	that	 are		responsible	 for		more	than	716	
90%	of	 the	annual	precipitation	in	 northern	Israel	occur		with	cyclones	passing	through	 the		717	
north-eastern	part	of	 the	Mediterranean	Sea,	 these	cyclones	are		referred	to	as	 Cyprian	718	
Cyclones		(Goldreich,	2003).	A	rain		event	typically	starts	with	the	passage	of	 a	 cold		 front		719	
followed	 by		a		thermal	 low		that	develops	 in		the		 cold		 air-mass	behind	 the	 front			due		 to		720	
the	relatively	warm	sea	and	 the	lee	effect	 of	the	Turkish		mountains	to	the	north.	An	upper	721	
trough	with	relatively	cold		air	 aloft	is	associated	with	the		cyclone,		which	increases	the	722	
thermal	instability	 and		 favors		 thunderstorm		formation	over		 the		 sea.	First	precipitation	723	
over		land		typically	starts	with	the	arrival	of	the	cold	 front,		as	the	air	ahead	of	it	is	724	
characterized	by	dry	 and	often	 dusty	air	from	 the	Sahara	desert.	Fig.	2	shows	the	synoptic	725	
conditions	on	a	typical	rainy	 day	 in	Israel,	at	the	time	of	the	cold	front		arrival.		As	the	winds	veer	726	
from	 southerly	to	westerly,	the	low-level	 air		becomes	moister	 and		 the	 cloud-base	727	
elevation	lowers	to	a	typical	level	of	500-1000	m	(all	absolute	heights	are	given		above		 sea		728	
level).		 The	 thermal	 instability	reaches	its	maximum	in	the	 thermal	low	after	the	passage	of	729	
the	cold	front.	The	average	wind	speeds	are	often	 greater	than	10	m/s	 and	 they	contribute	 to	730	
the	orographic	component	of	 the	precipitation.	When	the	low-pressure	system	moves	to	731	
the	east	the	instability	is	gradually	reduced.	However,	due	 to	the	long	 trajectory	of	the	cool	732	
low-level	air	over	 the	warm	sea	the	instability	and	moisture	supply	supports	continued	rainfall	733	
for	another	day	 or	two.	734	

	735	
Minor:		The	IMS	refers	to	periods	of	rain	as	“rainy	spells.”			This	is	because	they	often	consist	of	several	736	
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consecutive	days	with	recurring	showers.		In	Israeli	1,	there	was	a	period	of	17	consecutive	days	with	737	
rain.		The	F2015	highlighted	sentence	might	be	revised	to	reflect	the	occurrence	of	“rainy	spells.”	738	

	739	
	740	
2.2.	Cloud	dynamics	741	
	742	

Fig.	3	 illustrates	the	cloud	and		precipitation	characteristics	on	 a	typical	rainy		day	 in	 the		air-743	
mass	behind	the	cold	 front.		It	is	 a	 west–east	 cross-section	across	northern	 Israel,		and		 it	 is	744	
based	on	 our		observations	and		impressions	from		the	physical	experiment.	The	 schematic	745	
figure		is	 intended	to	illustrate	the	main	 features	 of	 the	cloud		 and		 precipitation	 processes	746	
that	often		 take	place		as	 the	air-mass	travels	eastwards	across		 the	land		and		over	 the	747	
mountains.	748	

	749	
	750	
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	751	
	752	

Figure	3	and	its	caption:		“…clouds	in	a	typical	rain	day	on	northern	Israel,	as	a	west-east	cross	section	753	
from	the	Mediterranean	Sea	to	the	Golan	Heights.		Rain	originates	in	convective	clouds	over	the	sea	as	754	
graupel	and	hail.		The	sea	spray	from	the	rough	sea	seeds	the	clouds	hygroscopically.		Orographic	cloud	755	
over	the	Galilee	are	often	seeded	by	the	remnants	of	convection.		The	clouds	evaporate	into	the	Jordan	756	
Valley	and	reform	over	the	Golan	Heights.”	757	

This	figure	is	over-simplified,	perhaps	out	of	necessity	due	to	the	many	scenarios	that	would	have	to	be	758	
presented	to	reflect	the	several	stages	in	Israeli	storms	as	troughs	come	and	go	as	documented	in	the	759	
comprehensive	satelllit	studies	by	Rosenfeld	in	1980,	1982,	by	Gagin	1981,	R88,	RH95).			760	

F2015	show	a	higher	level	stratiform	region	extending	from	a	line	of	convection	at	the	Israeli	coast	in	761	
Figure	3.		However,		it	is	but	one	snapshot	of	an	incoming	storm,	not	a	semi-permanent	pattern	as	the	762	
AR	reader	might	infer.		There	are	many	other	scenarios	that	could	have	been	drawn,	which	could	have	763	
been	as	online	supplements	to	fill	in	the	picture	of	Israeli	rainy	days	more.	Figure	3	is	really	much	closer	764	
to	a	depiction	of	the	coastal	convergence	zone	that	tends	to	develop	in	the	later	nighttime	and	morning	765	
hours	during	lesser	onshore	flow	periods	(e.g.,	Neumann	1951,	Goldreich	2003).			766	

Satellite	imagery	reveals	that	during	major	events	(lines	of	convection	organized	by	upper	level	troughs)	767	
clusters	of	Cumulonimbus	clouds	and	stratiform	rain	areas	barge	into	Israel	en	masse.		While	the	roots	768	
of	the	of	convection	might	be	lessened	when	they	move	inland	in	wintertime,	as	F2015	note,		these	769	
mesoscale/synoptic	scale	systems	march	across	Israel	with	much	of	the	deep,	precipitating	cloud	system	770	
intact.		They	do	not	separate	completely,	as	a	rule,	into	an	upper	layer	and	lower	layer	as	shown	in	771	
Figure	3.			Too,	some	of	the	rain	that	falls	is	due	to	aggregates	in	quasi-stratiform	debris	clouds.			772	

	773	

The	Stratocumulus	over	the	hill	regions	in	Figure	3	might	be	accurate	for	that	specific	moment	of	an	774	
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approaching	storm.		However,	drizzle,	and	mist-like	rain	(due	to	collisions	with	coalescence)	often	falls	775	
from	such	hill-topping	overcast	low	clouds	topping	out,		as	shown	in	Figure	3,		at	about	3	km	ASL24.			It	776	
should	have	been	pointed	out	that	such	low	clouds,	“auto-precipitate.”	They	frequently	top	out	at	777	
temperatures	where	seeding	them	would	not	be	effective	(>	-5°C,	e.g.,		R88).	778	

In	later	winter	and	spring,	shallower	Stratocumulus	clouds	tend	to	lift	off	the	lower	hills	as	temperature	779	
rises	during	the	day,	and	by	later	afternoon	can	sprout	into	small	Cumulonimbus	clouds	(glaciated	780	
clouds)	under	cold	trough	situations.		Also,	due	to	the	local	strengthening	of	the	onshore	flow	during	the	781	
afternoons,	incoming	convection	can	weaken	and	may	disappear	altogether	in	the	coastal	divergence	782	
zone	responding	to	that	strengthening	flow.			783	

The	deepest	clouds	in	springtime	are	frequently	over	the	inland	hill	regions	rather	than	offshore	as	784	
evidenced	by	an	increase	in	lightning	frequency	inland	during	the	late	winter	and	spring.	785	

Minor:		Figure	3	also	indicates	that	the	bases	of	the	clouds	reforming	over	the	Golan	are	virtually	as	low	786	
as	those	on	the	hills	of	Galilee.		This	seems	implausible	under	the	loss	of	precip	water	and	downslope	787	
motions	in	prevailing	westerly	flow.		Bases	should	be	higher	over	the	Golan,	and	probably	closer	to	the	788	
freezing	level?		Or?	789	

As	mentioned	 in		the		 previous	 section,	 the		 lower	 troposphere	during	a	 typical	rainy		day		790	
is	quite	moist	and		unstable	due	 to	the	relatively	warm	sea	 (sea		surface	temperature	never	791	
drops	below	17	 °C)	and	 colder	air	aloft	 (typically	below	+	2	°C	at	850	hPa	during	the	 rainier	792	
days).		793	

	794	
The	cycle	of	Mediterranean	Sea	temperatures	from	fall	to	late	winter	is	significant.			It	starts	out	at	795	
around	22°C	and	descends	gradually	to	17°	C.		Cloud	base	temperatures,	hence,	water	content	in	clouds	796	
and	the	propensity	to	form	warm	rain	and	copious	ice,	also	are	impacted,	likely	further	reducing	seeding	797	
opportunities	in	the	warmer	fall/early	winter	period.	798	

	799	
This	favors	 the	formation	of	fairly		deep	 convective	clouds	over		 the	sea.		This		is	 also		why	800	

hailstorms	 and		 lighting	 activity	 are		more	probable	near	 the	coastline	and	 less	common	801	
further	inland	(Altaratz	et	al.,	2003;	Goldreich,	2003).	 	802	

	803	
Lightning	activity	is	about	equal	over	the	Mediterranean	Sea	and	inland	areas	in	November	and	March	804	
(Altaratz	et	al.	2003).			This	equality	likely	extends	into	April	as	well.	805	

	806	

When	 these	 convective	clouds	move	inland,	they	 become	 separated		from			their	 main	807	
sensible	heat	 and	moisture	source	and		weaken	quickly.		 	808	

	809	
																																																													
24	As	experienced	in	this	writer’s	11-week	stay	in	1986,	events	in	which	embedded,	much	taller	clouds	sprang	forth	
as	the	upper	trough	approached.			
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To	repeat,	the	roots	of	convection	may	weaken,	but	these	major	complexes	usually	don’t	separate	with	810	
a	clear	zone	between	upper	and	lower	clouds	as	shown	in	Figure	3;	its	just	one	of	many	scenarios.		811	
F2015	do	not	support	their	Figure	3	scenario	with	frequencies	of	occurrence	during	the	winter.		How	812	
does	it	compare	with	the	frequencies	of	other	storm	scenarios?	813	

	814	
However,	the	moist	air	that	is	pushed	inland	by	 the	strong	westerly	winds	is	 forced	815	

upwards		by			the		topography	 of		 the		western		Galilee,			and	therefore	an	orographic	816	
component	is	added	to	the	weakening	convective		clouds.		The		annual	 precipitation	 amount	817	
in		 the	upper	Galilee	peaks	at	1000	mm,	 as	compared	to	the	~	600	mm	at	the	coast.	818	
When	the	air	 continues	eastwards	 it	descends	about	800-1000	 m	to	the	Jordan	(Hula)	819	
valley,	 the	 clouds,	unless	they	are	synoptically	forced,		tend	to	dissipate	and		break	up.	 This	820	
leaves	the	valley			with		an			annual		precipitation		amount		of		 only	821	

~	500		mm.		This	 is	 the		area		where	often		visual		flight	rules		can	apply		 and		 below-cloud	aerosol	822	
measurements		can		be		made	safely.	823	

The	 slopes	of	the	Golan		Heights	force		the	air	 to	 rise		again	and		to	produce	new		orographic	824	
clouds	with	smaller	droplets.		825	

	826	
Check+	827	
	828	
The	crest		of	the	Golan	 Heights	rises		gradually	from		a	height	of	400		m		in		the	south	to		1200		829	

m		in		the		 north.		Further	north,	Mount	Hermon	rises		up	 to	 an	 elevation	of	2800		m.	 The	Golan	830	
Heights		are			45–70		km		 away			(shortest		distance)	 from			the	coastline	and		 the		 clouds	there	831	
are		normally	 less		convective	than	the	clouds	over	 the	Galilee	and	 over	 the	sea,	because	much	832	
of	 the	 instability	is	 consumed	upwind.			833	

	834	
	“…normally	less	convective…	”		True,		except	maybe	for	November		and	spring	when	convection	over	835	

inland	regions	is	apparently	more	evenly	distributed	if	lightning	occurrences	are	an	indicator	(Altaratz	et	al	836	
2003).		What	are	the	seeding	implications	of	enhanced	convection	in	the	Golan?		Do	the	authors	know?		837	
Likely	less	potential	if	deeper	clouds	in	the	Golan	glaciate	at	modest	supercoolings.	838	

	839	
The		terrain	over		 the	Golan		Heights	is	 also		less		complex	than	over		the	Galilee		and	840	

therefore	the	flight	 through	the		clouds	over	 the		Golan	Heights	is	often	 relatively	smooth.	The	841	
top	 of	the	ridge	 is	only	about	10-15		km		downwind	from		the	 foothills	where	 the		clouds	form.	842	
This	 leaves	the	clouds	little	time	to		convert	their	water	 into	precipitation	before	they	start	843	
to	dissipate	and	 lose	 their	water	content	back	 to	the	atmosphere.		844	
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845	
We	reprise	Figure	1	from	F2015:		Isn’t	the	target	too	small	and	close	from	seeding	release	points	for	846	
seeding	to	result	in	a	fallout	of	precip	on	it?		Where	does	the	water	go	in	the	lee	of	the	Golan,	to	Syria	or	847	
into	Lake	Kinneret?			(This	diagram	should	have	had	a	kilometer	scale.)	848	

	849	
GN74	estimated	30	min	for	precip	fallout	from	line	seeding,	as	do	F2015.			In	the	HUJ-CSG	publications	850	

we	find	various	distances	from	the	aircraft	line	seeding	at	which	the	fallout	of	seeding-induced	851	
precipitation	may	have	occurred,	possibly	due	to	variations	average	wind	velocities	used	.		These	ranged	852	
from	25-35	km	downwind	(Gagin	and	Neumann	1976;		35-50	km		(Gagin	1981);	25-45	km	(Gagin	and	853	
Neumann	1980)	;	“about	40	km”	(in	GG87)	to	“25-35	km”	in	F2015.			854	

So	which	is	it?	855	
	And	what	wind	speeds	were	used	in	F2015?		And	why?		What	climo	did	you	use?		The	estimate	856	

contained	in	Gagin	1981	(35-50	km)	appears	to	be	too	great	a	distance	for	a	precip	fallout	for	this	project	to	857	
be	successful	except	in	deep	southwest	flows.			858	

	859	
What	are	the	flight	levels	of	the	line	seeding	aircraft?		Why	is	this	information	not	in	F2015?			This	is	860	

critical	information	since	if	those	seeding	lines	are	too	low,	the	seeding	material	will	not	reach	the	861	
necessary	heights	for	nucleation	and	precip	fallout	in	time	to	help	runoff.		(Perhaps	this	information	is	862	
contained	in	the	full	proposal?)		863	
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How	can	airborne	or	ground	releases	target	the	region	north	of	the	dashed	line	in	Figure	3,	including	the	864	
wettest	location,	Mt.	Hermon,	when	seeding	plumes	have	to	climb	to	between	700	and	500	mb	levels	to	865	
nucleate	effectively	and	when	the	primary	wind	flow	is	westerly?		In	winds	even	a	little	north	of	westerly,	it	866	
does	not	appear	that	seeding	is	going	to	be	viable	in	the	wettest	portion	of	the	Golan	unless	you	get	help	867	
from	Lebanon.	868	

	869	
And	isn’t	the	downwash	into	the	Hula	Valley	going	to	be	detrimental	to	seeding	the	Golan?	870	
	871	
See	the	wind	rose	for	850	mb	for	those	times	that	rain	is	falling	in	Israel	from	RH95.		It	would	appear	872	

that		many	periods	of	precip		in	the	north	part	of	the	Golan,	anyway,	will	not	be	able	to	be	seeded	873	
efficiently.	874	

	875	
	876	
Lastly,	seeding	can	reduce	upslope	precipitation	by	reducing	the	degree	of	riming	on	upslope	877	

precipitation.		Riming	is	reduced	as	new,	tiny	AgI	ice	crystals	form	reduce	or	deplete	the	upslope	878	
supercooled	LWC.		The	trajectories	of	ice	crystal/snow	precipitation	are	less	steep,	raised	since	riming	879	
accelerates	the	downward	fall	of	snow	and	that	will	be	lessened	in	seeding.		Will	it	be	made	up	by	more	ice	880	
crystals?	881	

	882	
Ground	measurements	of	precipitation	should	have	been	incorporated	into	the	proposal	to	the	INWA	or	883	

mentioned	in	F2015	in	supporting	their	contentions	about	seeding	potential	in	the	Golan.	884	
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	885	
In	case	 there	are	 synoptically-forced	or	mature	clouds	above,	which	survived	the		descent	to	886	

the	Jordan	(Hula)	valley	 (Fig.	1),	they	 often		precipitate	through	the	orographic	clouds	and		887	
seed		them	naturally	from		the	top.		888	

	889	
What	is	the	frequency	of	occurrence	of	this	scenario?	890	
	891	
The		 annual	 precipitation	 amount		over			the	 ridge			 increases	from		600	mm		in	the	south	892	

to	more	than	1200		mm		over	 Mount	Hermon	to	the	north,	mainly	depending	on	the	surface	893	
elevation	(Goldreich,	2003).	894	
	895	
2.3.	Aerosol	dynamics	896	

	897	
The	 trajectory	of	 the	air		mass		 that	is	 associated	with	the	Cyprian			Cyclone		 passes	 various	898	
regions	 on		 its		approach	 to	Israel.	 Each	of	these	regions	leaves		its	 signature	on	 the	aerosol	899	
properties.	One	of	the		common	features	of	the	warm	sector	of	the	approaching	low-900	
pressure	system	is	the	reduced	visibility	due	 to	increasing	loads	 of	desert	dust	in	the	air.	The	901	
winds	with	the	southerly	component	get	stronger	as	the	cold-front	comes	closer,		lift	the	902	
dust	particles	from		the		surrounding	deserts	and	keep		them	airborne.	The	low-level	903	
convergence	raises	the	 dust	particles	higher	up,		so	 they	can		travel	greater	 distances.	The	904	
dust	concentrations	are	normally	higher	in	central	and	 southern	Israel		 than	in		the		northern	905	
part.		 This		is	 due		 to		a	 number	of	reasons:	1)	Northern	Israel	 is	farther	away		from		the	main	906	
dust	sources;	2)		The		south-westerly	 flow		ahead	of	 the		 cold		front	travels	 some	distance	907	
over		 the	south-eastern	Mediterranean	before	arriving	to	northern	Israel,	 and	 is	occasionally	908	
associated	with	 pre-frontal	 rains			that	 can		wash	 out		 some			of		the		 dust	particles;	and	3)	The	909	
Israeli	deserts	in	the	south,	where	sand	 and	dust		 storms	are		common,	 can		also		contribute	to	910	
the	aerosol	population	in	 central	and		southern	Israel.		After	the	 passage	 of	the	cold-front	911	
with	the	arrival	of	the	cool	air,	the	visibility	tends	to	quickly		improve.	912	
Dust	particles	can		act	as	 cloud		condensation	nuclei	(CCN)	and		 may		 also		serve			as		natural	913	

ice		nuclei			(IN).		The		seeding	potential	of	the		clouds	is	therefore	expected	to	depend	on	 the	914	
presence	and		 the	concentrations	of	 the	dust	particles	in		the	boundary	 layer			and			in		 the	915	
free		 troposphere.	 This		was		 the	reason,	according	to		Rosenfeld	and		Farbstein	(1992),	to	916	
why	they	found	a	 positive	seeding	effect	both	 in	 northern	and		 in	central	Israel	when	they	917	
stratified	the	experimental	data		based	on	dusty	and	 non-dusty	days.	 Consequentially,	one	 can	918	
assume	that	the	 release	of	silver	 iodide	may	 have	 the	intended	effect	of	accelerating	the	919	
precipitation	formation	only	when	and		where	natural	IN	supplies	are	 limited	and	 ice	does		not	920	
readily	form	 in	the	super-cooled	clouds.	921	

Another	common	and		important	aerosol	type	that	is	quite	abundant	when	strong	922	
westerly	winds	are	 prevailing	is	the	sea	salt	aerosols.	The	breaking	waves	and		rough	seas	 trap	923	
bubbles	of	air	 in	the	sea	water.	As	the	bubbles	float	back	 and		reach	the	surface	of	the	water,	924	
they	 burst	the	 thin	 film	of	the	 seawater	and	release	small		drops	into		the	atmosphere	—	 the	925	
sea	 spray.		The	largest	drops	may	quickly	 fall	back	 to	the	 sea,	but	 those	that	stay	airborne	just	926	
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long	 enough	have		the	chance	to	remain	in	the	air	for	a	much	longer	time	period	as	they	927	
evaporate	and	get	smaller	and		more	concentrated.	The	 vertical	mixing	in	 the		boundary	layer		928	
together	with	the	convergence	associated	with	the	low-	pressure	system	assist		 in	 raising	929	
these	sea	 salt	particles	to	 the	cloud		base		level.		These		fairly	 coarse	and		hygroscopic	particles	930	
are	 the	first	 to	act	as	CCN	and		make	the	largest	droplets	in	the	cloud,	 which	serve		as	embryos	931	
for	subsequent	raindrops.	932	
	933	

Concerning	“sea	spray”	and	large	droplet	formation	in	Israeli	clouds:		934	

The	discussion	of	sea	spray	and	bubbles	strongly	resembles	that	of	Woodcock	(1953).		These	researchers	935	
stand	upon	the	shoulders	of	Woodcock	but	do	not	cite	him.		This	again	points	to	weak	reviewing	of	the	936	
pre-publication	manuscript.		We	quote	Woodcock	(1953)	below:	937	

	“It	is	suggested	that	bursting	air	bubbles	in	"white	caps"	on	the	open	sea	are	a	major	source	of	the	salt	938	
nuclei,	and	that	a	greater	portion	of	the	sea	surface	may	act	as	a	source	of	these	particles	during	939	
average	winds	than	might	be	judged	from	the	relatively	small	area	usually	covered	by	white	caps”.	940	
	941	
We	note	with	interest	that	Woodcock	was	likely	wrong	in	his	initial	1953	finding	(e.g.,	Woodcock	et	al.	942	
1971).	Woodcock’s	finding	that	large	particles	are	more	numerous	on	“average	wind	days”	rather	than	943	
days	associated	with	a	large	number	of	whitecaps,	supports	the	occurrence	of	warm	rain	on	more	days	944	
than	just	those	with	numerous	whitecaps	and	stronger	winds	in	Israel.			945	

More	work	is	needed	on	this	finding	by	F2015,	preferably,	again,	by	independent	groups.	946	

L929496	should	be	cited	here.		In	Levin’s	studies	it	was	found	that	large	CCN	comprised	of	sulfate-947	
coated	desert	particles	led	to	large	droplets	in	Israeli	clouds	starting	at	cloud	base.		He	did	not	report	on	948	
sea	surface	conditions,	however.	949	

------------------------	950	

However,	rather	than	strong	winds	and	“sea	spray”,	the	occurrence	of	large	droplets	in	clouds	are	likely	951	
to	be	modulated	by	cloud	base	temperatures	and	low	or	moderate	droplet	concentrations	in	clouds	952	
over	Israel	and	the	Mediterranean,	with	relatively	weak	cloud	base	updrafts	in	which	only	the	largest	953	
CCN	are	activated.		954	

	In	an	R88	case	study,	clusters	of	Cumulus	congestus	clouds	moving	in	from	the	Mediterranean	Sea	on	a	955	
nearly	calm	day	and	produced	light	rain	showers	with	cloud	tops	only	near	0°C.		Cloud	base	956	
temperatures	on	that	day	were	above	the	average	quoted	range	of	5°	to	9°C,	about	11°C.			957	

Cloud	base	temperatures	vary	substantially	in	Israel,	not	only	changing	as	the	air	mass	trajectory	958	
changes,	but	also	due	to	the	warm	to	cool	cycle	of	the	eastern	Mediterranean	from	fall	to	late	winter	959	
and	spring	where	the	temperature	can	start	at	22°C	at	the	start	of	the	rain	season,		and	ends	up	at	17°C	960	
in	mid-late	winter.				961	

In	RH95,	it	was	noted	that	cloud	base	temperatures	in	Israel	varied	from	12°C	to	5°C.		There	would	be	962	
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approximately	40%	more	water	available	for	condensation	with	the	highest	cloud	base	temperatures	963	
compared	to	the	coolest	ones,	given	the	average	cloud	base	altitude	of	about	800	m	above	sea	level.				964	
We	note	that	the	authors	are	aware	of	this	effect	of	cloud	base	temperatures,	but	they	do	not	present	965	
those	temperatures.	966	

	967	
Herut	et	al.	 (2000)	analyzed	the	chemical	composition	of	nearly	600		samples	of	 rain		968	

water	 collected	all	 around	Israel	during	five	rainy		seasons.	They	 found	that	the		sea-salt	969	
fraction	of	 the		rainwater	composition	is	 influenced	mainly	by	 the	distance	from	 the	970	
Mediterranean	Sea,	with	a	decrease	from	 73%	of	sea	 salt	 fraction	in	the	coastal	samples	in	the	971	
north	to	55%	in	the	samples	from		the	Golan		Heights.	They	 also		reported	that	the	972	
contribution	of	non-sea-salt	precursors	to	the	salinity	of	the	rainwater	was	much	greater	in	973	
the	 south	due	 to	higher	input	of	continental	components	and		lower	annual	precipitation	974	
there.	975	

	976	
3.	Methodology	of	the	microphysical	measurements	977	
	978	
3.1.	The	research	aircraft	979	
	980	

A	twin-engine	turboprop	Beechcraft	King-Air	C90	 aircraft	was	 instrumented	for	 the		cloud		981	
physics	measurements	during	the	rainy	 seasons	(November	 through	April)	between	2009	 and	982	
2013.		At	the	start	of	every		season	the	airplane	was	 fitted	with	the	aerosol	and	 cloud-983	
microphysics	instrumentation	 as	well	 as	the	data	 acquisition	and	displaying	hardware	and	984	
software.	The	entire	system	was		tested	on	 the	ground	periodically	while	the	airplane	was	985	
standing-by	ready	for	suitable	weather	to	arrive.	986	

	987	
3.2.	Instrumentation	988	
	989	

For	measuring	the		concentrations	and	properties	of	the	aerosols	we	used		a	CPC	990	
(condensation	particle	counter),	a	cloud	condensation	nuclei	(CCN)	counter	and	an	aerosol	991	
spectrometer.	992	

The	CPC	(TSI	model	3781)	is	a	water-based	condensation	nuclei	counter	that	measures	993	
the	total	 concentration	 of	particles	larger	than	6	 nm		in	 diameter,	at	a	 1-Hz		temporal	994	
resolution		 (Hering		et			al.,		 2005).		The			simple	design,			fast	response	and		continuous	995	
measurement	help		detecting	variations		 in		aerosol	concentrations	that	 could		 be		related	996	
to	 the	atmospheric	thermodynamic	structure,	pollution	sources	and/	or	 aerosol	nucleation	997	
events.	It	 is	an	 instrument	that	is	 fairly	easy	 to	handle	and		maintain	and		is	considered	998	
reliable.	999	

The		CCN	counter	that	was		purchased	from		Droplet	Measurement		Technologies	(DMT)		for		1000	
the		 experiment	 is		a	continuous-flow	streamwise	thermal-gradient	counter	(Lance	et	al.,	1001	
2006).	It	measures	the	concentrations	of	the	particles	that	were	activated	into		 small		1002	
droplets	at		a	 set	super-saturation,	as	well	 as	the	sizes	 of	the	activated	droplets.	The	CCN	1003	
counter	can		measure	 continuously	at		a	 constant	 super-saturation	 or	alternatively	cycle		1004	
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though	user-defined	super-saturations	 for	measuring	the	CCN	spectra.	The	downside	of	1005	
changing	super-	saturations	 is	 that	 it	takes	a	 couple	of	minutes	for		the	temperatures	to	1006	
stabilize	and		the	actual	super-saturation	to	 settle	around	the		required	super-saturation.	1007	
This	also	 happens	when	the	 sample	temperature	or	the	pressure	changes	due	 to	changes	in	1008	
flight	altitude.	We	were	therefore	flying	most	of	the	time	with	a	constant	super-saturation	1009	
(typically	0.5%),	except	during	the	dedicated	time	for	measuring	the	CCN	spectrum	at	 a	1010	
constant	flight	 level	below	the	cloud	 base	 (typically	two-thirds	of	the	way	from		the		surface	to	1011	
the		cloud		base).	The	 effects		of	 the		sample	pressure	on		the		 actual	super-saturations	 as		well		1012	
as		the		 temperature	 changes	within	 the		 instrument	 were	accounted	for	during	the		data		1013	
analysis	and	 quality	control.	1014	

	1015	
During			the	 rainy			season		of		2009–2010		we			had			a		DMT	manufactured	1016	

aerosol	spectrometer	 (PCASP-X2)	onboard	(Tan	et	al.,	2010).	As	opposed	to	the	CPC	and	 the	CCN	1017	
counter,	it	does	not		expose	the	 aerosols	to		any		super-saturation,	but		actually	does		the		1018	
opposite;	it	dries		 the		air	 sample	for	 avoiding	aerosol	swelling	due	 to	absorption	of	water	vapor.	1019	
The	PCASP-X2	measures	the	 diameters	and	 concentrations	of	aerosols	in	the	range	100	nm	to	 10	1020	
μm.	The	 instrument	was		mounted	inside	the	cabin.		The	air	intake	was		 isokinetic	only		up		to	1021	
aerosols	of	 about	2		μm,	 thus	truncating	the	 sampling	of	much	larger	aerosol	than	2	μm.	1022	

	1023	
	 Another		DMT	 instrument	 on		 the			plane	 was			the	 Cloud,	Aerosol		and		Precipitation	1024	
Spectrometer	(CAPS)	(Baumgardner	et	al.,	2000).	It	consists	of	two	spectrometers	(CAS	and	 CIP)	1025	
and	sensors	for	measuring	the	temperature,	relative	humidity,	static	and		 dynamic	pressures	1026	
as		well		 as		a		hot-wire	 for		measuring	cloud		liquid		water	content	(LWC).	The	CAS	(Cloud	and		1027	
Aerosol	Spectrometer)	measures	particles	and		droplets	at	the	diameter	range	of	0.5	 to	 50	1028	
μm.	The	 instrument	is	mounted	on	 a	pylon	under	the	wing		and		measures	directly	the	1029	
airstream	from		the	cloud.		The	measured	aerosol	spectrum	is	therefore	sensitive	to	the		1030	
relative	humidity.	Accounting	for	 this	effect		is	not		possible	without	knowing	the	chemical	1031	
composition	of	the		aerosols,	so	we		mainly	used		this		probe	as	a	second	cloud		spectrometer	1032	
for	particles	larger	than	2	μm,	as	a	backup	for	the	main	cloud	 droplet	probe	(CDP)	and	 for	quality	1033	
control.	1034	

The	 CDP	is	 a	 DMT-made	cloud	droplet	spectrometer	that	measures	the	concentrations	1035	
and		sizes	 of	the	cloud		droplets	in	the		2–50		μm	diameter	 range	(Lance	et	 al.,	2010).	This	range	1036	
is	divided	into	 30	bins,	which	are	much	narrower	than	the	bins	of	the	CAS	(in	 the	cloud	 droplet	1037	
size	range).	Both	probes	size	each	droplet	that	 crosses	their	sampling	volume,	based	on	the	1038	
amount	of	light	 that	is	scattered	forward	when	the	laser		beam	hits	the	droplet.	1039	

The	DMT-made	Cloud		Imaging	Probe		(CIP)	(Baumgardner	et	 al.,		2000)	 provides	 2-D		 images	1040	
of		precipitation	 particles	based	on	their	shading	pattern	on	a	62-element	array	 of	photo-	1041	
diodes.	The	CIP	that	has	been	used	had	 pointy	tips,	 to	minimize	error	due		to	shattering	of	1042	
large		particles,	and		a	 resolution	of	15		μm	 so		the		 nominal	width	 of	 the	array		 corresponds	1043	
to	 a	length	of	930	μm.	The	CIP	allows	identifying	the	 different	habits	of	 the	ice	 particles	as	well		1044	
as	 distinguishing	them	from		rain/	drizzle.		It	 is	 not	 possible	to	directly	derive	the	mass		 of	1045	
the	precipitation	particles	when	ice	is	present	due	 to	their	complex	form	 and	 sensitivity	to	1046	
their	orientation.	However,	the	number	concentration	of	the	particles	(after	software	partial	1047	
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removal	of	splinters	from	shattered	particles)	along		with	particle	images	can	 be	 useful		for	1048	
identifying	different	microphysical	phases	in	the	 clouds.	1049	

	1050	
Details	of	the	methodology	used	to	remove	“splinters	from	shattered	particles”	by	F2015	is	mandatory	1051	
due	to	the	HUJ-CSG’s	prior	excess	removal	of	“splinters”	from	in-cloud	measurements	that	apparently	1052	
misled	them	about	ice	formation	in	their	clouds	(e.g.,	Gagin	1975).		We	also	note	that	F2015	used	a	2-DC	1053	
probe	with	“pointy-tips”	as	described	by	F2015	to	minimize	artifacts	in	the	first	place.			1054	

So,	to	re-iterate	something	that	shouldn’t	need	to	mentioned	more	than	once,	“Why	can’t	F2015	report	1055	
concentrations	of	ice	particles,	beyond	the	medians	Figure	16?”	1056	

	1057	
Other	parameters	 that	were	 being			recorded	 during	 the	flights	were	the	air	 temperature,	1058	

the	relative	humidity	and	 the	navigation	data	from	 the		GPS	system.	1059	
	1060	

3.3.	Flight	patterns	and	 execution	1061	
	1062	
During	 the	four	rainy	 seasons	of	the	physical	experiment,	27	research	flights		were	1063	

conducted.	Each	 flight	lasted	two	and		a	half		to	three	hours	on		average.		1064	
	1065	

How	different	were	the	synoptic	settings?			1066	

A	table	of	dates	and	times	of	flights	is	mandatory	as	are	related	synoptic	maps	(surface	and	500	mb	1067	
maps)	preferably	those	embedded	with	satellite	IR	imagery.		IMS,	aircraft	soundings,	and,	if	available,	1068	
Beirut	rawinsonde	profiles,	should	also	be	made	available.			Radar	imagery	should	also	be	posted	online	1069	
for	these	flights.			1070	

These	will	help	corroborate	the	authors’	findings;	to	insure	that	cherry-picking	of	a	few	particular	1071	
synoptic	regimes	hasn’t	been	done	to	“improve”	the	overall	apparent	magnitude	of	seeding	potential.		1072	
(One	can	observe	the	lack	of	trust	of	the	HUJ-CSG	on	the	part	of	the	reviewer	here	in	evaluating	seeding	1073	
potential	with	the	baggage	they	now	carry.		Sorry,	HUJ.)			If	they	did	select	only	certain	flow	regimes,	1074	
because	only	a	few	produce	targeting	possibilities,	they	should	have	stated	this.	1075	

	1076	
Fig.	4	displays	a	 typical	flight	track.	The	black	 curved	line	 shows	the	ground	path,	while	the	1077	

colored	 line		 is	 projected	and		 colored	according	to	 the	 flight	altitude.	The	 numbering	1078	
relates	to	 the	geographical	locations	that	are	mentioned	below.	1079	
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	1080	
The	take-off	was		either	from		Sade-Dov		airport	in	Tel	Aviv	(denoted	as	 point	“1a”		in	 Fig.	4),	 or	1081	
from		Ben-Gurion	International	airport	which	is	~	20	km	to	the	 southeast	(point	“1b”).		The	flight	1082	
typically	started	with	flying	 out	to	the	Mediterranean	Sea	at	 low		level		in	order	to	assess	the	1083	
roughness	of	the		sea	 and		to	safely	measure	the	aerosols	below	cloud	 base	 (point	“2”	in	Fig.	4).	1084	
This	was	followed	by	profiling	the	deepest	clouds	in	the	region	from	bottom	to	top,	 away	 from	1085	
local	pollution	sources	over	 land,	while	heading	north	(to	point	“3”).	 The	profiling	was	done	1086	
either	at	a	constant	climbing	rate	 of	~	500	 ft/min	in	case	 the	 cloud	 layer	was		 continuous	 or		by		1087	
flying		horizontally	through	 clouds	and	climbing	stepwise	500–1000	ft	in	the	cloud-free	air,	in	1088	
the	 case	of	well-defined	convective	clouds.		After	reaching	and	 sampling	the	tops	of	the	1089	
convective	clouds	over	 the	sea	we	were	normally	able	to	look		eastwards	towards	the	hilly		1090	
regions	of	northern	Israel,	and		identify	new		clouds	over		the		Galilee.	We	would	then	fly	to	1091	
these	clouds	and	profile	 them	from	 their	tops	to	the	lowest	safety	flight	 level	 (6000	ft)	in	a	spiral		1092	
(point	“4”).	1093	
	1094	

We	note	that	the	sampling	height	over	the	Galilee	district	is	about	3500	feet	above	the	bases	of	the	1095	
Mediterranean	Sea	and	coastal	clouds.		1096	

	1097	
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	Sampling	“new”	clouds	might	bias	ice	concentrations	to	lower	values	than	actually	developed	a	little	1098	
later.	Perhaps	the	authors	don’t	mean	“new”	in	the	sense	of	cloud	stage?		1099	

	1100	
The	next	step		was	 to	descend	to	below	the	cloud	 bases	 over	1101	

the	Jordan		valley		between	the	western	and		eastern	mountain	ranges	 (i.e.,		between	 the		1102	
Upper			Galilee		mountains	 and		 the	Golan		Heights)	 in	 order	to	measure	the	aerosols	inland.	 	1103	
	1104	

Heights	of	cloud	bases	and	temperatures	should	have	been	given	here;	preferably	listed	in	a	1105	
comprehensive	table	for	all	flights	and	different	sampling	regions.	1106	

	1107	
	1108	
This	was		either	done	over		the	Hula	 Valley	 (point	“5a”)	or	 over		the	Sea	of	Galilee	 (“5b”),	1109	
depending	on	 the		weather	and/or	the		air	traffic	 control	directions.	The	CCN	counter	was	 set	 at	1110	
this	 point	to	cycle	through	three	super-saturations	(normally	0.3,	0.6	and	0.9%)	for	1111	
approximately	15	min,	while	we	were	flying	 in	circles	at	a	constant	altitude,	and		trying	to	avoid		1112	
areas	with	rain.	The	 third	cloud		profile		was		done	over		the		Golan		Heights,	starting	with	the	1113	
cloud	 bases	 over	 the	eastern	edge	 of	the	valley and		above		 the		slopes	(point	“6”).		Due	 to	the	1114	
proximity	of	the	Syrian		border,	the	rest		of	 the		climb		over		the	crest		was		mostly	done	either	in	1115	
spiral		ascent	or	 in	a	number	of	north–south	legs,	each		approximately	5	min		long,		1116	
perpendicular	to	the		westerly	wind	direction,	until		reaching	the	 cloud	 top	 or	the	height	where	1117	
the		cloud		was		fully	glaciated.	At	that	point	we	 typically	started	heading	back	south,	unless	we	1118	
had	 a	chance	to	complete	another	profile			or		measurement	that	 we		were	 not		 able		 to		1119	
complete	earlier.	Finally	we	 landed	at	Herzliya	airport	(point	“7”).	1120	
	1121	

The	maneuvering	was	reasonable	in	consideration	of	the	realities	of	the	area.		However,	as	the	authors	1122	
know,	sampling	on	the	upslope	side	of	mountains	leads	to	more	LWC	and	less	ice	than	would	be	found	1123	
farther	downwind.		Again,	is	radar	coverage	of	the	sampling	area	on	the	fight	days	available?		Did	the	1124	
aircraft	have	recorded	radar	imagery?		If	so,	can	it	be	made	available	for	each	zone	that	sampling	took	1125	
place?		Are	there	ground	hourly	precip	reports?	1126	

	1127	
3.4.	Data	 analysis		and	 quality	 control	1128	
	1129	
The	main	software	onboard	the	research	aircraft	for	 real-	time	data		acquisition	was		PADS	1130	
(Particle	Analysis		and		Display	System).	PADS	has	 been	developed	and		is	maintained	by	DMT.		This	1131	
data		was		subsequently	processed	by	 our		own		procedures	for	merging	PADS	and	non-PADS	1132	
datasets,	extending	the	analysis	from			the			research		aircraft	 measurements,		as		 shown		in	1133	
Section		4.2.	1134	
	1135	
Interesting	commentary	here	on	what	happens	to	DMT’s	PADS	processing	package.		What	exactly	is	meant	here,		1136	
“processed	by	our	own	procedures”?		What	changes,	if	any,	are	made	from	what	PADS	puts	out?		Does	DMT	agree	1137	
with	this	revision	to	your	software’s	output?		These	may	be	harmless,	but	they	should	be	discussed.	1138	
	1139	
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4.	Results	and	discussion	1140	
	1141	
4.1.	Aerosols	and	 cloud	base	microstructure	1142	

	1143	
The	research	aircraft	was	 not	equipped	with	instruments	to	study	the	chemical	1144	

composition	of	 the	cloud		and		rain		water.	However,		we		noticed	that	 often		 on		windy	days,		1145	
after	 flying	through	a	 cloud,		there	were	white	streaks	of	 salt	 left	on		the	windshield	of	 the	1146	
aircraft	after	the	evaporation	of	 the		 cloud	water	 streamers.		Fig.	 5		shows	what	 the	1147	
aircraft	windshield	looked	like	after	passing	through	a	cloud	 over	 the	Sea	of	Galilee	on	3	Feb	1148	
2010,	 as	an	example.	This	is	one	 of	the	expressions	of	high		 salinity	 of		the		 cloud/rain	water	 in		1149	
Israel,		 as		had		 been	studied	by	Herut	et	al.	(2000)	and		mentioned	in	Section		2.3.	1150	

	1151	
Nice	photo.	1152	

	1153	
Another		and		more	 quantitative	 expression	of		the		 abundance	of	 sea		spray		 is	achieved	by	1154	

comparing	the		aerosol	size	distributions		(ASD)		 that		were	 measured	 by		 the	 PCASP-X2	1155	
below	 cloud			bases			(Fig.		6).		 	1156	

	1157	
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	1158	
	1159	
Each		curve			shows	 a		60-second	averaged	ASD	at	elevations	between	400	 and		700	m.	The	1160	

black,	blue	 and	 green	curves	show	the	 ASD	measured	on	28	Feb	2010,	which	was		a	fairly	windy	1161	
day	 (mean	wind	of	10.3	m/s		at	Haifa	Port		during	the	flight		time).	The	 sea		was		rough	and		 full	1162	
with	white	caps	—	and	hence	we	would	expect	an	extensive	discharge	of	 sea		spray.		1163	

	1164	
We	note	again	that	Woodcock	et	al	(1971),	in	later	studies	of	the	chemical	composition	of	rain,	did	not	1165	
find	the	expected	association	between	salt	in	rain.		We	would	like	to	see	independent	confirmation,	of	1166	
course.	1167	

	1168	
	 It	can		be		seen		 that	 these	three	curves	have		 the	greatest	concentration	of	super-micron	1169	

aerosols	—	 even		when	the		measurement	was		made	approximately	45	 km	 inland	(the	green	1170	
curve)	over		 the	Hula		Valley.	 These		 largest	aerosols	are	normally	the	 first	 to	activate	into	1171	
droplets	at	cloud	 base	 at	rather	low	 super-saturations,	as	they	act	as	giant	CCN	(GCCN).	1172	

There		were	probably	more	GCCN	than	what	is	 shown	in	Fig.	6,	but	the	experimental	1173	
setup	and	 the	 inlet	 of	the	PCASP-X2	caused	the	 truncation	 of		the		 ASD	at		aerosol	 dry		1174	
diameters	greater	 than	 2		μm,		as		mentioned	 in		Section	 3.2.		However,	despite	the	slight	1175	
undercounting	of	the	 super-micron	particles,	it	may	 still	be	useful	 to	look	 into	 the	geographical	1176	
differences	in	their	concentrations.	1177	
	 Fig.	7	presents	the		statistics	of	the		concentrations	of	super-	micron	(diameter	 N		1	 μm)		1178	
aerosols	 in		the		marine	boundary	layer	 and	 at	the	foothills	of	the	 Golan	Heights	measured	1179	
during	four		 different	 flights.			The		dataset	 comprises	the	 60-second	averaged	PCASP-X2		1180	
concentrations	measured	at		a	maximum	elevation	of	1000		m	 above		the	ground.	In-cloud	1181	
and		noisy	measurements	were	filtered	out,	 so	each		box	 in	Fig.	7	is	based	on		5		to		20		one-1182	
minute		averaged	 aerosol	 distributions.		The	green	text		above		the	boxes		denotes	the	mean	1183	
wind	speed	and	direction	that	were	measured	at	 Haifa	 Port	at	 the		time		of	the	flights.	1184	
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	1185	

	1186	
	1187	
One	 can	 see	 that	the	last	flight	 (12	Apr	2010)	stands	out	in	the		sense	that	this		was	 the		only	1188	

flight	where	the		super-micron	particle	numbers	at	the	foothills	of	the	Golan	Heights	were	1189	
not	considerably	smaller	than	 in		the	marine	boundary	layer.		On	the	 other	three	flights		the	1190	
large	 aerosol	concentrations	over	 the	sea		were	2–5		times	greater	than	~	45	 km		inland.	The	1191	
smallest	difference	 and		 the	 greatest	 inland	concentrations	(excluding	the	 last	flight)	were	1192	
on	28	Feb	2010	—	the	 day	with	the	strongest	winds.	This	 implies	that	relatively	little	time	was		1193	
available	for	the		 large		particle	 to		settle	on		their	way		 inland.	The		greatest	difference	 and		1194	
lowest	 inland	 concentrations	 was		 on		26		Feb	2010,	 with	the	weakest	winds	out	of	the	three	1195	
earlier	flights.	1196	

	1197	
Levin	et	al.	2010	attributed	their	finding	of	synoptic	bias	that	explained	the	north	target	results	of	1198	

Israeli	2	to	to	stronger	synoptic	systems	with	strong	winds	that	drove	the	precip	max	farther	inland.		1199	
The	authors’	finding	seems	to	support	the	idea	that	large,	Mediterranean	Sea-derived	aerosols	also	1200	
played	a	role	in	creating	an	ersatz	seeding	effect	in	the	interior	regions	of	that	experiment.	1201	

	1202	
The		wind	speed	at		the	 shore	is	 not	the	only		 factor	 that	determines	 the	absolute	1203	
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concentrations	of	 the	super-micron	particles		and			certainly	 not		their		rate			of		 removal		1204	
through	cloud		 and		 precipitation		processes.	Furthermore,		there	could	be	additional	1205	
sources	of	super-micron	particles,	other	than	sea	spray,		 such		as	 desert	dust	and		 local		1206	
pollution.	The	 PCAPS-X2	does	 not	distinguish	between	the	different	particles,	this	 allows	only		a	1207	
qualitative	estimation	of	 their	 relative	contribution	to	the	observed	values.	1208	

The	flight	 notes	and	 pictures	from	 the	 flight	 of	12	Apr	2010	indicate	hazy	 conditions	over	1209	
central	and	northern	Israel,	with	desert	dust	being		the		probable	main	constituent	of	the	1210	
super-micron	aerosols.	That	 is	also	 the	day	 with	the	weakest	winds	recorded	at	the	shore	1211	
and		 lowest	concentrations	of	 large	aerosols	near	the	coast,	 so	the	 sea	 spray		production	may	1212	
be	the	lowest	on	that	day,	compared	to	the	three	others.	Low	sea	spray	production	and	high	1213	
regional	dust	 loading	can		explain	the	relatively	low	 concentration	of	large		aerosols	over	 sea,	1214	
and		the	small		differences	between	the	marine	boundary	layer		and		the	foothills	of	Golan	1215	
Heights,	as	were	observed	on	that	day	(Fig.	7).	1216	
	1217	
What	were	the	offshore	cloud	droplet	concentrations	for	12	April	2010?	1218	
	1219	
Both	desert	dust	and	sea	 salt	have		the		potential	of	accelerating	 the		 precipitation	1220	

formation,	but		 through	different	microphysical	processes.	The	sea	 salt	is	an	efficient	1221	
CCN/GCCN,	which	can		produce	large		cloud		droplets	and		drizzle	particles,	and			hence		speed		1222	
up		 the	 warm	 rain			processes.		The		 larger	droplets	are	 also	more	likely	 to	freeze	and	1223	
accelerate	the	rate	 of	secondary	ice	splinter	production	(Mossop	and		Hallett,	1974).	Desert	1224	
dust	particles,	on	the	 other	hand,	may	not	be	as	effective	CCN	as	sea	salt,	but	 they	tend	to	be	1225	
more	efficient	ice	nuclei	 that	might	make	 cloud	seeding	with	 silver-iodide	redundant		on	1226	
dusty	days.	This	may	be	something	to	account	for	in	operational	cloud	seeding.	1227	

The	 sub-micron	particles	contribute	much	more	to	 the	aerosol	total	number	1228	
concentrations	than	 the	 super-micron	particles.	A	 large		 source	of	 small		 aerosols	 is	 local		1229	
pollution,	especially	when		the		air-mass	 travels	 inland	 over			densely-	populated	areas,		such		1230	
as	 in	central	Israel.	 This	is	demonstrated	by	comparing	the	blue	 and	 green	curves	in	Fig.	6	with	1231	
the	 black	curve	—	all	from	 28	Feb	2010.	 The	first	two	curves	demonstrate	the	fairly		low		1232	
background	aerosol	concentrations	on	 that	day	because	the	green	curve,		despite	showing	1233	
an		inland	distribution,		is	 from		 the		 rather	 sparsely-populated	north.	The		black	curve,		on		1234	
the	other	hand,	shows	the	aerosol	size	 distribution	downwind	 from		 the	heavily-1235	
populated	Tel	 Aviv	 area		where	the	 concentrations	of		both			sub-		 and		 super-micron	1236	
particles	increase.	But	it	is	the	 sub-micron	population	that	dominates	the	number	1237	
concentrations,	thus	being		responsible	for	doubling	of	the	PCASP-X2	concentrations	from		~	1238	

350	 cm−	3	over		the	sea	 to~700	 cm−3		about	10	km	downwind	of	Tel	Aviv.	1239	
	1240	
The	 remaining	three	curves	in	Fig.	6	show	the		aerosol	size	distributions	on	relatively	calm	1241	

days;	 one	with	hazy	 skies	—	due	to	dust	that	was		 transported	 from		 SW	 (12		 Apr		2010)	with	1242	
mean	winds	of	7	m/s		at	Haifa	Port;	and		one		with	no	 haze		(26	1243	
Mar	2010)	and		mean	winds	of	only	 4	m/s.		The	ASD	of	26	Mar	1244	
2010			 (in			purple)		shows		the		least			 super-micron		particles	despite	being		 sampled	only		5	1245	
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km		inland.		With		weak	winds	and	 calm	 seas	 the	production	of	sea	spray	was	 very	 limited,	but	1246	
local	 air	 pollution	probably	caused	the	high		concentrations	of	the	 sub-micron	particles.	The		1247	
red		 ASD	in		Fig.	 6,	 which	was	measured	 downwind	 from		 the	 heavily	industrial	 area		 near	1248	
Haifa,	 had		the	highest	total	aerosol	concentration	of	all	 other	ASDs.	There	were	about	1000	1249	

cm−3	particles	in	the	0.1	to	2	μm	size		range.		These		particles	make	the	 largest	part	 of	 the		1250	
CCN	population.	1251	
	1252	

	1253	
	1254	
Fig.	 8		presents	 a		comparison		of		two	 CCN	spectra	 from	another	flight.	 The	blue	 curve	1255	

shows	the	 CCN	concentrations	at	three	different	super-saturations	(nominal	0.3,	0.6	and	 0.9%),	1256	
as	measured	over		 the	sea		on		2		Jan		2012		 at		~	600		m.		1257	

	1258	
What	were	cloud	base	heights,	if	any?		What	time	of	day	was	this	measurement	made?		Onshore	or	1259	

offshore	flow?		The	Bet	Dagan	sounding	nearest	the	time	of	the	flight	should	be	presented	so	we	know	1260	
this	case	is	not	a	fair	weather	day	with	the	aerosols	clamped	down	by	stable	layers.		Also,	over	what	1261	
distances	were	these	data	collected?	1262	

	1263	
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	The		CCN	concentration	at	1%	super-saturation	is	estimated	at	360	 cm−	3,	while	the	 total	1264	

aerosol	concentration	measured	by	the	CPC	was	700–1000	cm-3.	The	 red		curve,		on	 the	other	1265	
hand,	shows	the		higher	CCN	concentrations	~	45	km	inland.	The	low-level	winds	on		that	day		1266	
had		 a		clear		 southerly	 component,		which	 could	have		brought	the	pollution	from		the	1267	
industrial	area		near	Haifa	to	the	Hula		Valley.	 The	 CPC	concentrations	below	the	clouds	were	1268	

3000–3500	cm-3		while	the	 CCN	concentrations	 at		1%	super-saturation	were	 close		 to	1269	

2000		 cm-3.		The		actual	 cloud	base	 super-saturation	was	probably	lower,	as	the	highest	cloud	1270	

droplet	concentrations	in	that	area		barely	exceeded	1000		cm-3	on	 that	day.	1271	
The	cloud	 drop	concentration	and	 size	distribution	at	cloud	base	 are	 determined	primarily	by	1272	
the	properties	of	the	aerosol	population	(concentrations,		sizes		and		chemical	composition)	1273	
as	well		as	 the	cloud		base		updraft.	Greater	CCN	concentrations	and		stronger	updrafts	lead		to	1274	
nucleation	of	more	and		smaller	cloud		droplets	at		the	cloud		base.		 	1275	

1276	
	 Fig.	9	 shows	a	 comparison	between	 the	 shapes	of		the	 cloud		 droplet	 size		1277	
distributions	(DSD)	slightly	above		the	cloud		base		for	 a	windy,	a	hazy		and		a	calm	day	—	all	over	1278	

the	 sea.	All	DSDs	have	 a	mode	near	10	μm,	a	total	droplet	concentration	of	 ~	120		cm-3		and 	 a	1279	

liquid		water	content	of	~	0.04	g/m3.	However,	the	difference	that	stands	out	between	the	1280	
DSDs	is	the	“tail”	 of	the	largest	droplets.	While		on	the	calm		 day		of		26		Mar		2010,		 the	DSD	 is		1281	
quite	symmetric	around	the		mode,		it	becomes	more	 and		more	skewed	with	increasing	1282	
concentrations	of	super-micron	aerosol	concentrations	(see	matching	colors	 in	Fig.	6).	On	the	1283	
windy	day	of	28	Feb	1284	
2010,		the	concentration	of	the	~	20	μm	cloud		droplets	is	about	an	order	of	magnitude	1285	
greater	than	on	 the	calm		day,	with	the	concentrations	of	the	hazy	 day	 in	between.	1286	
	1287	

Would	like	to	see	more	November	–	December	data,	that	period	when	the	Mediterranean	Sea	1288	
temperatures	are	warmer;	cloud	bases,	too!	1289	
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	1290	
A	comparison	 of	 near	 cloud-base	DSDs	of	more	than	 20	clouds	sampled	during	12	1291	

different	flights		over	 the	Mediterranean	Sea	and	 the	Golan	Heights,	is	presented	in	Fig.	10.	1292	

	1293	
There	 is	no	 separation	between	windy,	hazy		or	 calm		days		because	the	emphasis	here	is	on	1294	

the	geographical	differences.	Because		the	cloud		droplet	initially	grow		(in		diameter)	rather	1295	
quickly,		only	clouds	within	 a		hundred	meters	 from		 the		 cloud		 base		were	considered	—		as		1296	
long		as		the	mode	of	 the		 volume-weighted	distribution	was	 below	10	μm	and	 the	mean	LWC	1297	

was	between	0.01		and		 0.1		g	 m−	3.		These		 filters	were	 applied	 in		order	to	avoid		 including	1298	
DSDs	from		clouds	whose	bases		 could		not		be	documented	due	 to	safety	and	 air	traffic	control	1299	
restrictions,	as	well		as	 in	 order	to	exclude	highly		diluted	clouds.		 In	addition,	the	 cloud			base			1300	
altitudes	 had			to	 be		within	 300		 m		 in		both	locations	on	 the		same	day.		This	 is	 to	 prevent	1301	
large		variations	in	 cloud		base		temperatures	that	determine	the		amount	of	condensable	1302	
water	vapor	near	the		cloud		base.	1303	

	1304	
Superlative	considerations,	but	where	are	the	ACTUAL	cloud	base	temperatures?		Nowhere	to	be	1305	

found!		The	reader	will	want	to	know	what	they	were	to	compare	with	“historical”	reports	of	cloud	base	1306	
temperatures.		Also,	without	care,	low	LWC’s	and	small	droplets	can	be	found	in	clouds	with	bases	that	1307	
are	evaporating	upward	providing	a	false	indication	of	where	an	original	base	was.		Here’s	where	flight	1308	
videos	would	be	helpful	to	outside	researchers	evaluating	these	claims.	1309	
	1310	
	1311	

	 The	 integrated	LWC	of	the	mean	cloud		base	DSD	over		the	sea	 and		over		the	Golan		1312	

Heights,	as	 indicated	in	 Fig.	10,	 is	comparable	(0.052	vs.	0.045	g	m-3,	respectively).	This	1313	
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facilitates	the	comparison	of	 the		 shapes	of	 the		 observed	distributions		because	it	suggests	1314	
that	the		differences	in	 the	distance	of	the	compared	samples	from		the		actual	cloud		base		1315	
and/or	different	exposures	 to	 entrained	 cloud-free	air,		are		 probably	not	 the	main	1316	
contributors	 to		 the			non-overlapping	 DSDs	 in		Fig.	 10.	This		leaves		 the	 different	mean	1317	
aerosol	properties	 and		 cloud	base		updrafts	as		the	probable	causes	for		the	different	DSDs.	1318	
However,		the		 greater	 instability	over		 the	sea		 is	 expected	to	produce	stronger	updrafts	1319	
that	would	result	in	a	larger	number	of	CCN	to	activate	there	—	assuming	a	common	CCN	1320	
spectra.	This	would	shift	the	 blue	DSD	in	Fig.	10	to	the	 left,	i.e.	to	smaller	sizes.		But	the	mode	of	1321	
the	blue		DSD	is	 actually	~	4	 μm	 larger	than	the		red		DSD	(9.0		vs.	4.8	μm).	 So	apparently	the	1322	
different	mean	aerosol	properties	and	 their	resulting	CCN	spectra,	as	the	example	in	 Fig.	8	1323	
shows,	are		the		main	factors	in	 shaping	the	mean	near	cloud		base		DSD.	1324	

The	droplet	number	concentrations	that	corresponds	to	the	DSDs	in	Fig.	10	are	225	and	 480	1325	

cm-3	over	 the	sea	and	 the	Golan	Heights,	respectively.		1326	
	1327	
These	are	very	credible	concentrations	from	the	author’s	experience	in	Israel,	except	on	some	haze	1328	

and	smoke,		afternoon	“fair	weather”	Cu	days	(Cu	mediocris,	even	Cu	congestus)	in	the	Golan		(where	1329	
the	reviewer	was	briefly	in	‘86),		droplet	concentrations	would	likely	be	higher	than	480	cm-3.	1330	

	1331	
The	 larger	number	of	activated	droplets	over	the	western	slopes	of	 the		Golan		Heights	1332	

results	 in		the	smaller	droplet	sizes		near	the	cloud		bases		there,	compared	to	over	 the	sea.	1333	
	1334	
Furthermore,	the		proximity	of	the		Mediterranean	clouds	to	the		 source	of	 the	sea		spray		1335	
tends	to	result	in	 a	 tail		of	 larger	droplets,	as	the	 comparison	of	the	mean	near	cloud	 base	DSDs	1336	
in	Fig.	10	shows.	This	is	due	 to	the	activation	of	the	giant	CCN	there	(which	are	much	fewer	than	1337	
the	 rest		 of	 the	CCN).	The		90th	percentile	 DSDs	 in		Fig.	 10		 (filled			circles			above			the	 curves)	1338	
indicate	that	the	 cloud	 base	DSD	over	 the	Golan	Heights	can	also	have	 a	considerable	tail	of	large	1339	
droplet.	This	is	probably	caused	by		activated	 sea		 spray,			which	 has		 been	 transported	 inland	1340	
with	 strong	winds,	because	 the		 dust	 particles,	as		discussed	above,		are		less	 efficient	as	CCN.	1341	
	1342	

Here	is	another	finding	about	large	aerosol	particles	that	supports	the	Levin	et	al	2010	reanalysis	of	1343	
Israeli	2	and	the	finding	that	strong	synoptic	situations	led	to	the	misperception	of	a	seeding	effect	in	1344	
the	interior	of	the	north	target.	1345	

	1346	
	The	 largest	cloud		drops	at	the	tail	 of	the		DSD	have		greater	fall	speeds	than	the		smaller	cloud	1347	
droplets,		and		therefore	they	can		collide		with	and		 collect	 the	small			droplets	 and			grow			1348	
further.		Those		 droplets	 also		 have	higher	probability	of	freezing	in	sub-freezing	temperatures	1349	
and	hence	help		producing	precipitation-sized	particles	more	effectively.	The	clouds	over	 the	1350	
Golan	Heights,	however,	most	often	have		a	 smaller	tail	and		hence	convert	their	 cloud		water	1351	
into	precipitation-sized	particles	by	warm	processes	less	efficiently.	1352	
	1353	
4.2.	Vertical	evolution		of	cloud	microstructure	1354	
	1355	

The	 convection	that	 occurs	from	synoptically	or	topographically-induced	updrafts	raise		1356	
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the	cloud		droplets	that	nucleate	at	cloud		base		to	higher	elevations	and		colder	1357	
temperatures.		1358	

	1359	
This	is	such	a	common	descriptor	combination	it’s	hardly	worth	pointing	out,	but	a	temperature	1360	

cannot	be	warm	or	cold.		Peter	Hobbs:		“A	cup	of	coffee	can	be	warm	or	cold,	but	not	a	temperature.”		1361	
A	temperature	refers	to	an	object	that	is	warm	or	cold.		It	itself,	a	number,	cannot	be	warm	or	cold,	it	1362	
tells	one	aspect	of	the	physical	state	of	an	object.	1363	

	1364	
The	droplet	condensational	growth	is	determined	by	the	number	of	activated	CCN	and	 the	1365	

height	above	 cloud	 base	 (Freud	et		al.,		2011).	 The		rate			of		droplet		coalescence	 is		determined	1366	
mainly	by	droplet	size	 and		is	related	to	the	5th		power	of	cloud	drop	effective	radius	(re)	1367	
(Freud	and	 Rosenfeld,	2012).	This	rate	depends	also	 on	 cloud		droplet	spectrum	width	and		1368	
concentrations.	When	re	exceeds	14	μm	rain	 tends	to	initiate.	This	process	takes	 normally	 a		1369	
few	tens			of	 minutes	 and		 requires	that	 the	typical	convective	cloud		in	Israel	would	exceed	a	1370	
vertical	extent	of	2	to	3	km	 (Freud	and	 Rosenfeld,	2012).	1371	
	1372	
This	process	normally	takes	“tens	of	minutes”?	It’s	not	is	clear	what	the	authors	are	referring	to.		Is	1373	

“tens”	of	minutes	from	the	first	visible	evidence	of	a	cloud?	1374	
	1375	
If	not,	F2015	need	to	walk	along	the	beaches	of	Israel	when	the	skies	are	boiling	with	Cumulus	to	1376	

Cumulonimbus	transitions	as	I	did.		RH95	show	incontrovertible	evidence	of	the	rapid	glaciation	of	1377	
Israeli	clouds,	within	a	few	minutes.			1378	

	1379	
But	let	us	assume	a	Cumulus	cloud	forms	(becomes	visible)	at	800	m	above	the	Med.		It	contains	a	5	1380	

m	s¯¹	updraft.		From	an	800	m	it	would	reach	the	freezing	(typically	about	2500	m	above	sea	level	on	1381	
rainy	days),	in	340	s,	and	the	700	mb	level	(3000	m)	in	440	s,	where	the	temperature	is	typically	about	-1382	
5°C.		To	reach	4000	m	ASL,	about	600	mb,	would	take	640	s	since	the	cloud	first	appeared	above	the	1383	
Med	Sea.		The	temperatures	are	now	typically-10°C	or	lower	on	Israel	rain	days	at	600	mb	(4000	m).		1384	

	 The	700	to	600	mb	(4	km	ASL)	temperatures	are	typically	in	the	zone	where	ice	is	initiated	in	1385	
Israeli	clouds	(-5°C	to	-10°C).			At	still	lower	cloud	top	temperatures,	the	ice	concentrations	would	1386	
increase	(in	non-chimney	clouds).				1387	

	 		1388	
Ice	would	be	appearing	rapidly	in	such	a	cloud	in	just	over	ten	minutes	from	its	initial	appearance	as	1389	

a	visible	cloud,	and	certainly,	if	it	reached	the	-12°C	to	-15°C,	would	contain	hundreds	per	liter	of	ice	1390	
particles	from	its	first	appearance,	and	in	just	a	few	minutes	after	surpassing	the	freezing	level.			Go	to	1391	
your	radars	and	look	at	the	time	to	first	echo.	1392	

	1393	
			But	why	do	we	have	to	go	through	this	simple	example?			1394	
	1395	
Please	allow	me	to	take	your	research	plane	up	next	winter	(with	a	2-DC	probe	that	works).		How	1396	

about	if	I	bring	DMT’s	Darryl	Baumgardner	or	Duncan	Axisa	along	to	insure	accurate	2-DC	1397	
concentrations	from	the	DMT	CAPS	probe?		I	bet	that	in	the	first	two	hours	of	flight	I	can	find	the	1398	
highest	concentration	of	ice	particles	that	has	ever	been	REPORTED	by	the	HUJ-CSG	in	40	years.		I	may	1399	
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not	find	the	highest	that	they	have	measured;	only	the	highest	that	they	have	REPORTED.		(They	seem	1400	
not	to	want	their	funders,	nor	the	rest	of	the	science	community,	to	know	just	how	high	ice	particle	1401	
concentrations	can	be	in	Israeli	clouds.		Is	there	another	reason	why	they	don’t	report	them	in	airborne	1402	
study	after	airborne	study?)	1403	

	1404	
The	authors,	or	at	least	one	of	them,	is	well	aware	of	this	fast-glaciating	behavior	of	Israeli	clouds	1405	

and	has	been	for	at	least	30	years	(e.g.,	Rosenfeld	1997;	Rangno	and	Hobbs,	1997.)		1406	
	1407	
Perhaps	the	phrase,	“tens	of	minutes”	was	a	careless	entry	in	the	original	ms?	1408	
	1409	

	1410	
	1411	

Fig.	11	shows	the	evolution	of	the	DSD	with	increasing	height	in	convective	clouds	over	 the	1412	
Mediterranean	Sea	on	12	Jan	2012.	The	mean	DSD	of	every		cloud		pass	 is	given		as	a	single		curve		1413	
in	the	plot.	 The	clouds	were	repeatedly	penetrated	close	 to	 their	tops	as	they	grew,		until		1414	
small		precipitation	particles	(diameter	~100	 μm)	were	detected	by	the		CIP	at	 the	altitude	of	1415	
3000	m,	on	 that	day.	 	1416	
	1417	

	How	close	to	cloud	top?		Too	close	to	cloud	top	misses	the	formation	of	precip	because	they	lag	the	1418	
smaller	droplets	at	the	tippy-top.	1419	

	1420	
These	cloud-top	“precipitation	embryos”	become	much	larger	(N	1	mm)	as	they	 fall	through	1421	
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the	 cloud	 and	 collect	other	cloud	 droplets	and	 precipitation	particles.	On	other	days,	1422	
precipitation	embryos	were	detected	in	the	growing	convective		clouds	at	 other	altitudes	1423	
depending	on	 the		specific		conditions	(Freud	and		Rosenfeld,	2012).	However,	most	 of	 the	time	1424	
that	happened	when	the	volume-weighted	mode	of	 the	DSD	exceeded	~	20	 μm.	1425	

For	comparing	the	vertical	evolution	of	the	DSD	for	 clouds	growing	in	different	aerosol	1426	
environments,	it	is	easier	to	represent	the	entire	DSD	with	a	 single		number,		such		 as		the	1427	
cloud		drop	effective	radius.	This	was		derived	from		the	binned	1428	
	1429	
	1430	

“EQUATION”	1431	
	1432	

The	values	of	re,	the	mode	of	the	volume-weighted	DSD	and	the		droplet	mean	volume	radius	1433	
(rv)	are	 linearly	correlated	as	most	DSDs	have		a	generally	similar	shape	(Freud	et	al.,	2008).	1434	
Freud		 and		Rosenfeld	(2012)		showed		that		these		relations		are	independent	of	geographical	1435	
location.	They	 also	 showed	both	theoretically	and		empirically	that	the		mode	of	the		DSD	and		1436	
rv	have		 values	that	 indicate	the		 initiation	 of	 rain.		 This		is		why	vertical	profiles	of	re,	derived	1437	
from	 satellite	retrievals	(Rosenfeld	and		 Lensky,		1998)	can		be		used		 in		real		 time		 to		estimate	1438	
the	droplet	sizes	 at	cloud		top,	as	well	 as	their	potential	for	forming	precipitation	even		before	1439	
it	is	 detectable	by	 the		precipitation	radars.	This	 concept	is	already	in	 use		in	 the		operational	1440	
cloud	seeding	program	in	Israel.		An	example	of	the	retrieval	of	the		cloud		microstructure	for	10	Dec	1441	
2012,		at	10:56	GMT	(12:56	LT),		in	the	form		of	re	vs.	cloud		top		temperature,	is	presented	in	Fig.	12.		1442	
This	retrieval	is	based	on	NPP/VIIRS	high-resolution	data,	which	allows	effective	analysis	of	differences	in	1443	
the		microstructure	of	clouds	developing	in	rather	small	user-selective	areas	(Rosenfeld	et	al.,	2014).			1444	
	1445	

What	is	the	depth	of	cloud	from	which	these	retrievals	were	derived?		One	meter?	10	m?	100	m?	1-km?		1446	
This	should	be	stated	here	for	the	AR	reader.		Ice	will	certainly	fall	out	of	super	cooled	liquid-topped	layers	1447	
in	the	Golan;	Re	will	mislead	in	those	instances.		Another	reason	for	ground	obs	in	the	Golan.	1448	
	1449	

	There	are	three	T–re		profiles	for	different	regions	in	this		figure;	the		Mediterranean	Sea	(area	3),	the	1450	
Galilee	(2)	and		the	Golan		Heights	(1).		The	median	re		(the	bright-green	curve		in	each	sub-plot)	in	areas	3	1451	
and	2	reached	15	μm	at	a	temperature	of	about	-5	°C.	In	addition,	the		T–re		profiles	in	these	two	areas	1452	
indicate	that		cloud			glaciation		has			occasionally	occurred		at	temperatures	as		warm	as		-10		°C.	 	1453	

	1454	

Can	F2015	supply	numbers	to	quantify	the	“occasionally”	statement?		Also,	isn’t	this	old	news,	about	1455	
30	years	old,	about	clouds	glaciating/raining	when	their	tops	are	>-10°C?		(See	R88;	not	cited	here,	as	1456	
one	would	expect	by	the	HUJ-CSG).		Also,	from	the	IMS,	1986:		“We	get	good	rains	from	clouds	with	1457	
tops	at	-10°C.”		This	quote	demonstrates	how	the	every	day	weather	forecasters	within	the	IMS	could	1458	
have	prevented	the	early	cloud	misinformation	published	by	the	HUJ-CSG,	that	clouds	had	to	be	much	1459	
colder–topped	before	they	rained.	1460	

	1461	
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Glaciation	 is		indicated	by	spikes	of	 high		 re		and		 by		a	 red		 tone	of	 the	 cloudy	pixels.		 	1462	

	1463	

In	contrast,	the	median	re		of	 the	clouds	over		the	Golan		Heights	(area	1)	did		not	 reach	1464	
the		precipitation	threshold	of	 14		μm	(Rosenfeld	and	Gutman,	1994)	and	did	not	show	any	1465	
indication	of	 glaciation.	The	 cloud		 tops	there	appear	to	contain	mostly	super-cooled	1466	
drops	despite	developing	above		the	-10		°C	isotherm.	1467	
	1468	
To	emphasize,	in	more	stratiform	clouds,	the	top	of	ice-producing	clouds	is	often	supercooled	1469	

droplet	clouds,	as	reported	on	several	occasions	(e.g.,	Cunningham	1957,	RH85,	Rauber	and	Tokay	1470	
1991).		The	Re	reported	here	is	likely	to	be	misleading.		Ground	confirmation	is	required	for	assertions	of	1471	
“non-precipitating	clouds”	as	indicated	by	an	Re	value.			1472	

Perhaps,	since	F2015	do	not	discuss	it,	they	are	not	aware	of	the	problem	in	using	Re	when	1473	
precipitating	clouds	have	liquid	tops	from	which	ice	emanates?			Can	they	supply	hourly	precipitation	1474	
data,	radar	imagery	or	weather	reports	for	these	times	in	the	Golan?	1475	

	1476	
While	there	may	be,	indeed,	supercooled	LWC	at	cloud	top,	it	is	from	that	liquid	top	that	ice	crystals	1477	

are	spawned,	grow,	and	breakup	increasing	ice	particle	concentrations	below	top	(Hobbs	and	Rangno	1478	
1985).			In	turn	these	consume	water	vapor	via	deposition/riming	in	ice	supersaturated	conditions.		Is	1479	
F2015	sure	they	want	to	disrupt	this	system	by	seeding	a	liquid	topped	ice-producing	layer?	1480	

	1481	
While		 Fig.	 12		presents	a		snapshot	of	 a		single		 case,		as		an	example	of	how	 the	different	re	1482	

profiles	look	in	clouds	developing	in	 different	areas,		 it	 is	 useful		 to	use		a	 statistical	approach	1483	
and	examine	additional	cases.		Fig.	13	 shows	how		the		cloud		droplet	effective	radius	varies	 with	1484	
the	cloud	 top	temperature.	It	is	based	on	all	high-resolution	satellite	retrievals	from	 the	rainy	1485	
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season	of	2012–2013	that	were	suitable	for	obtaining	the		T–re		profiles	for		clouds	over	 the	1486	
Mediterranean	Sea	and	over	 the	Golan	 Heights.	In	 total,		seven	retrievals	from		days		with	1487	
seeding	potential,	according		to		 the		criteria	 of		 Israel-4,		contained		clouds	with	varying	tops	1488	
in		both	 areas.			The		cloudy	 pixels			were	grouped	according	to		their	11.8		μm	brightness	1489	
temperature	 to		clusters	with	the	 same	temperature	±	1	°C,	and	 then	different	percentiles	of	re	1490	
were	calculated	for	each	 group.	Fig.	13	displays	the	first	and	third	quartiles	for	each		cluster	and	1491	
area		as	dashed	lines,	 and	 the	median	re	 in	 each		area		as	 a	 solid		line.	 Only	 clusters	containing	1492	
more	than	100		data		points	are		displayed	for	more	robust	statistics.	1493	

All	the	curves	in	 Fig.	13	 show	an	 increasing	re	with	colder	cloud		tops,		but		the		change	tends	1494	
to	 be	more	substantial	over	the		sea.	 The	median	re	over		the		sea	 (blue	solid		curve)	crosses	1495	
the	precipitation	threshold	of	 15		μm	already	at	−	3	°C,	even	before	 the		silver			iodide	 can		1496	
have			any		 effect,		 compared	 to	−	12	 °C	over		the	Golan		Heights	(red	solid		curve).		1497	

	1498	
I	applaud	the	authors	for	this	information,	highlighted	above.		It	gives	one	hope	that	we	may	not	1499	

travel	down	the	same	path	that	the	HUJ-CSG	has	traveled	so	many	times	before.		We	rephrase	the	1500	
authors’	somewhat	obtuse	description	more	simply	for	the	reader:				1501	

	1502	
The	clouds	moving	into	Israel	from	the	Mediterranean	Sea	are	unsuitable	for	seeding	with	silver	1503	

iodide.			1504	
	1505	
This	is	a	new	finding	for	the	HUJ-CSG,	and	it	should	have	been	given	more	attention	in	F2015.		R88	1506	

should	have	been	cited	here,	who	concluded	virtually	the	same	thing	27	years	before	F2015	were	able	1507	
to	discover	it.			1508	

By	not	citing	those	who	went	before,	it	makes	F2015	look	like	the	work	of	small	minds,	not	that	of	1509	
disinterested	scientists	only	interested	in	truth.		Omitting	relevant	work	is	devious,	harms	conscientious	1510	
workers,	and	degrades	the	HUJ.	1511	

	1512	
Is	this	really	how	F2015	want	to	represent	their	home	institutions?		It	would	seem	so.	1513	
	1514	

This	means	that	on	average,	the	clouds	over	the		Golan		Heights	have		 to	acquire	a	 greater	1515	
vertical	extent	 than	the	clouds	over		Sea	 to		start	precipitating.	The	 probable	cause	for	 that	1516	
is	 the	greater	aerosol	and		CCN	concentration	 (e.g.		Fig.	8)	and		 less		sea		salt	particles	further	1517	
inland	(Fig.	7).	But	the		different	characteristic	dynamics	and	 thermodynamics	of	the	 clouds	1518	
may	 contribute	to	the	differences	as	well.	1519	

As		in		 Fig.		12,		 Fig.		13		 also			shows		indications		of		early	glaciation	over	 the	sea	 at	rather	1520	
warm	temperatures	of	around	−	10	 °C,		where		the		75th		percentile	 of		 re			is		 close			to		the	1521	
saturation	value		 of	 40		μm.	 Furthermore,		the	 curves	indicate	that	 the	clouds	over		 the	sea		1522	
tend	to		have		 a	 greater	vertical	extent	and		reach	colder	temperatures.		1523	

	1524	
The	temperature	bugaboo	strikes	again.	1525	

	1526	
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This	 is	probably	caused	by	 the	stronger	 convection	over		the		sea		that	encourages	the	1527	
formation	 of		deep	 clouds,			while	 the	 clouds	over		 the		 Golan	Heights	normally	have	 a	more	1528	
orographic	nature	and	 a	layered	structure,	according	to	our	 subjective	observations.		1529	

	1530	
In	November,	and	in	later	winter	and	spring,	thunderstorms	are	as	common	at	inland	hill	regions	as	1531	

over	the	Mediterranean	(e.g.,	Altaratz	et	al.	2003),	so	the	idea	of	perpetual	stratiform	clouds	over	the	1532	
Golan	as	suggested	by	F2015	is	flawed	and	needs	to	be	revised	to	draw	this	out.		Too,	clouds	may	not	1533	
be	ripe	for	seeding	in	these	deeper	convective	situations	that	occur	in	November	and	later	in	the	1534	
spring.		Further	independent	airborne	work	is	needed.	1535	

	1536	
	1537	
This	is	also	supported	by	 the	differences	in	 the		patterns	of	rain		durations	and		intensities	1538	

between	the	coastal	and		hilly	 stations	in	 Israel	(Goldreich,	2003),	where	rainfall	at	 the	1539	
coastal	plain		 is	much	more	intense	and	 has	 a	shorter	duration.	1540	
	1541	
	1542	
It	is	important	to	keep	 in	mind	that	the	 colored	curves	in	the	subplots	of	Fig.	12	 can	 be	1543	

considered	as	 vertical	profiles	in	 the	convective	clouds	because	the	 cloud		base		temperature	1544	
do	 not	tend	to	vary	much	within	the	 same	confined	area.	 re	also	 shows	little	 variance	in	a	given	1545	
area	 and	altitude	(Freud	et	al.,	2008)	and	the		 cloud		 top		re		at		a	 given		 temperature	does		not		1546	
vary		much	during	the	lifetime	of	a	convective	cloud	 (Lensky	and	 Rosenfeld,	2006).	Fig.	13,	1547	
however,	is	based	on	seven	different	profiles,	not	necessarily	with	the		same	cloud		base	1548	
temperature	and	 probably	with	varying	aerosol	properties	and	 atmospheric	thermodynamics.	1549	
This	is	why	 the	curves	in	Fig.	13	cannot	really	 be	referred	to	as	vertical	profiles	that	 represent	 the		1550	
development	of	 individual	deep	 convective	clouds.		 They		should	be		treated	as		a		general	1551	
statistical	view	 of	the	T–re		relations	in	the	indicated	areas.	1552	
	1553	
These	are	excellent	qualifiers,	as	scientific	writing	should	contain	when	necessary.	1554	

	1555	
	 The		large	number	of	 flight		hours	and		 the	penetration	of	clouds	at		various	heights	1556	
and		 in	 different	geographical	areas	facilitate	a	 similar	statistical	analysis	to	what	 is	1557	
presented	in	Fig.	13	 for	 satellite	data,		with	the	in-situ	data.		1558	
	1559	
The	flight	hours	are	really	not	so	large	at	<81.			1560	
	1561	
What	is	far	more	important,	to	repeat,	is	the	synoptic	setting	in	which	the	flights	actually	took	place.		1562	

As	a	reviewer,	I	would	have	mandated	a	supplemental	appendix	with	synoptic	maps	and	satellite	1563	
imagery	for	each	flight	be	supplied	by	the	authors	prior	to	publication.			1564	

	1565	
I	am	sorry	to	say	that	the	HUJ-CSG	long	ago	forfeited	the	right	to	make	general	statements	without	1566	

comprehensive	backup	material	that	independent	researchers	can	investigate	for	reliability.		1567	
Furthermore,	and	I	repeat	for	emphasis,	videos	of	flights	should	be	made	available	on	request	or	made	1568	
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available	online.		Most	of	us	“senior	researchers”	who	know	well	the	trail	of	the	prior	reports	from	the	1569	
HUJ-CSG,	understand	why	more	evidence	is	required	from	them	in	their	cloud	seeding	reports	than	1570	
might	be	the	case	for	another	institution.		“Fool	me	once,	shame	on	you;	fool	me	twice,	shame	on	me.”	1571	

	1572	
The	 1	Hz	measurements	inside	the	clouds	represent	a	spatial	averaging	along	a	 ~	100		m		long		1573	
path.		These	measurements	from		15		research	flights		 that	 were	conducted	during	the	1574	
physical	experiment	were	grouped	according	to	 the	measured	temperature	at	 the	flight		1575	
elevation.	 The	percentiles	of	 the	CDP-derived		re		were	calculated		for		 each			group		of		1576	

measurements		and			no		 other	filtering	or	normalization	was	 applied	except	the	1577	
geographical	separation	between	the	clouds	over	 the	Mediterranean	Sea	and	the	Golan	1578	
Heights.	Fig.	14	shows	a	comparison	between	the	re	values	 of	 the	clouds	sampled	 over		1579	
these	areas.		 Here		 too	 the	apparent	trend	of	increasing	re	with	colder	temperatures	 is	more	1580	

pronounced	over		 the	sea		than	over		 the	Golan		Heights,	 as		in	Fig.	13.			1581	
		1582	

	1583	
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	1584	
	1585	
The		two	profiles	appear	 to		separate	around	the	temperature	of	−	5	°C,	where	the	marine	1586	
cloud	 seems	to	maintain	its	convective	profile,		 i.e.	 increasing	re		with	colder	temperatures.	1587	

Over	 the		Golan		Heights,	however,	the		effects		of	elevated	cloud	layers			with	 embedded		1588	
convection	and/or		secondary	droplet	nucleation,	may		explain	the	offset		of	 the	peak		1589	
between	re	and	LWC	(see	 Fig.	 17).		 This		is		supported	by		the	 statistics	of	 the	droplet	1590	

number	concentrations	around	those	peaks	(not	shown	here).	The	differential	likelihood	of	1591	
freezing	of	larger	cloud	droplets,	elevated	cloud		 layers,		cloud-top	entrainment	and	1592	
precipitation,	may		all	 contribute	to	maintaining	a	 low		median	re	at	temperatures	below	−	1593	
10	 °C.	1594	
	1595	
References	supporting	the	freezing	of	larger	drops	could	have	included,	for	example,		Vali	1971,	1596	

Pitter	and	Pruppacer	(1973),	among	many	others.		FYI:			HR85	used	the	large	size	end	tail	of	the	cloud	1597	
droplet	spectrum	(the	so-called,	“threshold	diameter”)	as	measured	by	a	FSSP-100,		in	newly	risen,	low	1598	
ice	containing	Cumulus	turrets	as	a	predictor	of	later	maximum	ice	particle	concentrations.		It	worked	1599	
pretty	well	except	in	short-lived	narrow	“chimney	Cu”.		1600	
	1601	
	1602	
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The		percentile-profiles	 of		the			satellite-derived	re			of		the	convective	clouds	over		the	sea		1603	

exhibit	greater	 variance	than	those	of	the	orographic	clouds	over	 the	 Golan	Heights	(Figs.	12	1604	
and		13).	This	is	partly	caused	by	the	so-called	3D	effects		—	the	variable	illumination	of	the	1605	
cloud		tops	by	the	sun		due		to	their	inhomogeneous	physical	structure	(Marshak	et	al.,	2006).	1606	
The	cloud			top			re		of		cloud			surfaces	 that		incline	away			from			the	satellite,	i.e.	in	a	direction	1607	
that	increases	the	sun–cloud–satellite	angle,		would	be		overestimated	(even	more	 in		1608	
shaded	cloud	surfaces).	The	cloud		surfaces	that	 incline	towards	the		satellite	would	have		1609	
their	re	underestimated	due	 to	the	opposite	effect,	resulting	in	a	falsely	wide		re	distribution	1610	
for	clouds	with	a	non-	horizontal	cloud		top	surface.	This,	of	course,	does		not	apply		for	in-situ	1611	
derivation	of	re,	as	 in	Fig.	14.	1612	

	1613	
Outstanding	distinterested	writing	by	the	authors	describing	issues,	both	above	and	below!		Here	the	1614	

paper	has	the	feel	of	real	science!		I’m	excited.	1615	
	1616	
Furthermore,		the		 absolute	re		values	that	were	calculated	from		the		CDP	measurements,		1617	
are		typically	smaller	 in	 Fig.	14	than	the	satellite-derived	re	shown	in	Fig.	13.	Possible		1618	
sources	for	this	apparent	discrepancy	include	1619	

	1620	
1)	Our		focus		was		on		documenting	the		evolution	of	 the		cloud	DSD	as	 it	 grew		and		on	1621	
measuring	the	formation	of	precipitation	embryos	and		the		initiation	of	effective	1622	
precipitation.		1623	

	1624	
What	is	“effective	precipitation”?	1625	
	1626	
In	addition,	we	 tried	to	avoid		flying	 higher	than	~	5	km	or	 in	 heavy	precipitation	 from		mature	1627	
clouds	due		to	flight	safety		and		performance	reasons.		1628	

	1629	
F2015	stated	that	they	had	targeted	growing,	“hard-topped”	Cumulus,	filled	with	supercooled	liquid	1630	

water	that	would	cause	heavy	icing	on	their	twin-engine,	turboprop	Beechcraft	King	Air	C-90	aircraft.			1631	
	1632	
Icing	is	one	of	the	great	dangers	of	sampling	Cumulus	congestus	clouds	at	below	freezing	1633	

temperatures.		When	Cumulus	congestus	transition	to	those	modest	Cumulonimbus	clouds	of	the	1634	
Mediterranean	loaded	with	ice	crystals,	the	supercooled	liquid	water	disappears	and	they	are	virtually	1635	
harmless	to	aircraft	as	an	icing	threat.						1636	

	1637	
F2015	seem	to	be	indicating	that	they	are	unaware	of	the	reduction	of	icing	hazard	when	this	1638	

transition	to	the	modest	Cumulonimbus	clouds,	the	vast	majority	are	not	strong	enought	to	produce	1639	
lightning.		We’re	not	sure	what	hazard	they	could	possibly	be	thinking	about.		1640	

	High	ice	particle	regions	of	clouds	have,	as	a	rule,	little	icing	in	them	and	less	turbulence,	and	MANY	1641	
in	Israel	in	those	low	theta-e	air	masses	will	be	found	with	tops	less	than	5	km	ASL.		In	this	airborne	1642	
researcher’s	experience	in	similar	clouds	in	the	Washington	State	coastal	waters,	such	clouds	have	1643	
never	posed	a	hazard	to	our	aircraft	except	via	icing	because	of	sampling	too	many	new	turrets	too	1644	
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quickly.			(Icing	buildups	can	be	removed	by	descending	to	lower,	warmer	levels.)	1645	
	1646	
The	highlighted	sentence	is	incomprehensible	as	a	reason	not	to	have	sampled	the	maturing	and	1647	

dissipating	portions	Cumulonimbus	clouds	in	the	eastern	Med.			1648	
	1649	

This	 is	why		our		sampling	strategy	did	not	 cover	 the	area	 uniformly	but	 instead	favored	clouds	 in	1650	
their	early		growing	stages	—	 unlike	the	satellite	retrieval.		The	 aging		of	 the		deep	1651	
convective	clouds	allows	more	 time	 for		 the		collision	and			coalescence	 process	 to	1652	
produce	 large		droplets	and		 increases	 the		 chances	 for		ice	formation.	 Therefore		the	1653	
underrepresentation	of	 the		mature	 clouds	in		the		 in-situ	measurements	 and		 in		Fig.	 14	1654	
reduces	the	re	values.		1655	

	1656	
Qualifying	one’s	measurements	doesn’t	get	any	better	than	this!		Thank	you,	authors!	Just	for	the	1657	

record,	this	reviewer	believes	that	GN74—written	in	1972)	represented	one	of	the	best	examples	of	1658	
objective	writing	within	the	often	murky	domain	of	weather	modification/cloud	seeding,	where	1659	
“confirmation	bias”,	monetary	considerations	so	abound	that	they	deflect	true	science	into	something	1660	
else.	1661	

	1662	
But,	this	outstanding	description	begs	the	question,	“How	were	L929496	able	to	sample	mature,	full	1663	

of	ice	Israeli	clouds,	and	F2015	were	not?”		Isn’t	the	HUJ-CSG	more	experienced	in	airborne	research?	1664	
To	the	cynical,	it	could	look	like	an	excuse	not	to	sample	high	ice	concentrations	in	even	modest	1665	
Cumulonimbus	clouds.		Authors:		please	explain	why	L929496	was,	and	you	weren’t	able	to	do	this.			1666	
	1667	
	2)		The	 CDP	measures	only		droplets	with	a	 diameter	smaller	than	50	 μm.	 If	larger	drops	or	1668	

even		small		 ice	 particles	are	present	at	 the		cloud		top	or	 slightly	below	it	(or		even		as	 a	thin	1669	
cloud	 layer	 above		it)	then	the	satellite-derived	re	might	be	overestimated	Point	(1)	above	1670	
also	helps	explaining	why	 the	blue	profile	 in	Fig.	 13		 is		deeper	 than	 the			red		 profile,			but	 in		1671	
Fig.	 14		 it		 is	shallower.	We	basically	stopped	climbing	when	cloud	water	was	mostly	1672	
converted	to	precipitation	or	glaciated.	This	happened	on	average	at	 a		slightly	warmer	1673	
temperature		over		 the	 sea,		and	hence	the	shallower	profile		 in	 Fig.	14.	 The	 clouds	over		the		1674	
sea	often	 reached	much	higher	altitudes	than	over	 the	Golan	Heights	(e.g.	 Fig.	12)	due		to	 the		1675	
more	unstable	conditions.		1676	

	1677	
To	repeat,	the	situation	highlighted		is	often	reversed	early	winter,	and	certainly	during	the	spring	in	1678	

major	troughs	when	thunderstorms	are	as	common	inland	as	over	the	Sea.		This	needs	to	be	revised	to	1679	
reflect	this	reality.	1680	

	1681	
The	 satellite	retrievals		reflect	 this,		 but	 the			in-situ	 measurements		do		not	because	of	the	1682	
sampling	strategy	1683	
	1684	

4.3.	Formation	of	hydrometeors	1685	

	1686	
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Supercooled	cloud		water	tends	to	be	quite	abundant	in	northern	Israeli	 rain	 clouds.	 	1687	
	1688	
F2015	do	not	provide	specific	data	on	this	“tends	to	be	abundant”	claim	anywhere	in	this	paper,	nor	1689	

do	they	seem	to	realize	that	supercooled	water	is	often	short-lived	in	Israeli	clouds	due	to	the	rapidity	1690	
of	ice	formation.			1691	

	1692	
Most	of	the	 rain	 that	falls	in	northern	Israel	 during	the	winter	initiates	as	mixed	phase	1693	

hydrometeors	in	clouds	with	tops		that	are		well		above		the		0	°C	level.	 	1694	
	1695	
Omit,	“well”;			“above	the	0°C	level”	is	sufficient	for	the	“initiation”	of	precip.		Furthermore,	in	low	1696	

stratiform	clouds	that	are	thickening	upward	as	an	upper	trough	approaches,	drizzle	and	mist-like	rain	1697	
from	warm	rain	processes	are	initiated	(as	was	observed	on	several	occasions	during	the	reviewer’s	1698	
1986	experiences	in	Jerusalem).		One	suspects	drizzle	will	also	occur	in	hill	locations	in	the	far	north	of	1699	
Israel	as	well.		It	seems	strange	to	tell	people	who	live	in	Jerusalem	about	this!	1700	

	1701	
This	again	speaks	to	the	critical	importance	of	having	independent	ground	obs	at	Mt.	Hermon;		1702	

maybe	Har	Kana’an,	as	well.	1703	
	1704	

This	has	been	documented	with	the	help		 of	 the		CIP	that	provided	2D	images	of	 the		1705	
hydrometeors	 in		its		sampled	volume	of	 cloud/	air.		Although		the		 CIP	does		 not		 allow		1706	
distinguishing	between	spherical	super-cooled	liquid		drops	and	 slightly	irregular	frozen	drops	1707	
at	diameters	smaller	than	~	100		μm	—	 due		to	 its	 15	 μm	resolution,	riming	of	frozen	drops	and		1708	
graupel	particles	can	 be	easily			identified.		These		particles		provide		clear			indication		of	ongoing	1709	
mixed-phase	 processes	in	 the	clouds.		Quantifying	the	ice		content	 in		the		 cloud		 with	 a		2D	1710	
imaging	probe	 is		highly	uncertain,	however	we	were	still	 able	 to	 see	 and		document	the	1711	
increasing	concentrations	 and		 sizes		of	 the	ice	 particles	as	 the	clouds	matured	and	 the		water	1712	
content	decreased.	1713	
	1714	
	1715	
Here’s	what	a	Droplet	Measurement	Technologies	rep	has	to	say	about	the	“highly	1716	

uncertain”	claim	in	F2015	concerning	its	CAPS	probe:	1717	
	1718	

“I agree with you that the authors could have reported the ice particle concentrations 1719	
from the CIP if they wanted to. I see CIP images in Fig 15 (of F2015), so the authors 1720	
should be able to get particle concentrations. The CIP does report particle 1721	
concentrations and processing software is capable of producing high quality particle 1722	
concentrations.” 1723	

Doesn’t	this	make	the	“highly	uncertain”	claim	in	F2015	a	falsehood?		Its	does	to	this	reviewer.		But	1724	
where	were	the	other	reviewers,	if	any,	of	this	article???	1725	

	1726	
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The	American	Meteorological	Society	(AMS)	has	recently	issued	a	Monograph	(Field	et	al	2017)	1727	
focused	on	secondary	ice	particles	and	the	efforts	to	explain	them,	authored	by	our	leading	scientists.		1728	
Most	of	the	observations	discussed	in	that	Monograph	are	due	to	measurements	with	a	2-DC	probe!				1729	

	1730	
A	possible	cynical	translation	of	the	HUJ-CSJ	“highly	uncertain”	claim	about	ice	content:			“We	1731	

measured	really	high	ice	particle	concentrations	similar	to	those	of	L929496		but	we,		F2015,	wish	not	to	1732	
reveal	in	an	article	about	cloud	seeding	potential	having	such	high	concentrations	of	ice	as	we	found.		1733	
We	therefore	have	invoked	the	excuse	that	the	“mature”	clouds	of	Israel	were	too	dangerous	for	our	1734	
aircraft	to	sample	where	all	that	ice	was.		Its	amazing	to	us	that	Zev	Levin	was	able	to	do	it!”	1735	

	1736	
2-D	artifact	reduction:		Since	the	1970s,	there	have	been	ways	in	software	of	reducing	2-DC	artifacts	1737	

caused	by,	say,	shattering	on	probe	tips.		Indeed,	in	F2015	they	inform	us	that	they	used	2-DC	probes	1738	
with	“pointy	tips”	to	reduce	shattering	artifacts.		But	then	they	reverse	course,	and	tell	us	they	can’t	1739	
report	what	they	found	with	that	probe.		This	is	sad,	because	it	appears	to	be	another	omission	of	1740	
important	data	by	the	HUJ-CSG.			1741	

	1742	
Maybe	we	shouldn’t	be	surprised	at	such	an	omission,	except	that	it	appears	in	a	peer-reviewed	1743	

journal.			What	AR	reviewers,	ad	nauseum,		allowed	an	omission	of	such	critical	data	in	an	evaluation	of	1744	
cloud	seeding	potential?			1745	
	1746	

If	this	type	of	“editing”	of	findings	in	F2015	was	what	convinced	the	INWA	to	proceed	with	1747	
rudimentary	operational	seeding	or	“Israeli-4”,	then	the	HUJ-CSG	has	misled	them	once	again.			It	is	1748	
likely,	in	such	an	experiment	with	an	unbiased	draw,	that	no	statistically-significant	results	from	seeding	1749	
will	accrue	(providing	the	evaluation	is	conducted	by	independent	non-HUJ	statisticians).	1750	

	1751	
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	1752	
Fig.	15		shows	some	2D	 images	of	 the	hydrometeors	that	were	observed	at		different	1753	

altitudes	 over		 the	sea		on		12		Jan	2012,		as	an	example.		1754	
	1755	
The	images	are	quite	nice;	shows	what	we	can	do	today.			1756	
	1757	
However,	a	series	of	single	strips	of	hydrometeors	chosen	by	F2015	in	Figure	15,	does	not	suffice	to	1758	

prove	much.		They	have	omitted	(sound	familiar?)	those	images	and	concentrations	of	sheaths	and	1759	
needles,	those	crystal	habits	that	form	at	temperatures		>	-10°C		which	would	document	the	prolific	1760	
operation	of	a	secondary	or	other	ice	particle	production	mechanism	that	operates	in	the	clouds	of	1761	
Israel.				The	aerosol	environment	of	Israel,	with	its	large	CCN	and	often	high	concentrations	of	smaller	1762	
droplets	due	to	pollution	in	the	Hallett-Mossop	riming/splintering	zone	creates	the	“perfect	storm”	for	1763	
ice	multiplication	in	their	clouds,	as	F2015		should	know	when	they	cite	Mossop	(1978).		1764	

	1765	
	Figure	15	is	not	acceptable	to	this	reviewer	without	extensive	2-D	imagery	with	“best	possible”	1766	

concentrations	available	online.	1767	
	1768	
The	CIP	particle	size	distributions	for	the	same	cloud/area	were	shown	in	 Fig.	11.	According	1769	

to	the	combined	CDP/CIP	particle	size	 distributions,	the	mode	of	the	cloud		DSD	reached	~	20		1770	
μm	at		an		elevation	of	 slightly	below	3000		m.	 This	 is	also	where	the	CIP	water	content	of	~	100		1771	
μm	particles		became		more		significant.	 Fig.	 15		shows	that	 these	precipitation	 embryos	are		1772	
spherical,		i.e.	 probably	 still		in		the	liquid		phase,	although	the	temperature	is	close	 to	−	8	°C.		1773	

The	LWC	at		that	 elevation	reached	1.6		g	m-3		and		 there	was		no	indication	for	 ice.	Higher		1774	
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up	 in	 the		cloud		the	particles	became	even		 larger	and		 started	 having	a	 more	 irregular	1775	
shape.		The	irregular	particles	seen	 at	temperatures	warmer	than	−	5	°C	are	not	likely	 to	have	1776	
frozen	at	 the		observed	elevation,	but	rather	have		 fallen		 from		 above			while	 riming	 smaller	1777	
particles.	This	leads		 to	another	small		mode	 in		the	far		right		 of	 the		 CIP	size	distribution	(Fig.	1778	
11)	rather	than	a	more	continuous	decline	in	LWC	with	increasing	particle	diameter	in	the		CIP	1779	
range.	1780	
	 Documenting	a	similar	process	of	cloud	 droplet	growth,	the	formation	of	precipitation	1781	
embryos	and	 their	freezing	over	 the	Golan	Heights	was	much	more	challenging	due	 to	a	1782	
number	of	reasons.		It		was		 difficult	 to		 follow			the			same	 cloud			element	through	1783	
its	 lifetime	due		 to	the	more	orographic	nature	 and	layered	structure	of	the		clouds.			1784	

	1785	
The	authors	recover	from	the	omissions	discussed	previously	and	write	an	outstanding	couple	of	1786	

qualifying	sentences,	the	type	that	normally	accompany	a	great	science	piece!		I’m	excited	again!	1787	

	1788	

And	even		if	distinct	convective	cloud	 tops	were	identified,	they	often	 quickly	 drifted	eastwards	1789	
into		Syria,	where	it	was		not	possible	flying	 to.	The	 impression	was		that	often	the	clouds	1790	
there	would	consist	only		of	supercooled	water	with	no		precipitation,	unless	having	1791	
embedded	convection	or	 ice	particles	falling	 from	 above.	1792	

	1793	
The	above	is	good,	and	the	use	of	the	word,	“impression”	makes	it	even	better.		Thank	you	authors!	1794	

	1795	
Fig.		16		presents	 the			profile			of		the	 concentrations	of	hydrometeors	with	diameter	1796	

greater	than	100		μm	 in		clouds	over	 the	Sea	and	 the	Golan	Heights	—	as	measured	by	the	 CIP.	1797	
It	is	based	on	 the	same	15	 flights		used		for	 the		analysis	in	Fig.	14	and		 both	 figures	have		 some	1798	
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common	 features.		As	with	 the	cloud		droplet	effective	radius,	the		concentrations	of	the	1799	
large	hydrometeors	 increase	with	 decreasing	temperatures		in		the	developing	convective	1800	
clouds	over		the		sea.	 This	 is	because	as	the	 cloud	 grows	and	 its	top	 becomes	colder,		the	 cloud	1801	
droplets	and		the		hydrometeors	that	do	not	fall	become	larger,		and		also	because	the	1802	
freezing	of	the	largest	droplets,	which	may		push	them	over	 the	 100	μm	cutoff	size	used		in	Fig.	1803	
16,	is	more	likely.	1804	

	1805	
The		statistics	 of		the	 hydrometeor	concentration	over		 the	Golan		Heights,	on	 the	other	1806	

hand,	shows	a	maximum	concentration	between	−	5	and		−	10	 °C,	with	median	1807	

concentrations	close		to	10	 L-1.	The	 inclusion	of	cloud		layers		with	colder	bases,	smaller	1808	
droplets	 and		 less		LWC	might	explain	the	 decreasing	hydrometeor	 concentrations	at	 colder	1809	
temperatures	 over		 the	Golan	Heights.	This	might	not,	 however,	explain	the	finding	that	the	CIP	1810	
concentrations	in	 the	−	5	to	−	10	 °C	temperature	band	are	considerably	higher	over	 the	Golan	1811	
Heights	than	over	 the	 sea.	1812	

	1813	
This	doesn’t	make	sense.		The	reality	would	be	just	the	opposite	if	they	had	been	more	adventurous	1814	

with	their	aircraft	sampling	in	the	Med.		The	reason	for	the	lower	concentrations	in	the	-5°	to	-10°C	1815	
temperature	range	over	the	Mediterranean	where	ice	multiplication	is	rampant,	compared	to	those	1816	
concentrations	found	in	the	Golan,		is	the	sampling	by	F2015	of	young,	newly	risen,		“hard”	turrets	1817	
before	the	ice	explosion	occurs	over	the	Med.			1818	

	1819	
It	 is	worth	noting	that	 the	temperature	of	maximum	hydrometeor	concentration	over		the		1820	
Golan		Heights	coincides	with	the	activation	temperature	of	the	silver-iodide	which	was	1821	
released	upwind	during	most	of	the	 sampling.		1822	
	1823	

WHY	would	one	sample,	at	great	operating	cost,	clouds	when	seeding	was	underway	upwind???		1824	
Isn’t	that	a	waste	of	precious	INWA	resources?		Was	this	unintentional?		Are	there	no	data	from	your	1825	
flights	that	were	gathered	in	the	Golan	without	seeding	taking	place?		Did	you	measure	ice	nucleus	1826	
concentrations,	ones	that	could	have	alerted	you	to	this	problem?		This,	unfortunately,	raises	the	issue	1827	
of	incompetence	unless	there	were	mitigating	circumstances.	1828	

	1829	
It	is	also	close	 to	the	 temperature	of	maximum	Hallet–Mossop	ice	multiplication	rates,	which	1830	
may	 be	suppressed	in	strong	convection	(over	the	sea)	 due	 to	relatively	short	residence	time	1831	
of	the	graupel	in	the	optimal	temperature	band	for	 ice	splinter	production	(Hallett	and	1832	
Mossop	1974).	 	1833	
	1834	

Suppressed	H-M	process?		This	is	non-sense.		Gimmee	your	plane!		These	authors	need	to	go	outside	1835	
and	watch	there	incoming	Cumulus	congestus	clouds	as	they	convert	to	ice	(and	small	Cumulonimbus	1836	
clouds)	within	minutes	after	reaching	very	much	above	the	-5°C	level.		With	proper	aircraft	sampling,	1837	
the	authors	would	have	found	a	ton	of	H-M	generated	(and/or	that	by	other	processes)	ice	crystals	1838	
(needles	and	sheaths)	in	the	temperature	zone	(-3°	to	-10°C)	where	H-M-produced	ice	can	reside	(as	at	1839	
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Mt.	Hermon	on	many	occasions).	1840	
	1841	
One	wonders	why	the	analysis	goes	so	badly	here?		Who	was	directing	the	aircraft?		Who	wrote	this	1842	

segment?	1843	

	1844	
But	 this	process	may		be		enhanced	by		the	embedded	convection	that	 often	occurs	over		1845	
the	Golan		Heights.		This	 is	because	the	mixing	of	the	convective	cloud		element	with	the	1846	
stratiform	cloud		with	a	 colder	base,		can		result	in	 a	broad,	or	even		bi-modal,	droplet	size	1847	
distribution,	which	is	favorable	for	ice	 splintering	 (Mossop,	1978).	It	 is	not	possible,	however,	1848	
to	quantify	the	relative	contribution	of	each	 factor	 to	the	observed	hydrometeor	1849	
concentrations	without	a	 very		detailed	case		by	case		analysis,	because	the	variation	from		1850	
cloud		to	cloud,		and	even		within	a	cloud		is	rather	high.	1851	
	1852	

Send	me	the	videos	from	these	flights,	your	ice	and	droplet	concentrations	and	spectra,	and	I	1853	
promise	to	help	you	understand	what	you	did!		Better	yet,	give	me	your	research	aircraft	for	the	month	1854	
of	January	and	we	will	find	some	ice,	and	some	new	findings	commensurate	with	those	of	L929496.	1855	
	1856	
4.4.	Availability	of	supercooled	cloud	water	1857	
	1858	

The	 supercooled	 liquid		water	content	of	 the	clouds	over	the	Mediterranean	Sea	and	 over	1859	
the	Golan	Heights,	at	different	temperatures,	is	presented	in	 Fig.	17.	 The	water	content	was	1860	
integrated	over	the	binned	CDP	data	and,	 if	necessary,	slightly	adjusted	to	match	the	1861	
measured	content	of	the	Hot-wire	probes.	Fig.	17	 is	based	on	 the	same	dataset	as	Figs.	14	1862	
and	 16.	Note	that	the	abscissa	in	 Fig.	17	 is	 in	 the	log-space	due		to	 the	large		 possible	variation	1863	
in		LWC.	 At		the	 initial	stages,		as		the	clouds	 develop,		their	 tops			get	 cooler			and			the			LWC		1864	
values	increase	both	over		the	Mediterranean	Sea	and		over		the	Golan	Heights.	At	−	4	°C,	25%	1865	
of	the		measurements	that	were	taken	over		the	Golan		Heights	had		 a	 LWC	greater	than	0.4		1866	

g	m−	3,	while	over		the		Mediterranean	Sea	 that	number,		at		the	same	temperature,	was	1867	
slightly	smaller.	1868	
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		1869	
	1870	

As	the	authors	noted	previously,	they	don’t	know	what	happened	to	the	LWC	in	the	clouds	at	the	1871	
upwind	side	of	the	Golan	because	it	went	over	toward	Syria.		That	should	be	re-iterated	here,	lest	the	1872	
AR	reader	be	misled	by	the	F2015	claim	that	this	is	unambiguously	potential	water	for	seeding	1873	
purposes.		That	potential	remains	to	be	seen	without	more	comprehensive	measurements,	such	as	1874	
ground	measurements	of	ice	crystal	concentrations,	habits,	riming	characteristics	at	the	top	of	Mt.	1875	
Hermon,	which	is	often	in	the	H-M	temperature	zone	during	precip	events	in	Israel.			1876	
	1877	
Mt.	Hermon	crystal	data	would	make	a	stupendous	paper	of	itself.		But	could	we	trust	the	HUJ-CSG,	1878	
with	so	much	seeding	baggage,	to	do	it	objectively?		I	really	don’t	think	so.		What	a	shame	that	a	1879	
“senior”	researcher,	who	is	extremely	familiar	the	output	of	the	HUJ-CSG	over	several	decades,	feels	1880	
this	way.	1881	
	1882	
Further	up	 the	LWC	values	over	 the	Golan	Heights	started	decreasing,	while	the	LWC	over	1883	

the	 sea		 continued	 to	 increase	as		the		 cloud			tops	developed	further.	1884	
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	1885	
As	mentioned	in	Sections	3.3	and	 4.2,	the	 sampling	strategy	over		the		Mediterranean	Sea	 and		1886	
over		the	Golan		Heights	was	often		different	because	of	the	different	typical	cloud		structure/	1887	
dynamics	as	well	 as	flight	safety	restrictions.	While	 over	 the	 sea	“hard”	tops	of	deep	convective	1888	
clouds	were	more	abundant	and	favored,	over	the	Golan		Heights	the	maneuvering	was	more		1889	
restricted	and		the		sampling	covered	the		area		more	homogeneously.		1890	
	1891	
Here	and	below,	the	authors	divulge	critical	pieces	of	information	about	sampling	that	represents	the	1892	
highest	form	of	objective,	scientific	writing	for	their	readers!	1893	
	1894	

Preferential	sampling	of	developing	cloud		tops		with	relatively	little	history	of	mixing	over		1895	
sea,		versus	measuring	mostly	orographic	 layer		 clouds	over		 the	Golan		Heights,		can	explain	1896	
the		greater	LWC	values	over		the	sea		and		the	positive	trend	all	the	way	up.	More	 than	half	of	1897	
the	samples	over	 the	sea	at		a		temperature	 around	−	16		 °C	had		 a		LWC	greater	 than	1	g	1898	

m−	3.	1899	

	1900	
The	quote	above	about	1	gm	m-3	at	-16°C	concerns	liquid	water	that	would	be	very	short-lived,		indeed,	1901	
as	I	believe	the	authors	know,	or	should	know.				Would	it	last	at	that	level	even	five	minutes	in	a	1902	
Langrangian	sense?		Give	me	your	research	plane	and	we	will	see!	1903	

	1904	
The		 likely			explanation		for		 the	 LWC	 “bump”	 only			over	the	Golan		Heights	is	 the	sampling	1905	

of	 cloud		 layers		with	bases	at		 colder	 l ower 	 temperatures		and			hence	 reduced	 LWC.	As	 Fig.	1906	
3	illustrates,	the		clouds	over		the	Golan		Heights	tend	 to		have		a	structure	of	 layers	(on	the	1907	
days	that	we	chose	to	sample	on)	and		a	more	homogeneous	coverage	of	the	area		would	1908	
include	sampling	of	those	layer		clouds.		This	explanation	is	supported	by	 Fig.	14,	 as	 new		high		1909	
cloud		layers	that	are	separated	from	 the	 clouds	below,	are	expected	not	only	to	have		low	1910	
values	of	LWC,	but	also	 small	 re	(Fig.	14).	 The	LWC	in	those	elevated	cloud		layers		would	increase	1911	
little	with	height	due	 to	the	cold	 low	temperatures,	but	 re	might	increase	rapidly	due	to	the	1912	
low	concentration	of	CCN	and	 hence	also	 cloud		droplets,	even		in	the	undiluted	parts	of	the	1913	
clouds.	1914	

	1915	

This	doesn’t	make	any	sense	to	this	reader;	“re	might	increase	rapidly..”			Where?	1916	
	1917	
Another	possible	contributor	to	the	changing	trend	of	LWC	over			the			Golan			Heights		at		1918	

temperatures		 below	 −	8		 °C	 is	the	 conversion	of	 liquid		 cloud		water	 into		 ice		(which	 is	 not	1919	
measured	by	the	CDP	or	by	the	 Hot-wires).	The	concentrations	of	the		hydrometeors	(Fig.	16)	1920	
are	 at	maximum	at	 that	temperature	and		that	might	not	be	 just	coincidence	—	 as	1921	
discussed	in	Section	4.3.	 In	order	to	determine	the	causes	and	the	effects		of	 the	observed	1922	
relations,	as	well		as	 the	contributions	of	 the		seeding	operations	versus	the		natural	1923	
processes,	other	methods	are	 required.		1924	

	1925	
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Again,	why	spend	so	much	on	research	targeting	natural	clouds	when	seeding	is	going	on?		Its	crazy.	1926	
	1927	
So,	within	the	scope	of	this	 study,	it	is	practically	impossible	to	quantify	the	relative	1928	

impacts	of	the	explanations	above		to	the	observed	different	trend	of	LWC	versus	the	1929	
temperature	over	 the	 sea	and	 over	 the	Golan	Heights	without	 analyzing	a	 larger	dataset	 and		1930	
a	more	dedicated	planning	and		filtering.		1931	

	1932	
Yes!	Thank	you,	authors,	for	this	candid	assessment.		I	would	love	to	take	part	in	those	additional	1933	
studies!		“Call	me!”			Furthermore,	having	a	senior	researcher	as	a	kind	of	“Resident	Skeptic”	would	1934	
improve	the	credibility	of	future	HUJ-CSG	publications.	1935	
	1936	
However,	despite	the	reduction	in	LWC	with	altitude,	and		regardless	of	 its	 true	1937	

explanation,	there	are	still		 non-negligible	amounts	 of		super-cooled	 LWC	over		 the	Golan			1938	
Heights.		 	1939	

	1940	
The	end	result	of	the	supercooled	water	they	observed	at	the	upwind	side	of	the	Golan	is	not	known.		1941	
Caution	is	advised	in	what	to	make	of	this	statement.		1942	
	1943	
As	far	as		 cloud	seeding		is		 concerned,		the	relevant	 question	 is		the	 precipitation	1944	

efficiency	of		the	orographic	layer		clouds.		Obviously,	this	 type	of	cloud		is	inexistent	over	 sea.	1945	
Fig.	18		provides	the	probability	distribution	and		the	cumulative	distribution	function	of	1946	

the		supercooled	water	content	over		 the		 (upwind 	s ide 	o f 	 the) 	Golan		Heights	at	1947	
temperatures		colder	lower	than	−	8	 °C.		1948	

	1949	

You	can’t	emphasize	the	sampling	bias	contained	in	Figure	18	enough;	otherwise	it	will	likely	mislead	1950	
the	INWA	or	other	organizations	into	funding	cloud	seeding	with	no	real	return,	as	we	saw	the	HUJ-CSG	1951	
caused	the	INWA	to	do	in	the	past	at	great	expense	to	the	people	of	Israel.	1952	
	1953	
While	 some	of	the	water	might	have	 been	converted	to	ice	due		to	the		seeding	operations,	1954	

the		remaining	liquid		water	might	mark	the		potential	of	additional	precipitation	1955	

enhancement.		It	shows	that	55%	of	the	measurements	in	the	clouds	had	less	than	0.2	g	m-3	1956	
of	super-cooled	water,	but	it	means	that	45%	had	more.	20%	of	 the	data	had		more	than	0.5	1957	

and		~	4%	even	more	than	1.0	 g	m-3	of	 liquid		water	with	a	potential	to	freeze	with	silver-1958	
iodide.		1959	

	1960	
This	sentence	is	lacking	the	very	nice	qualifiers	you	incorporated	in	this	piece	at	other	points.		Were	1961	

these	questionable	portions	written	by	only	one	of	the	authors?		One	wonders.		But,	unless	the	writing	1962	
is	partitioned	in	a	footnote,	all	of	the	writers	are	responsible	for	a	paper’s	content.	1963	

	1964	
Since	the	flight	pattern	over	 the	Golan	Heights	was		more	or	 less	 fixed,	 this	represents	the		1965	

true	areal		fractional	coverage	of	these	clouds	during	the	flights	there.	Therefore,	this	1966	
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represents	significant	amount	of	super-cooled	cloud		water	and	indicates	that	 ice		nuclei	may		1967	
still		be		a		limiting	 factor	 in		the	conversion	of	LWC	into	 ice	and	 further	to	precipitation.	So	there	1968	
might	be	 room	for	extending	the	seeding	efforts	that	target	the	clouds	over		the		Golan		1969	
Heights	to	realize	more	of	their	seeding	potential.	1970	
	1971	
5.	Summary	and	conclusions	1972	

	1973	
A	key		factor		 that	determines	the	seeding	potential	of	 the	clouds	is	the	quantity	of	super-1974	

cooled	water	in	the	clouds,		the	time	that	the	water	droplets	remain	in	the	 super-cooled	1975	
region	and		 the	temperatures	at		which	supercooled	water	 persists.		1976	

	1977	
Add	this	sentence	after,	“persists”:		“We	were	unable	to	do	all	the	necessary	maneuvers	to	establish	1978	

these	parameters.”	(	It	doesn’t	mean	you	failed….)	1979	
	1980	
More		super-cooled	water,	longer	time	and		colder	lower	temperatures,		all		 lead			to		1981	

greater		seeding	 potential		as		 there		is		 a	possibility	to	convert	more	of	the	super-cooled	1982	
water	into		ice	and		precipitation.	1983	

After	analyzing	27	research	flights	 during	four	 rainy	 seasons	(2009–2013)	we		see		that	1984	
although	the		natural	 processes	of	converting		 cloud			 water		 into			 precipitation		 is			often				1985	
quite	efficient,	 	1986	

	1987	
Yep.	1988	
	1989	
	1990	
there		are		still		occasions	with	 good		potential	 for	precipitation	augmentation	by	1991	

glaciogenic	cloud		seeding.		1992	
	1993	

	 Remains	to	be	seen.		“Good”	potential	was	not	demonstrated	in	this	paper.		There	were	too	1994	
many	unanswered	questions.		This	sentence	appears	to	have	been	written	for	funders,	not	for	those	of	1995	
us	senior	researchers	who	know	the	paper	trail	of	the	HUJ-CSG	literature	well.		One	wonders	how	1996	
F2015,	who	wrote	so	eloquently	about	the	drawbacks	of	this	study,	and	the	questions	that	remain,	1997	
could	have	written	this	sentence?		Here	the	questioning	and	objectivity	have	disappeared.			1998	

	1999	
One	natural	seeding	 process	 is		the		hygroscopic	seeding	 by		the	abundance	of	sea		salt	2000	

aerosols	in	 the	boundary	layer		close		to	the	coast	due		 to	 the	 strong	winds	and		 rough	seas.		2001	
Another	natural	 seeding	process	is	 called		the	“seeder–feeder”	mechanism,			where	2002	
hydrometeors	 from			more	mature		and			higher	clouds	fall	through	the	clouds	at	lower	levels	2003	
and	 collect	 or	rime	their	water	content.	2004	

	2005	
	 In	this	scenario,	there	well	might	be	an	underlying,	shallow	orographic	Stratocumulus	layer	that	2006	

is	present	before	the	rainy/icy	complex	of	Cbs	arrive.		If	precipitation	is	falling	over	mesoscale	regions,	2007	
downdrafts	can	be	present	that	weaken	of	dissipate	the	lower	Stratocu	layer	as	the	complex	barges	2008	
into	the	hill	regions	and	the	Golan.		This	is	a	reviewer	speculation;	I	just	don’t	think	we	have	enough	2009	
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information	to	know	what	exactly	happens,	how	much	supercooled	water	there	is	when	weakening	Cb	2010	
clusters/lines	organized	by	upper	troughs	arrive	in	the	northern	mountains.			Observations	at	Mt.	2011	
Hermon,	to	repeat,	are	critical	in	answering	this	question.	2012	

	2013	
The	 results	of	this	study	have		been	already	applied	for	 the	design	of	the	 Israel-4	cloud	2014	
seeding	experiment.		2015	
	2016	

	 I	find	this	statement	sad,	because	this	study/proposal	was	not	reviewed	properly,	and	those	who	2017	
assembled	it	have	so	much	cloud	seeding	baggage,	as	is	demonstrated	in	this	review.		I	feel	sorry,	too,	for	2018	
the	Israeli	people	who	paid	millions	based	on	prior	faulty	interpretations	of	cloud	seeding	results	and	2019	
seeding	potential	based	on	fictitious	cloud	descriptions.			The	HUJ-CSG	for	too	long	has	prospered	on	the	2020	
backs	of	the	Israeli	people	with	their	biased,	self-serving	presentations	of	clouds	and	seeding	potential.		2021	
	2022	
	 Finally,	why	wasn’t	I	sent	this	manuscript	in	the	first	place?		One	of	the	authors,	DR,	knows	I	am	2023	
“above	ground”,	and	I	do	not	oppose	seeding	in	proper	circumstances.		I	do	know	Israeli	clouds	pretty	well….	2024	
	2025	
This	was	 done	by		an		addition	 of		an		eastern	 seeding	line		 for		targeting	 the	clouds	2026	
developing	over		the		Golan		Heights	and		by	positioning	the	ground	generators	accordingly.	2027	
The	main	objective	of	the	Israeli	 rain	 enhancement	program	is	to	 increase	the	amount	of	2028	
water	 that	 reaches	the	 Sea		of		Galilee,		 therefore	 adding	 an	eastern	seeding	line		2029	
contributes	to		fulfilling		 this	objective	in	four	 ways:	1)	 The	Golan	 Heights	contribute	most	of	2030	
the	water	to	the		 Sea		of	 Galilee;		 2)		The		clouds	over		 the	Golan		Heights	typically	undergo	less	2031	
natural	seeding	by	mature	clouds	and	 sea	spray;	2032	
	2033	
There	is	quite	a	bit	of	conjecture	in	item	2.		This	study	didn’t	quantify	how	much	“less	natural	seeding	by	2034	
mature	clouds”	happens	in	the	Golan.		Such	a	study	would	take	several	winters	in	this	reviewer’s	opinion,	of	2035	
combined	satellite	and	surface	observations,	and	many	more	flights	than	in	this	study.			To	repeat,	such	a	2036	
study	shouldn’t	be	done	by	the	HUJ-CSG	for	the	highest	credibility.		They	had	their	chances	over	so	many	2037	
years	to	get	it	right,	and	couldn’t	do	it.	2038	
	2039	
Cloud	tops	are	colder	in	extreme	northern	Israel	and	offshore	region	compared	with	those	areas	to	the	2040	
south	(GN74;	RH95)	as	noted.		Decreased	cloud	top	temperatures	lead	to	more	ice	and	deeper	clouds.		2041	
Presumably	more	Cbs,	organized	by	troughs	and	by	the	Cypress	low,	would	move	onshore	and	into	the	2042	
Golan	in	most	rainy	day	situations.			Whether	the	underlying	orographic	forcing	would	supply	enough	water	2043	
for	seeding	purposes	in	the	context	of	these	mesoscale	systems	remains	unknown.			2044	
	2045	
	3)	 The	clouds	over		the	Golan	 Heights	occasionally	have	relatively	high		concentrations	of	2046	
supercooled	water	at	temperatures	in	which	silver	 iodide	can	serve	 as	efficient	ice	nuclei;	2047	
	2048	
Add	this	qualifying	sentence:		“Due	to	flight	limitations,	it	is	not	known	whether	this	liquid	water	persists	2049	
long	enough	to	be	a	viable	seeding	target.”	2050	
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	2051	
	4)	 There		is	a	greater	seeding	potential	for	 the	less	 convective	clouds	(King	and		Ryan,	 1997),	2052	
such		as	 those	clouds	over		the	Golan	 Heights.	2053	
	2054	
Who	knows?		Don’t	count	on	it,	Israel.		Be	cautious.	2055	
	2056	
A	further	indication	of	citation	sloppiness,	and	a	poor	manuscript	review	of	this	article;	“King	and	Ryan”	2057	
should	be	Ryan	and	King	(1997).					2058	
	2059	
This	whole	article	has	degraded	AR	in	my	opinion.	2060	
	2061	
	 The	 Israel-4	randomized	seeding	experiment	started	 in	November	2013.		The	2062	
expected	duration	of	 the	experiment	is	about	6	winters,	during	which	the	randomized	2063	
seeding	will	be	done	in	the		same	consistent	way,	 and		further	accompanied	by	the	cloud		2064	
physics	measurements	by	aircraft	and		satellites.		2065	
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Reviewer	“baggage”	module:	bio,	a	priori	convictions,	and	a	little	about	the	2357	

reviewer’s	1986	11-week	cloud	investigation	in	Israel	2358	

Background:		Chased	storms,	cloud	photographer.			2359	

I	have	worked	on	both	sides	of	the	seeding	fence,	having	participated	in	operational	seeding	projects	in	2360	
South	Dakota	twice,	India,	Washington	State,	and	in	the	Sierras	of	California.		I	was	a	forecaster	for	the	2361	
Colorado	River	Basin	Pilot	Project	(CRBPP),	a	large,	multi-million	dollar	advanced	randomized	cloud	2362	
seeding	experiment	in	Colorado	from	1970-1975.		Beginning	in	1976,			I	worked	in	airborne	studies	of	2363	
clouds	and	the	origin	of	ice	in	clouds	in	the	University	of	Washington’s	Cloud	and	Aerosol	Research	2364	
Group	for	the	28	years.		I	was	a	“flight	scientist”	for	NCAR	during	the	2006-07	winter	during	their	Saudi	2365	
Arabia	cloud	seeding	potential	study.	2366	

A	priori	convictions	concerning	cloud	seeding:			2367	

Cloud	seeding	works	in	limited	situations,	principally	via	the	seeding	of	non-precipitating,	supercooled	2368	
clouds	(e.g.	Hobbs	et	al	1981,	an	experiment	suggested	by	the	reviewer;	“wonderful	experimentation”).		2369	
Whether	there	is	economically	viable	return	from	such	seeding,	I	don’t	know.		I	begin	every	talk	I	give	2370	
with,	“Cloud	seeding	works!”,	and	show	a	couple	of	examples	of	effects	of	seeding	(those	resembling	2371	
Schaefer’s	dry	ice	seeding	experiments	in	1947)	2372	

Motivation	for	this	review:	2373	

The	review	of	F2015		was	motivated	by	the	absence	of	post-publication	comments	on	F2015	over	the	2374	
past	three	years.			And	it	comes	from	the	emotional	reaction	after	I	read	it	recently	for	the	first	time:	2375	
“Someone	has	to	do	something	about	this!”,	the	very	same	feeling	I	had	before	I	went	to	Israel	in	1986	2376	
as	a	skeptic	of	ripe-for-seeding	cloud	claims	emanating	from	the	HUJ-CSG.		(That	same	emotional	2377	
reaction	first	happened	during	the	CRBPP	which	led	to	a	“career”	of	own-time	scrutiny	of	suspect	cloud	2378	
seeding	publications	(e.g.,	Rangno	1979).	2379	

The	1986	Israel	cloud	investigation	2380	

	At	the	end	of	1985	I	resigned	my	job	with	the	Cloud	and	Aerosol	Research	Group	over	issues	of	credit,	2381	
and	went	to	Israel	in	early	January	1986	to	investigate	their	clouds25.		I	was	skeptical	that	those	2382	
many	descriptions	of	them	in	the	peer-reviewed	literature	and	in	conference	presentations	were	2383	

																																																													
25	Done	on	“own	time,	own	dime”;	not	on	grant	monies.		I	went	to	Israel	in	1986	after	I	became	convinced	that	the	
cloud	reports	by	the	HUJ-CSG	were	in	substantial	error	and	that	the	people	of	Israel	were	likely	paying	for	the	
seeding	of	unsuitable	clouds:	“Someone	has	to	do	something	about	this!”		It	was	a	“do-gooder”	thought,	and	felt	I	
COULD	do	something	about	it	due	to	my	background	in	airborne	studies	in	the	Cloud	and	Aerosol	Research	Group	
at	the	U	of	Washington,	as	a	weather	forecaster,	as	a	storm	chaser,	and	as	a	cloud	photographer.		I	spent	11	weeks	
in	Israel	watching	the	clouds	and	storms	and	working	within	the	IMS.		I	lived	off	my	savings	($$$$)	the	rest	of	1986	
after	I	left	Israel	while	preparing	the	manuscript	that	became	R88.		It	was	submitted	to	the	QJ	in	January	1987.		
“Quasi-altruistic”?		Yep.	I	wanted	to	also	demonstrate	that	I	was	the	BEST	at	“outing”	bogus	cloud	seeding	work	
that	none	of	my	gullible	peers	suspected,	to	be	completely	candid.		Yes,	it	was	a	little	megalomaniacal…	
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correct.			I	did	not	go	to	Israel	without	“baggage,”	but	had	done	a	considerable	amount	of	2384	
“homework.”					2385	

A	note-sized	paper	asserting	that	the	Israeli	clouds	were	not	as	they	were	being	described	in	journal	2386	
articles	and	elsewhere,	had	been	rejected	in	1983	(B.	Silverman,	Ed.,	J.	Appl.	Meteor.,		personal	2387	
communication).			2388	

That	rejection	was	instrumental	in	my	1986	trip.			2389	

The	several	reviewers’	negative	takes	on	my	1983	“Comment”,	including	that	of	the	leader	of	the	HUJ-2390	
CSG	at	that	time	who	lectured	me	in	person	at	the	1984	Park	City	weather	mod	conference	about	how	2391	
wrong	I	was	about	his	clouds,		had	no	effect	whatsoever	about	what	I	thought	about	them.		He	had	also	2392	
been	a	reviewer	of	that	“Comment.”	2393	

To	repeat,	I	had	done	my	homework,	plotted	numerous	soundings	when	rain	was	falling	at	launch	time	2394	
or	within	the	hour	at	Beirut	and	Bet	Dagan,	and	had	scrutinized	all	of	the	HUJ-CSG	cloud	reports	in	great	2395	
detail.		Even	the	daily	rainfall	in	the	Israel	Meteorological	Service	(IMS)	monthly	weather	reports	2396	
indicated	something	was	terribly	wrong	with	clouds	that	were	being	described	as	highly	inefficient	rain	2397	
producers.	2398	

While	in	Israel	in	1986,	that	same	leader	of	the	HUJ-CSG	prevented	this	writer	from	visiting	the	HUJ-CSG-2399	
controlled	radars	to	evaluate	cloud	top	heights	during	rain	spells.		I	wanted	to	see	what	top	heights	2400	
were,	and	indirectly	via	IMS	rawinsonde	soundings,	obtain	top	temperatures.		(The	HUJ-CSG	leader,	2401	
“AG,”	did	allow	a	brief	“show	and	tell”	visit	to	his	Ben	Gurion	AP	radar	in	February	as	a	storm	2402	
approached26	as	part	of	our	third	and	last	meeting	in	February	1986.)	2403	

To	disallow	a	bona	fide	worker	in	the	field	of	cloud	microstructure	and	weather	modification	access	to	2404	
data/measurements	to	test	claims	about	the	Israeli	clouds	was	demonstrable	scientific	misconduct	2405	
IMO27.			The	clouds	of	Israel	can	only	be	studied	in	Israel,	and	as	scientists	we	must	be	open	to	cross-2406	
checking	of	our	results;	having	our	findings	tested.		It’s	what	we	do	in	science	(e.g.,	see	Blyth	and	2407	
Latham’s	1998	criticisms	of	the	glaciation	papers	of	Hobbs	and	Rangno	and	our	Reply	(Hobbs	and	2408	
Rangno	1998)	as	a	great	example	of	open	criticism).		2409	

But	this	was	not	what	the	leader	of	the	Israeli	experiments	understood	about	science.		If	he	was	deluded	2410	
about	his	clouds,	or	was	correct	about	them,	I	would	have	been	welcomed,	I	thought.		If	he	had	2411	
“contrary	knowledge”,	I	would	be	blocked.		Q.	E.	D.	2412	

My	findings	(R88),	in	lieu	of	radar	data,	were	based	on	Israel	Meteorological	Service’s	(IMS)	four-times-2413	
a-day	rawinsondes,	and	were	published	in	1988.		They	strongly	suggested	that	there	was	a	serious	2414	

																																																													
26Marked	by	a	mid-level	overcast	of	Altostratus	and	some	lower	Altocumulus	with	dust.	
27	After	being	asked	to	leave	the	offices	of	the	HUJ-CSJ	and	not	come	back	at	the	end	of	my	2nd	meeting	with	AG	in	
Janaury,	I	wrote	to	several	scientists	around	the	world	about	that	event.	Those	I	wrote	to	were:	P.	V.	Hobbs	and	
Lawrence	F.		Radke,	University	of	Washington;	Gabor	Vali,	University	of	Wyoming;	Roscoe	Braham,	Jr.,	North	
Carolina	State	University;	and	S.	C.	Mossop,	CSIRO,	Australia.	
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problem	with	the	HUJ-CSG’s	ultra	“ripe-for-seeding”	cloud	descriptions.		Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein	(1992)	2415	
within	the	HUJ-CSG,	belatedly	discovered	that	“dust-haze”	when	present,	apparently	produced	2416	
efficiently	raining	clouds	in	Israel,	findings	that	supported	R88.			Dust-haze	has	been	around	for	quite	2417	
awhile	in	Israel.	2418	

Later	independent	aircraft	reports	by	Tel	Aviv	University	(Levin	1992,	1994,	Levin	et	al.	1996,	hereafter	2419	
L929496)	also	supported	R88	and	further	exposed	the	faults	in	the	HUJ-CSG	cloud	descriptions.	2420	

Today,	and	at	last	in	F2015,	the	HUJ-CSG	finally	acknowledges,	implicitly,	why	the	leader	of	the	Israeli	2421	
experiments	refused	this	visitor	access	to	radars	in	1986:			the	high	precipitating	efficiency	of	Israeli	2422	
clouds	was	going	to	be	obvious	in	radar	cloud	top	imagery.28		F2015	offers	additional	confirmation	of	2423	
those	long	ago	findings	in	R88.		Lahav	and	Rosenfeld	(2000),	and	Rosenfeld	et	al.	2001	had	also	found	2424	
unsuitable	clouds	for	seeding,	but	did	not	state	that	as	explicitly	as	did	F2015,	or	only	alluded	to	“some	2425	
clouds.”	2426	

Too,	the	high	precipitation	efficiency	of	Israeli	clouds,	too,	is	not	limited	to	“dust-haze”;	it	never	was.		2427	
The	belief	that	the	Rosenfeld	and	Farbstein	(1992)	attribution	of	“divergent	seeding	effects”	to	dust-2428	
haze	was	unreliable	was	the	“acorn”	of	conviction	that	led	to	the	“oak”	of	RH95.29		2429	

Rather	than	“dust-haze,	that	high	efficiency	is	due	relatively	low	droplet	concentrations	in	2430	
Mediterranean	clouds	moving	into	Israel.				Larger	droplets	in	clouds	accelerate	the	formation	of	2431	
precipitation	via	several	processes.	2432	

End	of	“baggage”	module.	2433	

																																																													
28	Those	within	the	HUJ-SU	had	about	ten	years	of	viewing	and	recording	storms	on	their	Enterprise	5-cm	radar	by	
the	time	of	my		1986	visit.		Was	no	one	“minding	the	store”?	
29	Also	done	on	“own	time,	own	dime”;	not	on	grant	monies.		Crackpot	alert?	


